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REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF LABOR
AND INDUSTRIES
To the General Court.
The tenth annual report of the commissioner of labor and industries for
the year ending November 30, 1929, is herewith submitted.
The department of labor and industries was created ten years ago by
act of the legislature (chapter 350 of the acts of 1919) which became effec-
tive December 1, 1919. The functions of the former board of labor and
industries, the board of conciliation and arbitration, the minimum wage
commission, the following divisions of the bureau of statistics : Labor sta-
tistics, manufactures statistics and the public employment offices ; and the
office of the commissioner of standards were transferred and placed in one
department, called the department of labor and industries. The commis-
sioner was granted the authority to organize the department into a divi-
sion of standards and such other divisions as he may from time to time
determine. There has been no change since the department was created
in the personnel of the commissioners nor in the directors of the several
divisions into which the department is divided, and the results of the work
accomplished by the department during the past year are set forth in de-
tail in this report by the division heads.
By act of the legislature (chapter 357 of the acts of 1929), a new com-
mission was established in the department for the promotion and develop-
ment of the industries, and industrial, agricultural and recreational re-
sources of the commonwealth, to be known as the Massachusetts indus-
trial commission. This commission consists of five members appointed by
the governor, together with the commissioner of labor and industries and
the commissioner of agriculture. The commission may conduct researches
into industrial and agricultural conditions within the commonwealth, and
seek to co-ordinate the activities of unofficial bodies organized for the pro-
motion of the industrial, agricultural and recreational interests in the
commonwealth, and may prepare, print and distribute books, maps, charts
and pamphlets which in its judgment will further the purpose for which
it is created.
The legislature also passed a resolve—chapter 54—directing this com-
mission to investigate conditions affecting the textile industry in the com-
monwealth with a view to devising ways and means to efi"ect an improve-
ment of such conditions, and also to investigate as to the best methods of
alleviating distress caused by extended periods of unemployment in that
and other industries, and in connection therewith to consider the question
of providing insurance against unemployment.
Rules and Regulations. The department has adopted rules and regula-
tions pertaining to the use of the common drinking cup and the common
towel, making it unlawful to provide a common drinking cup or common
towel in any factory, workshop, manufacturing or mercantile establish-
ment in this commonwealth. Previously the use of the common drinking
cup and the common towel had been prohibited in any part of these estab-
lishments which was open to the public.
The commissioner received 153 applications requesting authority under
chapter 236 of the acts of 1923 to permit laborers, workmen and mechanics
to work more than eight hours in any one day on contracts entered into by
the department of public works on the construction of highways. After
investigation 128 permits were granted.
The regular inspections and investigations carried on by the depart-
ment for the protection of the safety and health of the workers is con-
ducted through the division of industrial safety. There were 37,040 estab-
lishments inspected, in which 917,612 men, women and minors were em-
ployed. There were 60,996 inspections and reinspections made during the
year and 10,944 written orders issued for compliance with the law and the
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rules and regulations of the department. In addition, there were 8,264
verbal orders issued by the inspectors at the time of their inspection.
Complaints of law violations, numbering 834 from outside sources, many
of which were anonymous, were received and investigated and action taken
when necessary. These complaints in 1920 numbered 1,872 and have grad-
ually decreased each year as a result of our inspection service. Claims for
non-payment of wages have increased both in number and the total
amount of wages claimed. In 1920 there were 773 claims and the amount
paid to the employees was $5,749.55, while in 1929 there were 2,501 such
claims and the amount of wages paid to employees through the efforts of
the department was $53,028.46. An amendment to the law relating to the
non-payment of wages was enacted during the year making it possible to
impose a penalty of imprisonment in the house of correction for not more
than two months, so that the courts may in extreme cases impose impris-
onment instead of a fine.
The protection of the health and the safety of the workers in industry
continues to be the most important function of the department. All in-
juries arising out of and in the course of employment, including occupa-
tional diseases, are required by law to be reported, and the information
thus received is of great value to the department in its prevention work
and especially in the study of occupational diseases. A new statistical
clerk has been added to the office force to tabulate and keep up to date all
reports received of occupational diseases. These are submitted to the two
regularly employed industrial physicians for their study and recommen-
dations. The commissioner this year has appointed and had the assistance
of a committee of expert industrial physicians and others interested in the
work of preventing occupational diseases.
Accident Prevention. The total number of accidents, including occupa-
tional diseases, reported for the year ending June 30, 1929, was 160,183,
which is 1,193 more than the number reported the previous year. Of this
number, 60,195 were tabulatable injuries; that is, injuries causing loss of
time exceeding in duration the remainder of the day or shift on which the
accident occurred. This number was 135 less than the previous year.
There were 353 fatal injuries, an increase of 13 over 1928.
Industrial management has taken a broad interest in the problem of ac-
cident reduction during the year. Two hundred and sixty-six corporations
in the state, employing approximately 135,000 workers, have taken part in
a state-wide, friendly competition ending December 31, 1929, to study the
causes of their accidents, and reduce their frequency rate if possible. This
contest was directed in eastern Massachusetts by the Massachusetts safety
council, of which the commissioner is a director, and with other groups in
the Worcester and Springfield districts reporting to the safety councils in
these cities, and with the Associated Industries of Massachusetts consoli-
dating all the returns for analysis and study. The plan had the endorse-
ment and assistance of this department. Quite apart from the fact that
nearly two score plants finished the year without a lost time accident, the
division of these diversified industries into groups according to their haz-
ards, served to establish an average for accident frequency which offered
a stimulus to plants that had fallen below the average, as well as an incen-
tive to those already above it. It has also presented an accurate cross sec-
tion of accident experience for the year. The Massachusetts safety coun-
cil, reporting for 84,000 employees in eastern Massachusetts, notes that
their 3,253 accidents were divided as follows
:
Strains and sprains .....
161
114
114
26
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Explosions, electricity, fires, poisonous or corrosive substances . 280
Hand tools......•••
Flying particles . .
Vehicles .......••
Miscellaneous ........
A 1930 contest has been organized upon an even larger scale and should
further demonstrate the fact that industrial accidents are being reduced
to an accurate basis of information which should be accepted as the start-
ing point for the improvement of conditions in any plant.
Labor Troubles. During the year 1929 there were 66 strikes and lock-
outs reported, in which the number of employees directly or indirectly in-
volved was about 13,000, as compared with 55 strikes in 1928 affecting
about 47,000 employees. The board of conciliation and arbitration was in
close touch with all labor controversies. During the ten years the board
of conciliation and arbitration has been a part of the department it has re-
ceived 3,388 joint applications for arbitration and has heard and given de-
cisions in 2,445 cases, an average of 244 decisions a year. The remaining
applications were either withdrawn or decided without a hearing.
Minimum Wage. There are now 21 decrees enforced by the minimum
wage commission, covering 36 occupations. There were 12 decrees in
effect before the minimum wage commission was made a part of this de-
partment. These 12 decrees have all been revised by the present commis-
sion and the minimum wage increased.
Public Employment Offices. The four public employment offices main-
tained by the commonwealth are administered by this department. Two
of these offices are located in Boston, one in Springfield, and one in
Worcester. Notwithstanding the depression in business following the
stock market crash in October, 1929, the records of these offices for the en-
tire year compare quite favorably with those for the year 1928. The total
number of positions reported filled by the four offices in 1929 was 30,157,
showing an increase of 1,833, or 6.1 per cent over the corresponding num-
ber (28,324) in 1928. Of the 30,157 positions reported filled in 1929,
20,171 were filled by men and 9,986 were filled by women.
Special attention is given by these offices to the placement of yeterans.
The total number of positions reported filled by veterans during the past
year was 2,530, which constituted 12.5 per cent of the total number of po-
sitions (20,171) filled by all male applicants for employment at these
offices.
Census of Manufactures, 1928. The census of manufactures in Massa-
chusetts for the year 1928 was taken by this department during the past
year, independently of the United States bureau of the census which takes
a biennial census only, covering the odd years. The results of the census
for 1928 showed that the total number of establishments in operation in
that year was 9,971. The total value of products manufactured in these
establishments during the year amounted to $3,224,227,651, the value of
stock and materials used in manufacture amounted to $1,663,155,564, and
the difference between these amounts ($1,561,072,087) represents the
value added by the various manufacturing processes. The average num-
ber of wage earners employed in the 9,971 establishments during the year
was 540,927, and the total amount paid in wages was $670,063,291. The
results of this census were made public in a series of 44 press notices
which were issued immediately upon the completion of the tabulations.
Abstracts of the principal data by cities and towns and by industries for
1928 are presented in the report of the division of statistics which forms
a section of this report.
Arrangements for co-operation with the federal bureau of the census in
taking the census of manufactures and distribution for the year 1929 have
been made and the preliminary work has been begun. The census of dis-
tribution will be the first national census of this character ever taken by
the federal government.
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The collection of monthly payroll data, first undertaken by the depart-
ment in 1922 in order to show, currently, the trend of employment and
earnings of wage earners in the manufacturing industries, has been con-
tinued during the past year. From year to year the scope of this branch
of the statistical work has been extended to include not only a larger list
of representative manufacturing establishments, but also the building in-
dustry, and (in 1929) public utilities and wholesale and retail trade.
Series of index numbers have been computed showing employment trends
in the principal industries. The fund of information with reference to
industrial conditions throughout the commonwealth, secured monthly and
made public promptly, is now quite comprehensive, but there are still sev-
eral groups of industries which are not included within the scope of the
monthly surveys and which cannot be included unless an increase in the
appropriation for the statistical work is granted.
Recommendations. In view of the fact that the work of the board of
conciliation and arbitration and the minimum wage commission has stead-
ily increased, both in its volume and in its importance since the depart-
ment was created in 1919, and the salaries of the associate commissioners
and the assistant commissioner have remained the same, I herewith recom-
mend that consideration be given to this matter. To accomplish this, so
far as it relates to the associate commissioner who is chairman of the
board of conciliation and arbitration and of the minimum wage commis-
sion, it is necessary to make a change in the present law and a recom-
mendation for this purpose is herewith submitted.
Appropriations. The total amount of the several appropriations for
the use of the department during the year ending November 30, 1929 was
$399,570. This includes $10,000 for the new Massachusetts industrial
commission. The expenditures amounted to $373,425.46, leaving an un-
expended balance of $26,144.54 in addition to $2,150 reserved for out-
standing bills. There has been collected in fees and paid into the treasury
of the commonwealth through the division of standards the sum of
$94,370.84, and to the cities, towns and counties the sum of $45,006.
E. Leroy Sweetser,
Commissioner of Labor and Industries.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR 1929
General
Account • Appropriation
Officials $20,500 00
292,470 00
74,100 00
2,500 00
Personal services
Contingent and Travel ......
Wage Boards . . . . . . .
Massachusetts Industrial Commission, Salaries and Con-
tingent ........ 10,000 00
Expenditures
$20,500 00
282,521 84
67,503 06
500 58
2,399 98
Totals $399,570 00 $373,425 46
Collected in fees and paid into the treasury of the Commonwealth .
Collected in fees and paid into treasuries of cities, towns and counties of the Com-
monwealth ............
Unexpended
Balance
$9,948 16
6,596 94
1,999 42
7,600 02
$26,144 54
$94,370 84
45,006 00
By Divisions
Wage
Administration
Commissioner, assistant commissioner,
sioners (personal services)
Clerical and other assistance to administration
Division of Industrial Safety
Personal services ....
Expenses .....
Board of Conciliation and Arbitration
Personal services . . .
Expenses
Division of Minimum
Personal services ....
Expenses .....
Wage Boards
Personal services and expenses .
Division of Standards
Personal services ....
Expenses .....
Division of Statistics
Personal services ....
Expenses .....
Public Em,ployment Offices
Personal services ....
Expenses . . . .
Massachusetts Industrial Commission
Personal services and expenses .
1 Not including outstanding bills estimated at
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REPORT OF THE DIVISION OF INDUSTRIAL
SAFETY
John P. Meade, Director
Inspection Work
Enforcement of labor laws rests upon the principle of regular inspection
of industrial establishments. Through this means the protection afforded
by statute for employees in the industrial establishments of the common-
wealth is made possible. Compliance is secured with laws and regulations
for the safeguarding of dangerous machinery. Suitable lighting is fur-
nished in work places. The exposure of employees to the dangers of in-
haling irritant dust and fumes is prevented. Sanitary requirements are
enforced. These include rules and regulations for suitable toilet and
washing facilities, adequate ventilation of industrial establishments, main-
taining proper temperature in weaving and spinning departments of tex-
tile mills, providing pure drinking water and enforcing the statutes re-
stricting the employment of women and children, and the laws enacted for
their protection.
Within the scope of this inspection work building operations are in-
cluded and regulations enforced to maintain safe scaffolding and working
platforms for employees in these hazardous trades. Requiring compliance
with the statutes in relation to employment in the construction of public
work, including provisions for citizens' preference, the eight-hour day and
the customary and prevailing rate of wages for mechanics and teamsters,
are prominent features in this work.
Complaints alleging violations of labor laws are investigated. Causa-
tion of injury is studied in accidents and diseases of occupation, and means
for prevention of similar occurrences required. Detailed reference to both
of these subjects will be found elsewhere in this report. Reports on special
problems affecting employees in industry are regularly made to the com-
missioner for his attention and direction. During the year there was a
total of 45,133 inspections and 15,863 reinspections.
Summary of Activities
All estab- Manufacturing
lishments Mechanical Mercantile
Number inspected 37,040 17,407 19,633
Number of Employees:
Males
14 to 16 years 6,399 4,713 1,686
16 to 21 years 53,644 45,320 8,324
Illiterate 1,746 1,733 13
Over 21 years 528,025 458,343 69,682
589,814 510,109 79,705
Females
14 to 16 years 5,979 5,712 267
16 to 21 years 69,175 58,296 10,879
Illiterate 1,820 1,801 19
Over 21 years 250,824 208,820 42,004
327,798 274,629 53,169
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The number of orders outstanding December 1, 1928 was 809, and
the number of written orders issued in 1929 was 10,944, making a total
of 11,753. The number of orders complied with in this period was
18,760, of which 8,264 were verbal orders complied at time of issuance.
There were 28 cancelled orders, while those outstanding on November 30,
1929 totaled 1,257.
Summary of Inspections
The following statement indicates the activities of the inspection force
for the year ending November 30, 1929
:
Inspections: Mercantile, 19,633; mechanical, 17,407; building opera-
tions, 8,093. Total: 45,133.
Reinspections : 15,863.
Visits
Complaints, 2,904; accidents, 2,155; occupational diseases, 1,001;
homework in tenement houses, 352. Total, 6,412. Homework licenses
issued, 339. Painters' registrations issued, 356.
Orders Issued
Labor: Employment of women and minors, 397; posting time notices,
4,041; minors in prohibited trades, 54; procuring and returning certifi-
cates, 3,784; public exhibition of children, 2. Total, 8,278.
Health : Sunday work, one day's rest in seven, 135 ; ventilation, humid-
ity, dust removal, drinking water, core rooms, 410; lighting, injuries to
eyes, toilet and washing facilities, medical chest, 3,124; meal hours, seats
for women, lockers, 101 ; common drinking cup and towel, 531 ; miscel-
laneous, 2. Total, 4,303.
Safety : Communication with engine room, 8 ; safeguarding machinery,
2,457; miscellaneous, 213. Total, 2,678.
Building Operations: Painting orders, 971; building operations, 2,978.
Total, 3,949.
Totals: Orders issued, 19,208. Orders complied with in this period
was 18,760, of which 8,264 were verbal which were complied at time of
issuance.
Complaints
Employed under 14 years of age, 19; employed without certificates, 18;
in prohibited trades and on dangerous machinery, 8; illegal public exhibi-
tion of children, 12; health and sanitation (impure drinking water, fail-
ure to provide lockers, inadequate or no blower system), 75; time notices
not posted, 2 ; at time other than stated, 1 ; improperly posted, 1 ; over-
time employment of women and minors, 556; public works, 15; non-pay-
ment of wages, 2,501; illegal advertising, 6; unguarded machinery, 9;
building operations, 50; miscellaneous, 62. Total complaints, 3,335.
Industrial Safety
Dangers in the operation of intricate machinery and frequent changes
in manufacturing processes still combine to bring occupational hazards
to the work place. These are closely associated with the health and
well-being of men, women and children employed in the industrial estab-
lishments of the state. Preventing exposure to work dangers in the
operating of machinery is one of the prominent duties in the inspection
service. This is accomplished through the control of hazards at the point
of operation and providing devices to guard against accident-producing
causes.
Regular supervision of manufacturing and mechanical establishments
is necessary to attain this result. In this connection 2,566 orders,
having reference to requirements of this nature, were complied with by
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employers. These included measures to control power transmission equip-
ment and provide emergency stopping devices, covering sprockets and
inrunning gears to prevent contact with operators, and safeguarding
set screws on revolving parts. Clutches having projecting parts, tight
and loose pulleys and motor stops were included, and others related to
belt and pulley equipment adjacent to passageways or working positions
of operators; to vertical and horizontal transmission shafting; couplings
and collars ; balance wheels and flywheels and projecting keys in shafting.
Protection of the eyesight and of hands and fingers exposed at the point
of operation figured prominently in this work. Injuries of this type are
of permanent partial character and arise largely from such exposure.
They constitute a leading inspection problem in centers where wood-
working and metal trade plants are located.
In dealing with this problem, the safeguarding of circular saws,
jointers, planers, matchers and moulders was stressed during the year,
and power punch and drop forge machinery inspected regularly. Close
attention was given to the use of devices for the purpose of keeping
the hands of the operator out of the danger zone. Improvements in these
contrivances were suggested in many plants, and cooperation was given
the department by installing the latest type. Other details in machinery
safeguarding included the installation of interlocking devices on extrac-
tors in laundries; better safeguards on calender rolls, embossing, hide-
splitting and corrugated paper machinery; installing two-hand tripping
devices on guillotine papercutters, and other means to control the haz-
ards in machinery used in manufacturing and mechanical lines. In-
tensive work in this connection through recent years has resulted in a
gradual reduction in machinery accidents. Figures taken from the
records of the department of industrial accidents indicating this fact,
are given herewith:
Machinery Accidents by Manner of Occurrence
1919 1^28
Starting, stopping or operating machine 9,675 3,251
Adjusting machine, tool or work 1,758 694
Flying objects striking operator 3,285 678
Cleaning or oiling machine 1,298 540
Breaking of machine, tool or work 620 177
Repairing machine 223 70
All other 1,631 2,273
18,490 7,683
Reduction in time lost by employees through machinery accidents has
taken place. For the year ending June 30, 1919, machinery accidents
were responsible for 33.6 per cent of all days lost because of injuries to
employees in the industrial establishments of this state. The percentage
of days lost in these accidents gradually decreased each year until it
fell to 20.7 per cent in the twelve months ending June 30, 1928. Another
indication of efficient inspection work in the safeguarding of machinery
will be noted in the drop which has taken place in permanent partial
disability injuries in the past decade. There were 1,750 cases of per-
manent partial disabilities, or 2.5 per cent of all the tabulatable injuries
for the year ending June 30, 1919. In the twelve months ending June
30, 1928, the total number of permanent partial disability injuries
dropped to 1,197, or 2 per cent of all the tabulatable accidents. Nearly all
of these injuries were due to contact with machinery, and included ampu-
tation or loss of fingers, thumbs, toes, feet or limbs, or the sight of
eyes. In this period, eye injuries have been reduced. In 1919, loss of
sight in one eye occurred in 115 cases, while in one other case sight in
both eyes was lost. In 1928, 73 sustained the loss of sight in one eye,
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and one, both eyes. The leading cause of injuries of this type is associ-
ated with the use of hand tools. These were responsible for more than
one-half of the eye injuries in the past ten years. The eye hazards of
industry include flying chips of metal, mineral or wood; splashing
liquids, including molten metal and acids, and explosions of various
types. Many of these accidents occur from blows by belts; by emery,
grinding and polishing processes ; flying particles from hand tools, machine
tools and portable tools; from vegetable, animal and mineral dust; from
sand-blasting and flying objects of all kinds. Neglect of slight injuries
and dangers of infection ; exposure to excessive radiating heat ; eye strain
resulting from improper or inadequate lighting; and lack of competent
first aid treatment contribute materially to serious eye injuries. En-
forcement of the provisions in law to protect the eyesight of employees
was prominent in the work accomplished in the inspection of industrial
establishments. Where the nature of the work or the machinery used
caused danger of injury to the eyes of employees, mechanical devices were
required for their protection. The use of suitable goggles in those occu-
pations known to cause injuries of this type was among the means
emphasized for this purpose. This is one of the most difficult measures
in accident prevention work to carry out. Workmen fail to use these
protectors, for they prove to be uncomfortable at times. The nature
of the work done is frequently of such type as to cover the lenses with
dust, steam or perspiration. In emery wheel grinding, a glass guard
securely fastened in a frame and attached to a guard over the wheel
does away with the necessity for goggles, and especially in cases where
many different men use the wheel. Helmet or head shields were sug-
gested for use in the case of exposure of the eye to intense heat and light.
An industrial bulletin issued by the department containing suggestions
to employers and employees for the prevention of eye accidents was
circulated among employees working in trades where eye injuries were
numerous. This publication stressed the importance of taking care of
the eyes and advised means for proper first aid treatment in the case
of slight injuries. Attention is directed in this bulletin to the cause
of eye strain, especially to employees working in clerical service; in
drafting and designing, sewing, tailoring and dressmaking, watch and
clockmaking, woodcarving, typesetting, spinning, weaving and other gen-
eral textile work, shoe and leather making, tool and cutlery working
and metal grinding and polishing. Cleaning or oiling machinery caused
1,298 injuries to employees in 1919, and accidents due to this cause
dropped to 540 in 1928. Many concerns now post warnings to the
employees against this practice. Inspectors urge this action in plants
where it appears necessary.
The progress made in preventing accidents through the application of
the general safety rules and regulations to machinery is seen in these
comparative tables:
Machine Accidents by Part of Machine
1919 1928
Part of machine No. of Per cent No. of Per cent
cases of total cases of total
Point of operation
Belts
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Another result of safeguarding machinery is noted in the reduction of
specific injuries. These accidents usually mean permanent loss of wage-
earning capacity. Employees having this experience are frequently com-
pelled to enter upon new employment in the industrial field. Most of
these had served years of apprenticeship in their chosen trade, and
through long experience became competent in the operating of intricate
machinery. In the past ten years the work of this division has been
centered largely on the question of preventing these work injuries.
Tables are given herewith indicating the number and type of these
injuries in 1919 and in 1928:
1919 Per
Specific Injuries Number of Cent
Cases of Total
One finger or thumb lost at or
above the first joint . . 1,109 73.1
Two fingers on one hand . . 171 11.2
One eye..... 115 7.6
One hand . . . . 60 3.9
One toe .... 25 1.6
One foot 15 1.0
Two toes 12 .8
Both feet 2 .1
One hand and one finger . . 2 .1
Both eyes 1 .1
One hand and one foot 1 .1
One finger on one hand, and one
on the other .... 1 .1
One finger on one hand, and two
on the other .... 1 .1
Two arms and two legs . . 1 .1
One hand and one toe . . 1 .1
1,517 100.0
Specific Injuries
1938 Per
Number of Cent
Cases of Total
One finger or thumb
Two or more fingers
One eye .
One hand or arm .
One toe .
Two or more toes
One foot or leg
Two feet or legs
Two or more fingers on each hand
One finger on each hand
Both eyes
Two fingers on one hand, one on
other, and one toe
One finger on one hand and two
on other ....
One eye and two or more fingers
812
99
73
34
30
6
5
2
2
2
1
1,069
75.9
9.2
6.8
3.2
2.8
.6
.5
.2
.2
.2
.1
100.0
Building Operations
Supervision of conditions on building projects was systematically
carried on by eight inspectors trained in the experience of construc-
tion work. This included the inspection of structures in the course of
erection or in the process of repair or alteration and in the outside
painting and interior decoration of buildings. In these places of em-
ployment compliance with the regulations to prevent work accidents
was required. Cooperation with orders issued by the department for
this purpose was freely given. General contractors engaged in the large
construction enterprises realize the necessity of safe equipment to pro-
tect employees from the dangers prevailing in this occupation. Some of
these now employ welltrained mechanics to inspect daily the supports or
other contrivances for stagings or scaffolds, hoisting machinery for lift-
ing material, and to insure protection for the employees from falling
material. Working in harmony with the inspectors of this division pro-
vides a system which operates efficiently to reduce accidents in the
building trades. During the year, 3,949 orders issued by the depart-
ment to safeguard the work places were complied with. Many of these
were given verbally by the inspector on the premises and the regulation
conformed to in his presence. In such cases prompt action was necessary
to prevent hazardous exposure of the employees.
Nearly all of the orders issued were concerned with an attempt to
control accident producing causes. Analysis of the records on file in
the division indicates that these included provisions to furnish working
platforms with toeboards and guard rails, proper horizontal sections and
diagonal bracing for built-up scaffolding, protection to employees from
falling material from over and above them by adequate flooring and other
means; suitable staging to be maintained for the special purpose of pre-
venting injury to workmen employed on a pitched roof; rigid construc-
tion of open stairways, including landings and temporary treads securely
fastened; handrails firmly attached and extending full length of the
stairway with adequate lighting facilities provided; safeguarding all
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openings in floors and providing barriers or railings for all spaces
used for elevator hoisting purposes; requiring sufficient width of space
on elevated runways for carrying material or using wheelbarrows;
restricting the number of employees on two-fall rope staging or swing-
ing scaffold and requiring equipment to make these safe; affording
suitable enclosure of elevating machinery or hoisting apparatus to pro-
tect operator from falling material and from inclement weather; fur-
nishing full and complete insulation where workmen are liable to come
in contact with wires used to transmit electricity of a dangerous voltage,
and to convey smoke and gaseous matter to the outer air from heat-
ing apparatus used for the drying of plaster or other material. On
large building projects, daily inspection of construction operations was
the practice followed.
A clear picture of the work done on the large building jobs is seen
through facts taken from the records on file in the division. One large
office building was under construction for thirteen months and erected at
a cost of $3,000,00. It is twenty-four stories high, and an average daily
force of 450 men was employed while 20 sub-contractors participated in
its erection. Mechanics engaged in the occupations of excavating for the
foundation, laying concrete floors, as bricklayers and carpenters, erect-
ing scaffolding, doing the iron work construction, plastering, installing
electrical equipment, steam fitting, plumbing, water-proofing and roofing,
painting, ornamental bronzing, glazing, fire-proofing, exterior finishing,
sheet metal work, marble work, and installing elevators and boilers. For
the treatment of injuries to employees a first aid room was maintained
under the direction of a trained male nurse in constant attendance
during working hours. There was a total of 58 accidents to employees
in the construction of this building. None of these was fatal. No viola-
tion of law took place in these cases. During the course of the erection
of the building, there was a total of 323 inspections made.
In another building—a fifteen-story hotel—16 contractors, employing
an average of 325 building trade mechanics daily, engaged in its con-
struction. During the period of its erection 253 inspections were made.
Two fatal accidents occurred on these operations. No violation of law
occurred in this connection. Facilities for first aid treatment were
available to the employees, and necessary care by nurse and physician
provided. This firm employed a safety engineer who went about the
building each day looking for work dangers and correcting them
promptly. There was a total of 24 injuries to workmen, arising out of
and in the course of their employment. Excellent cooperation was
given by superintendent and foreman to the orders issued by the
department and the suggestions made by an inspector of this division.
Inspection of roofing operations had prominent place in the building
trade work. These projects were covered in a systematic manner, and
scaffolding and equipment used for this purpose carefully examined.
Cooperation was received from roofing companies in providing improved
devices for the protection of their workmen.
The building trades industry contributed 8,828 cases or 14.6 per cent
of all industrial accidents in Massachusetts for the year ending June
30, 1928. Sixty-five of these were fatal, or 19.1 per cent of all such
cases. There was one case of permanent total disability. In 111 cases,
permanent partial disability injuries occurred, or 9.3 per cent of all such
cases for the year. The latter included loss of fingers, hands, feet, toes
or limbs or the sight of eyes. Construction work contributed more in-
juries than came from any other occupation in this period.
In the erection of buildings, the percentage distribution of lost days
and average days per case was higher than in any other industry.
In the various occupations connected with the building trades, accidents
caused 17.3 per cent of all time lost by industries because of injuries
arising out of and in the course of employment. Injuries in this em-
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ployment averaged 88 days in compensation for each accident. This
information was given wide publicity by inspectors at various confer-
ences with contractors, sub-contractors, safety engineers and representa-
tives of insurance companies, and was utilized to stress the importance
of accident prevention work in the building trades.
In this occupation, non-machinery accidents are more numerous than
in any other. The industry is filled with hazards peculiar to this line
of employment. The processes of work in the building trades are
changing constantly in the erection of structures. Difficulties are en-
countered which are not met with in other types of work carried on
in fixed establishments. Frequent shifting of the working force on the
job is characteristic of the construction industry. This process multi-
plies the occasions of danger and encourages the assumption of unneces-
sary risk by the employees. Building operations are diversified, carried
on at widely different points and under conditions making it difficult
to accomplish practical prevention work. In some cases, inspectors found
owner and contractor urging the speeding up of the employees to com-
plete the job at an earlier date than originally agreed upon. This
practice is a prolific one in the causation of injuries. Such operations
were given close supervision and the requirements promptly insisted
upon. New developments in the building trades and new processes in
the course of such employment continue to bring additional dangers to
the work place. These include high speed mechanical devices, such as
derricks, material hoists, power shovels, trench diggers, drills and other
machinery, together with the use of high-power explosives. These add
to the man-power exposure and increase the number of accidents and
make difficult the task of maintaining safety in the erection of
buildings.
During the year, 1,332 orders were complied with to meet the provisions
of the rules and regulations pertaining to the painting business. These
applied to the operations of outside painting on building structures and
interior decoration of churches, theatres, schoolhouses, office buildings
and other public buildings. Stagings used in these projects were given
frequent inspection, and the devices required by the regulations to pre-
vent accidents in this line of work examined regularly. The work of the
division in the safeguarding of employees who engage in this dangerous
occupation is clearly shown in quoting from the records on file of what
the employer did to comply with the law when ordered to make the
workplace safe. These include securing the tie-lines to a stable part
of the building or structure when the staging is attached to or sup-
ported by the gutters, providing lifelines and belts to men employed
50 feet or more above the ground, requiring the use of ledgers, diagonal
stays, horizontal stays, planks, trestles, brackets and ropes, and the con-
struction of safe platforms for working on sides of structures. There
were 356 registrations with the department to engage in the painting
business.
Caisson Wo7'k
Caisson operations were inspected daily on a project to connect cer-
tain water mains in the city of Boston. Work on this undertaking
began in February and was finished in June. Preliminary inspection
work was necessary to supervise the excavation and masonry work
done in connection with the construction of a steel cylinder shaft. At
times, 30 men were employed on this job under a gauge pressure which
varied from 14 to 24 pounds. Before going to work, each employee was
examined by a doctor, and comfortable quarters with heat and shower
baths were provided. While working under the maximum pressure on
these operations, employees were limited to shifts of three hours each,
with two hours between, making a total of six hours of actual work for
the day. They were given a maximum of twelve minutes' time for
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decompression, or a minute for every 2 pounds when emerging. All
necessary instruments were attached to the caissons and airlocks to show
the actual air pressure to which men employed therein were subjected.
A competent person was in charge of pressure gauge time piece and ther-
mometer. The decompression lock was in charge of an employee who
was in attendance during the periods of decompression. He regulated
the valves controlling the supply of air and the rate of pressure; kept
a record of men employed under pressure and the length of stay of
each employee in the lock and also recorded the amount of time taken
for decompression by the employee. Temperature of working chambers
was maintained as required by the regulations, and light supplied from a
different circuit from that furnishing light in the shaft. Passageways
were kept clear and properly lighted, and safety screens installed in the
heading beyond the bulkhead line. Locker room was provided for all the
employees engaged in this work. These included lockers and benches,
open and accessible to men during the intermission between the shifts.
Bathing facilities, with running hot and cold water service were pro-
vided, and also suitable and adequate toilet accommodations. Hospital
attention was available in case of emergency. Eighteen inspections were
made of the caisson work while men were employed under compressed
air. The compressed air furnished the men was provided by an electri-
cally driven compressor. Another auxiliary compressor was alongside
ready for instant use in case of emergency. This job was completed
without caisson disease of any kind.
Free Egress from Factory Buildings
Frequent inspection of old factory buildings was necessary to main-
tain egress as required by statute. Lacking the facilities of modern
structures, they present an important problem to the inspection service.
Adequate means of exit from a building crowded with small workshops
are maintained only through continual supervision. Close attention was
given to establishments where inflammable compounds or explosives were
used and processes carried on that would obstruct or render hazardous
the egress of operatives in case of fire. In factories, workshops and
manufacturing establishments where doors were locked, bolted or other-
wise fastened in violation of law, it was necessary to issue 125 orders.
Inspection reports on file indicate these applied to small workshops
mainly in the wood-working trade, shoe factories, and in the clothing
and rubber garment industry. Plants engaged in the manufacture of
fireworks and products including the use of volatile liquids capable of
producing high concentration of dangerous fumes in the workroom were
inspected regularly each three months. Practical measures were sug-
gested for the safety of workmen and cooperation secured.
In some of the tenant factory buildings means of egress were pro-
vided while certain doors were locked or otherwise obstructed, so as to
prevent quick escape in case of fire or other catastrophe. In nearly
all such instances materials were stored temporarily in front of these
outlets or in such a manner as to make exit difficult. Passageways and
stair landings were filled with obstructions, including barrels, boxes,
refuse cans and containers. This practice was found to prevail chiefly
in manufacturing establishments. In these places prompt compliance
with the law followed when the requirements were made known to
the management. Warehouses in which small workshops are located were
given close attention in this connection. In some of these places dan-
gerous conditions were found, and orders issued by the department to
correct them were complied with. Efficient cooperation was received in
this work from municipal officials engaged in fire prevention work. In
places where gasoline, naptha, petrol, benzine, ether, turpentine, benzol,
methyl alcohol and carbon disulphide were found, careful examination
of conditions was made. These included processes in rubber compound-
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ing, dry cleaning, engraving, commercial photography, and were in prom-
inent use as solvents for paints, dyes, oils, cements and varnishes.
Precautions taken in some establishments to deal with these dangers
included the installation of fireproof rooms, closed safety containers,
local exhaust equipment, and, in some cases, the substitution of less in-
flammable and non-explosive compounds.
Lighting in Industrial Establishments
During the year 314 orders were issued requiring compliance with
the lighting code provisions. Most of these were in connection with
the proper maintenance of existing equipment. Failure to keep lamps
free from accumulated dust and dirt prevented adequate illumination
in many instances. In establishments where eye fatigue among the
employees was discovered, changes were made in the location of the
light source and proper adjustment of the work processes took place.
Good cooperation was experienced in procuring adequate intensity of
illumination. In many lines of manufacturing, this is desirable for
the quality of the product and is necessary to produce satisfactory vol-
ume of output. In fine work requiring close discrimination in detail,
light measurements mere made in the immediate work area to deter-
mine accurate intensity. Lighting circuits for stairways and exits, as
required by the regulations, were carefully examined to determine that
they extended inside the working room so as to light the immediate en-
trance to the stairway or exit. In some cases it was found that the
system was not independent of the regular lighting of the working space,
and connection extending back to the main service entrance for the
building was provided.
Night inspections were made in some plants where employees were
exposed to glare from inadequately shaded lamps of high brilliancy and
reflection from polished surfaces. Improvement was made in the light-
ing facilities in exits, passageways, stairways, hallways, elevator cars,
washrooms, toilet rooms and other parts of industrial plants to comply
with orders issued by the department during the year. These included
the provisions relating to the height and location of lamps, the use of
shades and reflectors, and other means necessary for proper distribution
of light in the workroom.
Basement lighting was given a prominent place in the inspection of
industrial establishments. Used in some manufacturing concerns for
storage purposes, a number of these basements were found without suit-
able illumination to prevent employees from stumbling over objects and
sustaining serious injuries through falling. Large department stores
were also included in this work. Stairway lighting was found to be poor
in some of these places, and difficulty in locating exits prevailed because
of overcrowding the space used for storing merchandise. These con-
ditions were corrected.
Safeguarding Machinery by Manufacturers
The practice of reporting new machinery found operating without
devices to prevent contact with inrunning gears and other dan-
gerous parts by employees engaged in their ordinary duties was
continued by the inspection force. The information received
from this source led to correspondence with concerns engaged
in the manufacture of these machines, and requirements of the
Massachusetts law were made known. Prompt compliance was received
in this work, and in some cases it was found that suitable devices were
in the market but were not purchased by the user of the machine. Mod-
ern machine builders now indicate an interest in producing equipment
furnished with reasonable control of operating hazards.
Safeguarding mechanical operations was the first development in the
work for the prevention of accidents to employees, and this led to the
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safer construction of machine equipment. Many of the earlier models of
machinery with dangerous exposed parts are still found in use, and users
of these are required to furnish the proper safeguards. Accidents of
this type, in which unusual severity figured, were brought to the atten-
tion of the manufacturers, and suggestions made to diminish the occupa-
tional danger in the construction of new machines. This information
was made available for draftsmen and designers in the employ of the
concerns and utilized for this purpose. No concern engaged in the manu-
facture of machinery desires the reputation of producing dangerous
equipment. The usual attitude of such firms is to cooperate with the
department in this work.
Labor Laws—Women and Children
Inspections were made in 37,040 manufacturing, mechanical and mer-
cantile establishments and other places in which the statutes impose
regulations on the employment of women and minors. These included
telegraph offices and telephone exchanges, express and transportation
companies, manicuring and hairdressing establishments, motion picture
theatres and office buildings in which women elevator operators were
employed. This work resulted in compliance with 7,911 orders issued
by the department. These required the posting of time notices, the
procuring and returning of certificates, protecting children from work-
ing at dangerous trades, and preventing the employment of women and
children at time other than as stated on the printed notice. Posting
the time notice as required by law was stressed by each inspector in
the places of employment during the year. Employers were instructed
concerning the provisions of the statutes in this connection, and personal
assistance was given in the case of employment in shifts. This included
posting the proper notice, stating separately the hours of employment
for each tour of duty, and the amount of time allowed for meals. Other
requirements concerning the forty-eight hour law were explained, and
the details made clear. Keeping a list by name of the employees on file,
stating in which shift each is employed, requiring written report to the
department of the day and hour of employment at time other than stated
on the printed notice in the case of stopping of machinery for more than
thirty minutes were included in these requirements.
The usual difficulty was experienced in keeping the time notice posted
in some of the small mercantile establishments and workshops. Some
were found torn and badly soiled and unfit for practical use. Sugges-
tions were made in these circumstances to provide a suitable frame
for the time notice and keep it posted in a conspicuous place in the room
where women and children work. An adequate supply of notices was
left in each establishment inspected and the employer advised to com-
municate with the division if assistance was needed to post them properly.
This system proved to be a practical one and met with good results.
Adequate enforcement of the statutes restricting the hours of labor
for women and minors is not attained unless night inspection is regu-
larly made in certain establishments. This is especially true in the case
of manufacturing concerns employing such persons in shifts during the
peak seasons in their line of business. In districts where this practice
exists the inspector followed the rule of giving day and night super-
vision to the plant. This included dressmaking and garment shops,
shoe factories and bakeries, candy, jewelry, fur and other manufactur-
ing establishments. The list of shifts on file was examined and the em-
ployees working in each tour of duty verified. Employers in some of these
trades now require the employees working on the night shift to sign
a statement that they have not been employed during the day in other
establishments in such a manner as to cause the firm to violate the
statute. This has accomplished much to secure compliance with the law
and diminish complaints alleging illegal employment of this kind. Hotels,
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restaurants and lunch rooms in certain districts are included among
work places where night inspection is necessary. Holiday celebrations
attract large numbers of persons to hotels during the night hours. To
determine if compliance with the requirements of the law takes place,
investigation is usually timed with such occasions. This is a difficult
problem for the inspector to deal with, for it includes the employment of
women in shifts. There is now active cooperation by the employment
managers in the large hotels because of the night inspections made under
these circumstances. Restaurants continue to furnish the division with
an important problem of law enforcement. Women employed in shifts in
these places usually work at periods when their services are required to
meet the volume of patronage. In some cases it was found that women
were employed early in the morning and late at night, having lawfully
worked nine out of fifteen consecutive hours. This was due largely to
careless arrangements of the shift requirements, and inspectors pre-
vailed on the management in many instances to make changes that dimin-
ished this hardship.
The night employment of girls under twenty-one years of age in:
restaurants, lunch rooms and cafeterias was given close attention.
The statutes prohibit the employment of such persons for more than six
days a week in these places, and girls in this age group are not per-
mitted to work later than ten o'clock in the evening or before five o'clock
in the morning. To enforce these requirements of the law, inspectors
worked in groups, visiting at late hours establishments catering to the
night trade. In some places girls under twenty-one were found em-
ployed as cashiers after 10 o'clock at night and for more than six days
a week. Thorough inspection of seashore establishments was continued
during the summer season.
Safeguarding of machinery in laundries and other mechanical estab-
lishments received attention. Proper exhaust equipment was required
in some of these places. Inland parks and amusement places in central and
western parts of this state were included in this work. Roadside stands
are mercantile establishments and the employment of women and children
in such places comes within the scope of the law. Special visits in this
connection were made to many of these stands on holidays and during
the evening hours. In some instances it was found that girls under
twenty-one were employed after 10 o'clock at night in violation of the
law. In other cases twenty-four consecutive hours of rest in every
seven consecutive days of employment were not given to employees. Con-
stant supervision of these places was necessary because of the frequent
labor turnover. Changes in ownership and management required new
inspection of the establishments.
Active cooperation on the part of the general public in the enforce-
ment of the statutes restricting the hours of labor for women and
minors is evidenced by 556 complaints coming to the department from this
source. All of these were investigated, and in 257 cases it was found
that compliance with law did not prevail. Court procedure was taken
in some of these when such action was justifiable. Prompt correction
occurred in the others upon orders being issued by the department.
Reports on file in the division indicate that many of these were concerned
with hotels and restaurants where women were employed in shifts.
Failure to comply with the shift system properly was chiefly responsible
in nearly all complaints from this source. Persons lacking adequate
experience in the legal provisions restricting employment allowed women
in some instances to work more than forty-eight hours in one week.
Inspectors dealing with these cases supervised the preparation of new
time notices and list of shifts with names of employees for each tour of
duty.
Employment at time other than stated on the printed notice was
found to occur in some manufacturing establishments. This happened
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in places where men and women were employed together, and payment
for work done was computed on the piece rate basis. In only a few
cases was it found that the number of hours worked exceeded the limita-
tions imposed by statute. Discovery was made in some instances of
women reporting for work at time later than the hours for beginning as
indicated in the time notice and remaining at their employment after
the closing hour designated therein. Close supervision was given by in-
spectors to plants where this practice was found, and special visits were
m.ade to check up the provisions of law restricting the employment of
women to the posted hours. Large groups of women were not found
working in any industrial establishment for more than nine hours in
one day nor more than forty-eight in a week.
In 299 complaints from the public, alleging overtime employment,
no violation of law was found in the course of investigation. In nearly
all of these, lack of knowledge in the provisions of the statute is the ex-
planation for filing such protests with the department. Many of these
were concerned with authorized employment after the usual hours to
make up time lost through breaking down of machinery on a previous day
of the same week. Another common source of unfounded complaint is
the employment of women in stores after the close of the ordinary busi-
ness hours. In these cases special shifts of employees were arranged
to meet business exigencies such as taking inventories or providing for
the display of goods in connection with special sales. Others were con-
cerned with women who were not employed in laboring, but in exclusively
clerical work. All such complaints were investigated and the facts
determined in each case.
Child Labor
Regular supervision was given in the employment of children in fac-
tories, workshops, manufacturing, mechanical and mercantile establish-
ments. This included careful examination of certificates on file and in-
vestigation of the employment given the child. Time notices were in-
spected and hours of labor checked up. Special attention was given to the
matter of compliance with the provisions of the law requiring children
under sixteen years of age to be employed only on the basis of the
specific work authorized by the certificate. It was made plain that chil-
dren in this age group should not be permitted to work in proximity to
hazardous or unguarded belts, machinery or gearing while in motion or
in operating or assisting in operating wood-working machinery or stamp-
ing machines used in sheet metal or tinware, corner-staying machines in
paper box factories, power punches or shears and other types of dan-
gerous employment prohibited by statute.
To this work, cooperation is readily given. During the year 4,156
orders were complied with in relation to the legal requirements for the
employment of children. Inspections made in the industrial plants in-
cluded verifjang their hours of work as indicated in the posted notice
and the time spent in attendance upon continuation schools in the cities
and towns where this is required by law. One of the difficult features
of this work is maintaining compliance with the statutes in casual or
temporary employment. For this reason much time was given to
supervising the employment of children in the small mercantile estab-
lishments including chain stores, private bowling alleys, roadside stands,
theatres, dance halls, and in boot black stands and establishments.
Efficient cooperation from the police departments in the large cities was
found valuable in this connection, particularly in the prevention of illegal
employment in the delivery of milk during the early morning hours.
Inspections made during the summer time at beach resorts and amusement
parks found this problem a vital one. Conditions under which young
children were employed in such places received close and systematic atten-
tion, and this resulted in protecting them from the harmful consequences
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of employment dangerous to the health and development of youth. Early
morning hours are busy periods at the seashore resorts when trade is
brisk and deliveries from store and market are made. Employment of
children under these circumstances was found attended with the danger
of riding on and jumping from automobile trucks. In these cases the
requirements of the statutes regulating the employment of children were
made known to their employers, and supervision continued in these cir-
cumstances to determine that compliance with the law prevailed.
The appearance of children under the statutory age in singing, dancing
and playing musical instruments in theatrical and other public exhibi-
tions continues to furnish the division with a problem requiring constant
and vigilant attention. Many of these performers are well-trained at
considerable expense to their parents and often exhibit clever talent in
their specialties. The statutes permit the employment of such children
as musicians in a church, chapel, school or school exhibition. They may
lawfully appear in private lodge entertainments, where they perform
on musical instruments and sing or dance without interference on the
part of any one. These things they may not do in a circus, theatrical
exhibition or in any public place, but the children can legally take part
in any festival, concert or musical exhibition upon the special written
permission of the aldermen or selectmen.
Confusion regarding these requirements is the source of many com-
plaints in cases which do not concern violations of law. Theatrical
companies and the traveling circus from other states frequently come
into Massachusetts and give prominent announcement to the fact that
precocious children will take part as musicians or contortionists and acro-
bats in the performance. Under these circumstances the managers are
consulted and requirements of the law made known to them. This
results in withdrawal of the children from the performance. In the
work of preventing the illegal appearance of children in these public
exhibitions, booking agencies were interviewed by the inspectors and
informed in relation to these matters. This accomplished much to
exclude children from unlawful participation in public exhibitions. The
number of orders complied with relative to procuring and returning
certificates was 3,508. Of this number, 578 were employment certificates
for children between fourteen and sixteen years of age.
Lunch Period for Women and Children
In a factory or workshop in which five or more women and children
are employed for more than six hours at one time, such persons shall
be provided with an interval of at least forty-five minutes for a meal.
It was necessary to issue 32 orders to establishments to secure compli-
ance with these requirements. Nearly all of these concerned small
workshops where the number of women employed had increased and then
came within the scope of the law.
Seats for Womeii and Children
Attention was given to the providing of seats for women and children
in manufacturing, mechanical and mercantile establishments. It was
necessary to issue 50 orders to proprietors to furnish suitable seats for
their use when not necessarily engaged in the active duties of their
employment and when the work could be done in a sitting position.
These included department stores in which the working force was in-
creased to meet the demands of the holiday trade and special sales. In
some cases seats adequate in number were not provided. Prompt adjust-
ment was made in these instances upon notice being received from the
department, requiring compliance with the law. In certain types of
employment in connection with manufacturing processes, difficulties
were experienced in the enforcement of the statute when it was claimed
the work could not be done properly while the operator was sitting
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down. Under these circumstances conferences were held with represen-
tatives of the management, and the purpose of the law to protect health
of the employees explained in detail. This practice did much to remove
objections, and seats were readily provided. In establishments where the
work was done exclusively in a sitting position, examination was made
of the seating facilities provided for the employees. In some cases these
were discovered to be unsuitable and dangerous, and others failed to
provide for suitable posture. This condition prevailed largely in small
concerns, and better equipment was secured for seating facilities when
such establishments were required by the department to provide ade-
quate accommodations.
Injuries to Employed Children
Analysis was made of the fatal and permanent partial disability in-
juries to children in the fourteen to eighteen year group for the year
ending June 30, 1928. Special investigation was made in these cases
when it appeared that employment was in proximity to hazardous machin-
ery or in violation of the certificating requirements or other provisions
of law. Seven children under the age of fourteen years were injured in
their employment in street trades or at other work permitted under the
statutes. There was a total of 2,470 injuries to children between four-
teen and eighteen years of age, or 400 less than in the previous year.
This was 4.1 per cent of all tabulatable injuries.
Classified by ages, these are as follows
:
Girls
23
88
197
274
Permanent partial disability injuries in the same age group, classi-
fied by age and sex are given herewith
:
Girls
2
3
5
There were two fatal injuries to employees under sixteen years of age,
and both of these were victims of elevator accidents.
In one case a boy of fifteen years and four months, who worked three
days in a manufacturing establishment, employed as a sweeper,
riding on an elevator to an upper floor, was crushed between the
elevator and its casing. In the course of the investigation made it was
found that this boy had used the elevator on the day of his death for
the purpose of bringing rubbish to the fire room. There was no
employment certificate on file. Prosecution took place and penalty for
violation of the statute was imposed on the defendant.
The other was that of a boy fifteen whose employment certificate was on
file, giving the specific nature of his work as "sweeping." Evidence was
found indicating that the boy was operating the freight elevator. In
bringing the elevator up to the second floor of the building, he thrust
his head out and was caught between the floor and the elevator and was
crushed to death. Action in court was brought against this concern. It
was denied by the management that the child was employed in operating
an elevator, and the defendant was found "not guilty."
Two fatal injuries were sustained by boys under eighteen years of age.
One of these occurred in an establishment engaged in the manufacture
Age
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of fireworks and firecrackers. In this case the boy was carrying a tub
of compound into the mixing room and arrived there just as an alumi-
num dust explosion occurred. He was knocked down and apparently
stunned, being fatally burned in the fire which followed the explosion.
Action was brought against the concern in court on the ground that the
minor was employed in violation of section 62, chapter 149 of the Gen-
eral Laws which prohibits the employment of children under eighteen
years of age in establishments where "gunpowder, nitroglycerine, dyna-
mite or other higher dangerous explosives are manufactured or com-
pounded."
The Massachusetts Supreme Court reviewed the facts in this case when
appeal was made on the question of compensation for fatal injury. On the
ground that this minor was not lawfully employed, the insurer refused to
acknowledge liability under Part E of section 32, chapter 152 of the Gen-
eral Laws, which provides for conclusive presumption of total dependency
by "a parent upon an unmarried child under the age of eighteen years pro-
vided that such child was living with parent at the time the injury re-
sulted in death." In defining the purpose of this law as it applied to such
injured minors, the supreme court said
:
"As respects the rights of minors under the act we do not perceive any
reason to differentiate between those who are lawfully employed and
those employed as a consequence of the employer's illegal conduct. In
both instances the minors are free from any statutory inhibitions; the
contracts as to themselves are free from the taint of illegality; in each
case they are entitled to similar benefits and to an equivalent amount of
protection. The parties were possessed of capacity to establish the re-
lation of master and servant, notwithstanding the contrary obligation
which the statute imposed upon the employer. The contract is not of
that type which is wholly void and from which no enforceable rights can
arise.
The violation of the statute subjects the employer to the penalties men-
tioned in the statute; but it does not prevent the relation of employee
and employer from coming into existence, nor affect the rights incident
to that status which accrue to an employee who, himself, is free from
wrongdoing." (Massachusetts advance sheets 1929, page 1001.)
This decision is important because of its bearing upon the rights of chil-
dren in relation to the payment of compensation for incapacity resulting
from injuries arising out of and in the course of illegal employment. It
leaves the department of labor and industries free to prosecute in cases of
this kind without jeopardizing the rights of the child under the provisions
of chapter 152 of the General Laws.
In another case a boy sixteen years and six months, employed as a la-
borer on a tobacco farm, was struck by lightning in a shed on the prem-
ises and killed.
Permanent partial injuries to children fourteen and fifteen years of age.
There were seven such injuries in this age group—five boys and two
girls. Injuries by industry were as follows
:
Industry Nature of Injury
Textile 4 Loss of phalange 2
Shoe 1 Loss of use of more than 1 pha-
Laundry 1 lange 2
Paper Box 1 Loss of one finger 1
— Amputation of 4 fingers on left
7 hand 1
Loss of great toe on left foot ... 1
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Causation of injury in these cases was found to be as follows:
Infection of lacerated finger. . . 1 Finger caught in machinery. . . 1
Cleaning meat-grinding machine 1 Foot caught between floor and
Oiling machinery 1 elevator 1
Hand mangled in laundry ma- —
chine 1 7
Cleaning decating machine ... 1
In these cases, a girl fifteen years of age was illegally employed on a
laundry machine and sustained the loss of four fingers on the right
hand. While an employment certificate was on file authorizing her to
work in this establishment, it was issued upon the promise to give this
girl work to do that would conform to the requirements of the statutes.
Action was taken against this concern in court. The firm pleaded guilty
and the penalty provided by law was imposed.
In cleaning a meat-grinding machine, a boy fifteen years of age sus-
tained injuries resulting in loss of the distal phalange on the ring finger.
In oiling the gears of her machine contrary to orders of the overseer, a
girl sustained an injury resulting in the loss of the distal phalange on
the index finger.
Stepping on an elevator full of boxes, a boy fifteen years of age em-
ployed in a textile mill, sustained injury to his foot when it was crushed
between the floor and the edge of the elevator, resulting in the loss of a
toe.
Sustaining a laceration of the middle finger of the right hand, a boy fif-
teen years of age contracted an infection causing loss of use of terminal
joint on middle finger.
A boy fourteen years of age employed in a shoe factory sustained a lac-
eration on the middle finger of the right hand, causing loss of use of the
terminal joints of the middle finger.
While riding on an elevator, a boy fourteen years of age allowed his
right hand to come in contact with a pulley, causing loss of phalange of
the ring finger.
Permanent Partial Disability Injuries to Children Between 16 and 18
years of age.
There were 49 in this age group, and classified by industry as follows
:
Textile 14 Curtain manufacturing 1
Metal 12 Rubber 1
Shoe and leather 6 Building trades 1
Furniture and wood-working ... 4 Brick manufacturing 1
Bookbinding 2 Bakery 1
Paper 2 Moving pictures 1
Food packer 1 Milk truck driver 1
Dyehouse 1
The nature of injuries in these cases is as follows:
Loss of one phalange 24 Loss of use of three fingers .... 1
Loss of two phalanges 8 Loss of use of two phalanges one
Loss of one finger 1 finger 1
Loss of two fingers (first joint) . 3 Loss of arm 2
Loss of three fingers (first joint) 1 Loss of first phalange (toe) .... 1
Loss of first phalange (thumb) 2 Loss of two phalanges (toe) ... 1
Loss of two phalanges three fin- —
gers 1 49
Loss of use of one finger 3
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Important factors in the causation of injuries were the following:
—
Picking cotton waste from conveyor; holding stock against sanding ma-
chine when hand slipped; catching hand between hot rollers of compress-
ing machine; removing article from centrifugal extractor in motion;
cleaning rolls when machinery started ; taking waste from picker machine
in motion; putting hand in the danger zone of embossing machine while
talking with another employee ; catching finger in hand-feed cutter ; catch-
ing finger in press on first day of employment ; picking cotton waste from
mule spinner in motion; operating foot-trip press, failed to coordinate
with hands properly; falling on broken milk bottle, lacerating hand badly;
cleaning cylinder on garnetting machine ; running stock over planer, hand
striking knives; inserting stock in die, tripping machine with hand in
danger zone ; smoothing out felt stock, hand striking shear blade ; removing
stock prematurely from punch press; lacerating hand on end of spinning
frame causing infection; attempting to remove stock in paper products
machine; finger slipping on hand-cutting tool; picking cotton waste from
gears; removing lumber, stumbled over stock and falling against planer;
fingers catching between rolls while skiving inner-soles.
Nearly all of these were preventable accidents. Cleaning machinery
while in motion continues to furnish a substantial number of these injur-
ies. In 10 cases amputations were necessary as a result of this practice.
In the 56 establishments in which the specific injuries happened to chil-
dren between fourteen and eighteen years of age, 43 occurred in plants
where first aid rooms were maintained. Here first aid treatment was pro-
vided for the injured employees through a nurse or other person trained
and competent to do this work. In other places, supplies for first aid treat-
ment were accessible to the employees at all times during the working
hours. Examination of records on file indicates that in the 56 establish-
ments where these injuries occurred, regular inspection had been made.
Machinery was safeguarded as required by law. Sanitary facilities were
provided. General compliance with labor laws prevailed. Some of these
cases were brought to the attention of directors of continuation schools,
and the accident histories used to teach employed children the impoi'tance
of exercising due care in work places.
Prevention of Work Injuries
Regular supervision of dangerous trades is essential to progress in this
direction. It stimulates interest in the work of safeguarding exposure to
occupational danger and instructs the employee to exercise care in the per-
formance of regular duties. Through this plan unguarded machinery is
discovered, and the statutory requirements to protect the employee from
contact with danger points in the operating mechanism are enforced.
Plant conditions which may become accident-producing causes are closely
examined and the management notified to make correction. These include
regulations requiring that permanent passageways and gangways shall be
of even surfaces and kept clear and free from projecting nails, tools and
obstructions ; keeping stair treads in good repair and equipped with hand-
rails of metal or wood, free from splinters or other hazards ; and providing
means to prevent slipping on floor in plants where wood-working machines
are used, such as rubber mats or non-slip composition flooring. Faulty
conditions in the plant caused by the work processes are often found to be
the cause of painful injury and prolonged incapacity. Attention is directed
to these dangers and orders issued by the department for their correction.
Investigating work injuries is potential as a means of reinforcing plant
inspection. This practice is an educational process. It familiarizes the
inspector with the causes of accidents. He becomes acquainted with the
danger zones in industry and acquires expert knowledge in the work of
accident prevention. Through this system, safeguarding machinery at the
point of operation is improved. This is especially true in promoting uni-
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form methods to control the operating dangers on circular saws, jointers,
planers, calender rolls, punch presses and embossing machinery.
Another important contact is made in investigating injuries. This is
the opportunity afforded the inspector to confer with the safety engineer
or chief mechanic and secure valuable technical assistance in preventing
plant accidents. The requirements of law are made knov^m to the manage-
ment. The statutory requirements for the prevention of work injuries is
made clear. Cooperation by workmen and employer in these measures
usually result in keeping the work place safe. In plants where this system
prevails, injuries are restricted to the lowest point of frequency. Inspec-
tors urged joint work on this basis.
Investigation was made in 1,353 cases during the year. Reports of in-
juries filed with the department of industrial accidents each day, as re-
quired under section 19, chapter 152 of the General Laws, are available to
the division for this purpose. From these were selected many of the fatal
accidents, permanently disabling injuries, diseases, diseases of occupation,
building trade accidents and injuries to minors when information indi-
cated the employment of children at processes forbidden by statute. In-
spectors were assigned to secure the facts in each case. Employment cer-
tificates were examined and compared with the occupation of the injured
child. Factory conditions and machinery construction received careful
examination. Plant officials and employers were interviewed in this pro-
cedure. Causation of injury was determined and report filed, giving the
facts in each case. This included statement of work done in the establish-
ment to maintain safe conditions in employment, the condition of floors
and type of first aid treatment in use. Record was made of existing dan-
gers and the means suggested to correct them. The system of investi-
gating work injuries keeps the division well informed on the hazards in
places of employment and indicates what establishments require frequent
inspection. Experience gained in this practice becomes valuable in stress-
ing the means essential for the prevention of accidents or reduction in the
degree of their severity. It provides good training for the inspection
force in the safeguarding of machinery dangers and the control of trade
exposures. Through this practice the dangerous work places become well
known, and reliable information is obtained regarding the use of toxic
substances in the processes of industry. It is an educational experience in
which skill and proficiency are acquired by the inspectors for the purpose
of protecting health and saving human life. Each year two-thirds of the
permanent disability injuries in the work places of Massachusetts occur
on machinery. Most of these occur at the point of operation on wood-cut-
ting and punch press machinery. Accident investigation in such indus-
trial establishments has stimulated employer and workmen to greater
effort for the better control of operating dangers.
Practical use is made of the facts secured in these investigations. In
some cases, orders were issued by the department, requiring the use of
better devices or improved guards to control the danger part. Others
directed attention to the need of dealing with conditions responsible for
non-machinery accidents. Accidents in plants with high frequency rate
were given special investigation. Conferences with safety engineers,
head mechanics and plant officials were prominent in this work. Special
study was made in many of these cases by the supervising inspector,
and assistance given in the safeguarding of machinery at the point of
operation. Accidents were investigated in 1,086 industrial establish-
ments and 267 buildings in the course of alteration or erection. Those
occurring in industrial establishments included 737 adults and 349 minors
under 18 years of age. Analysis of these cases indicates the nature of
injuries sustained as follows:
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No reduction appears to have taken place in these. Most of them are
due to simple circumstances. They occur through failure of the
individual to exercise due care in the place of his work. Analysis
of the cases investigated shows that some of these included lift-
ing heavy material, falling into elevator well, stumbling over obstruction
in passageways, stepping on nails, falling through belt holes, tripping
over boards on floor, falling from truck, being struck by auto, falling
downstairs, and incidents of a similar nature. In some of these, serious
back injuries were sustained, and extended periods of incapacity for
work resulted. Inguinal hernia, requiring surgical operation and hospital
treatment, was common in accidents of this type.
Handling objects constitutes the leading cause of industrial injury in
this state. This is shown in the following data taken from Table No. 10
of the annual report of the department of industrial accidents for the
year ending June 30, 1928:
Permanent Permanent Temporary
Cause of Ixjxiry
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Indicating the simple causes which result often in serious injury to
the employee, reference is made herewith to some of the cases investigated
during the year
:
In harvesting ice, an employee sustained a fatal injury in falling
upon a saw used for cutting purposes.
While engaged in painting a ceiling in a workroom, an employee
had his clothes caught on a revolving shafting end and sustained
serious injuries to the lower abdomen.
In a textile plant, a woman employee slipped on the floor, and in
attempting to break her fall, thrust her hands into gears, causing
amputation of finger.
In a picker room, an employee slipped on a piece of sheet metal,
and falling against the machine, sustained an amputation of the
right index finger.
In operating a leather-cutting machine, an employee slipped on the
wet floor and thrust his hand into the cutting mechanism causing
amputation of the right index and middle fingers.
Safe floor conditions would have prevented some of these serious injuries.
Eye Injuries: Investigation was made in 110 eye injuries. These in-
Classified by industry, they are aseluded 102 men ;
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Classification of these injuries by employment is as follows:
Building construction 96 Repairing 58
Painting 50 Miscellaneous 41
Roofing operations 22
267
Causation of accident in these cases is as follows:
Lacerations on protruding nails 42
Crushed by steam shovel 6
Hoisting derrick collapsed 5
Explosion caused by paint re-
movers 6
Chains on crane breaking 3
All others 14
267
Staging collapse
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In 2,500 places of employment inspected during the year, industrial
poisons were found in use. These were handled by employees in the
course of their work. Reported in this connection were plants engaged in
shoe manufacturing, making of rubberized fabrics, wood heels and textile
fabrics, storage batteries, metal-plating, leather finishing and the manu-
facturing of rubber, brake linings, watches and jewelry, refrigerators,
paints, automobile body manufacturing, and in the making of other pro-
ducts. In this group of manufacturing concerns, certain processes re-
quired the use of acetone, cyanide of potassium, aniline, lead oxide,
benzene, chromic acid, mercury, sulphric acid, turpentine, oil and other
toxic substances. These establishments were given regular supervision,
and careful study was made of the trade exposures. Mechanical devices
were required at the point of origin in the generation of dust, fumes and
gases, to prevent inhalation of impurities by employees. The use of
suitable containers, providing respirators, masks, rubber gloves and
suitable goggles was required in some of these cases to safeguard against
the dangers to health.
The frequent inspection of granite-cutting establishments was con-
tinued during the year. Exhaust systems used in connection with sur-
face grinding machinery were examined. Exposed to the weather ele-
ments and necessarily subjected to rough usage, exhaust systems of this
type frequently need repairs. The inhalation of mineral and metalic
dusts constitutes a lea-ding health hazard in the granite-cutting industry.
Machines are used to produce a smooth surface on the rough stone.
These are equipped with a four-pronged pick hammer and four grades of
bush hammers, which produces the smooth surface. Intense clouds of
dust are set up in the course of this work, and a device for the removal
of dust, operated with exhaust equipment, is placed in proximity to the
cutting hammer. Surface-cutting machinery in the granite sheds of
Massachusetts is now generally provided with this equipment. Great
difficulty is experienced in providing adequate protection for the hand
pneumatic tool worker. In this employment, occupational danger is
common because of the problem in providing suitable control for the trade
exposure. Finely-pointed pneumatically-actuated chisels for producing
ornamental designs and statues are used by carvers, while letterers employ
this means for placing inscriptions on monuments.
To solve the problem of adequate dust removal systems in the use of
these tools, a national association of employers in the granite trade
appropriated a large amount of money in recent years for conducting
experiments in this connection under private auspices. This work is
now going forward under the direction of the Harvard school of public
health. Much attention was given by the division to this problem, and
conferences were held during the year with an association of employers
in relation to installing suitable equipment to deal with this danger. In
some sheds, devices for this purpose were installed, including exhaust
fans and properly connected main flues provided with flexible and port-
able hose to cover the point of origin.
Supervision was given to the manufacture of storage batteries. Fre-
quent inspection was made of these establishments during the year.
Nearly all are small workshops, employing few workmen. Work done on
the pasting tables, weighing red lead and litharge and mixing them with
diluted sulphuric acid, and fumes from lead-burning operations, are in-
cluded in the employment hazards. Keeping the workshop free of dust
by using the vacuum process for this purpose; prohibiting the weighing
of lead oxides without use of respirators; providing exhaust blower on
the paste mixer churns, lead crucibles, plate-casting moulds and pasting
tables were required to protect the health of the employees.
Operations in foundries, attended with dust arising from the use of
silica sand, were carefully investigated. The use of respirators by work-
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men exposed to this hazard was stressed, and the importance of con-
stantly wearing them urged upon the employees.
First Aid Treatment
During the year there were 983 orders complied with in relation to re-
quirements for first aid treatment to persons injured or taken ill upon the
premises of industrial establishments. These include the procuring of
medical or surgical chests with the necessary mxedicines, instruments and
appliances required by the department, and first aid or emergency rooms
in manufacturing and mechanical establishments where one hundred or
more persons were employed. Location of the first aid room in a suitable
place in the plant, properly heated and provided with adequate ventilation
to the outside air by a window or other opening, was required in orders
issued for this purpose. Many concerns co-operated with the department
in maintaining proper standards in the first aid ti'eatment of injuries, and
provided employees with suitable training under competent direction to do
efficient work in this connection. Instructions by physicians concerning
the proper type of service to be rendered in case of persons injured or
taken ill on the premises was made available for this purpose, and courses
under the auspices of hospitals and health organizations were patronized
to acquire the skill and experience needed.
The requirement in relation to keeping accurate records in first aid
rooms was stressed in the inspection of industrial establishments where
these are necessary. Attention was directed to the regulations providing
that this information shall be available for examination by the inspection
force. Improvement was made in the system of recording the cases
treated. This proved useful in directing attention to location in plants
where injuries were more numerous.
Of paramount importance in the work of first aid treatment is the care
of slight injuries which, if neglected, may result in serious cases of infec-
tion. Experience in the prevention of work accidents indicates that the
prompt treatment of burns, cuts, lacerations, punctures and bruises does
much to prevent extended incapacity for work and avert injuries of the
permanent partial disability type. The problem of infection occupies an
outstanding place in the accident experience of the industrial establish-
ments of the state each year. In 1927, there were 5,221 injuries of this
type, or 8.1 per cent of all the tabulatable injuries. In 1928, there was a
total of 5,215, or 8.7 per cent of all tabulatable injuries occurring in that
year. A comparison of these figures indicates that there were six cases
less in 1928 than in the preceding. In 1928, one out of every 11 tabulat-
able injuries became infected as compared with one out of every 12 in 1927
and one out of every 10 in 1926. The department of industrial accidents,
in its Table No. 9 for the two years presented herewith, indicates the ex-
perience with infections ensuing from industrial injuries:
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1928
_
Abrasions, bruises, contusions
Burns and scalds
Cuts, punctures, lacerations
Fractures
Sprains and strains
All other
Amputations, loss of use
Occupational
Totals
781
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Pure Drinking Water
To provide fresh and pure drinking water for employees during the work-
ing hours, 31 orders were issued by the department and these were complied
wdth. Where systems were found in which the drinking water came from
pipes connected with the water supply for fire protection purposes, inves-
tigation was made to determine if danger to health of employees existed in
this connection. To protect the drinking water supply from contamination
by river water, in one case the concern was required to install two new check
valves at each end of the line. These were located in cement chambers and
connected with shut-off valves so that inspection could be easily made.
In one plant it was discovered that canal water was supplied in such a way
that it was possible for the employees to use it for drinking purposes. No
signs were posted over sinks at which it was supplied to warn employees
that it was unsafe for drinking purposes. Cross connections between the
pubHc supply and private suppHes, apparently controlled only by check
valves, were not in all cases subject to regular, frequent inspection. Inves-
tigations made during the year by the department of public health, showing
that connections existed between the drinking water supply and an auxiliary
in certain manufacturing plants, were made available to this division for
inspection. In nearly all these establishments water was analyzed annually
and approved by the department of health. Industrial plants included in
this work were shoe factories, woolen and cotton miUs, paper mills, bleach-
eries and dyeworks, leather-finishing companies and tanneries. Nearly all
of the orders issued requiring pure drinking water concerned small work-
shops, and these were promptly complied with.
Lockers for Employees
In manufacturing and mercantile establishments, including hotels, where
the nature of the work made it necessary to make a substantially complete
change of clothing, inspectors requested the issuance of orders requiring
compliance with the law when these facilities were not pro^dded. These
included separate lockers, closets or other receptacles, each with a lock and
key. There was a total of 19 orders issued by the department for this
purpose, and the equipment required by statute was promptly made avail-
able for use. In some cases the existing installation was found to be inade-
quate for the number of workmen employed, and additional receptacles
were quickly furnished. These conditions prevailed chiefly in tanneries,
foundries and hotels.
Rules and Regulations for Common Drinking Cup and Common Towel
On February 19, 1929, the department of labor and industries adopted
rules and regulations concerning the use of the common drinking cup and
the common towel in factories, workshops, manufacturing, mechanical and
mercantile establishments. These provided as follows:
"On and after May 1, 1929, it shall be unlawful to provide common
towel or a common drinking cup in any factory, workshop, manu-
facturing, mechanical or mercantile establishment in this common-
wealth.
"The term 'common drinking cup' as used in these regulations shall
be construed as meaning any vessel used in conveying water to the
mouth and available for common use by the employees.
"The term 'common towel' as used in these regulations shall be con-
sidered to mean a roller towel or towel available for use by more than
one person without being washed after such use."
Since these regulations became operative, the department has issued 531
orders to employers to comply with the provision to prohibit the use of com-
mon drinking cups and towels. Nearly all of these were concerned with
small workshops where the common drinking cup was found in use and in
some restaurant kitchens in which the practice of using a common towel
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prevailed. The requirements were explained by the inspectors in the
industrial establishments visited, and compliance with the law promptly
followed. Prosecution in court was not necessary to enforce these regu-
lations.
Sunday Work and One Day's Rest in Seven
The enforcement of the statute permitting an employee in certain lines of
employment to do on Sunday the usual work of his occupation, except at
his request to waive the right to twenty-four consecutive hours without
labor in the six days next ensuing, was prominent in the work of the inspec-
tion service during the year. This required checking up the system of
hiring employees under these conditions, and workmen and management
were interviewed for this purpose. In nearly all industries to which this
statute applied, general compliance with the law was found to prevail.
Among some of these, tours of duty were arranged to allow employees to
have every other Sunday off from the work of their occupation. It was
necessary to issue 18 orders to concerns who failed to meet the requirements
of the law, and these were complied with promptly.
In the inspection of manufacturing and mercantile establishments, inquiry
was made concerning the provision requiring 24 consecutive hours of rest
in every seven consecutive days for the employees. Schedules containing
list of names of those required or allowed to work on Sunday and designating
the day of rest for each were carefully examined and verified. This included
time books showing the names and addresses of all employees and the hours
worked by each of them in each day.
The employment of persons under 21 years of age in establishments ex-
empted from the one day's rest in seven law and who are not permitted to
work more than six days a week was given special attention. These places
of employment included hotels, restaurants, drug stores and concerns en-
gaged in the transportation, sale or delivery of foods. It was necessary to
issue 117 orders in this connection, and these were complied with. In some
cases it was found that employees were required to work seven days in one
week in small manufacturing establishments under the provision of law
permitting this to be done in labor called for by an emergency that could
not reasonably have been anticipated. The facts in each instance were
examined by the inspectors and requirements of the statute made known
to those concerned. Co-operation was received in these cases from police
officials when permits to do Sunday work were granted.
Occupational Diseases
There were 554 cases of occupational diseases investigated during the
year. These included 493 men and 61 women. Eight of these were fatal,
and all were men. By disease, age and sex these are classified as follows:
Industrial Diseases Investigated During Year Ending November 30, 1929,
Showing Age and Sex
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In each of these eases a statement was secured from the attending physi-
cian, indicating in his opinion that the patient was suffering from an ailment
or disease contracted as a result of the nature, circumstances or condition
of his employment, as required in section 11, chapter 149 of the General
Laws. The investigation of these injuries included an examination of the
work place and exposures of the employee, and the reports made were care-
fully supervised by the physicians on the inspection staff.
Three hundred and forty-five of these 554 cases were concerned with dis-
eases of the skin, in which the period of incapacity for employment as indi-
cated in the experience of the state with work injuries, is comparatively short.
No diseases of occupation from the inhalation of irritant or poisonous
dusts, gases or fumes occurred to children under sixteen years of age in this
group.
Diseases of employment are defined as follows in section 1, chapter 149
of the General Laws:
"
'Industrial disease' or 'occupational disease'—-any ailment or disease
caused by the nature or circumstances of the employment."
Not all of such cases are held to be employment injuries within the provi-
sions of the Massachusetts workman's compensation law. In Pimental's
case (235 Massachusetts, page 598) the Supreme Court said:
"The Workman's Compensation Act does not in terms include occu-
pational disease."
In this case it was decided by the court that neuritis—a disease induced
by muscular action in rolling cigars
—
"while it properly may be found to
have arisen during the course of the employee's employment, cannot be
found to have arisen from it in such a sense as to entitle him to compensation
under the Workman's Compensation Act." Cases of this type are seldom
reported to the department of labor and industries by physicians treating
patients with these and similar afflictions. This experience does not take
place in the case of injuries caused by poisonous and irritant substances,
including dust, fumes and gases, or in connection with other disease-produc-
ing causes in the processes of industry. Decisions of the court affirm, that
these diseases of occupation are injuries arising out of and in the course of
employment. In Johnson's case (217 Massachusetts, page 338) the supreme
court defined an industrial injury as follows:
"Personal injury is any injury, damage, or harm, or disease which arises
out of and in the course of the employment, which causes incapacity
for work and takes from the employee his ability to earn wages."
In this case the employee had been exposed to poisoning from his occupation
of grinding lead for a period of twenty years, and the question arose as to
the date of injury. This the industrial accident board found to be the date
"when the accumulative effects of this poisoning manifested itself and
Johnson became sick and unable to work." This decision was cited with
approval in other Massachusetts Supreme Court cases, including O'Donnell's
case (Massachusetts 237, page 164) and Bergeron's (243 Massachusetts,
page 366). Concerning injuries caused through the inhalation of granite
dust, the supreme court, in the Sullivan case, on January 4, 1929, said:
"It is settled that simple disease, resulting from employment, affords
no ground for recovery under our Workman's Compensation Act. In
certain instances, however, the disease may also be a personal injury
within the meaning of the act. In the case at bar there was evidence
tending to show the tangible impact of particles of granite upon the
lungs of the employee, producing a definite damage to his body * * *
The case at bar is governed by Hurle's case, 217 Massachusetts, page
223. In this case blindness, resulting from breathing poisonous gas,
was held to be a personal injury. To the same general effect R. Mc-
Phee's case, 222 Massachusetts 1, where pneumonia, caused by inhala-
tion of smoke and by drenching with water, was held to be within the
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Act; and Doherty's case, 222 Massachusetts, 98, 100; and O'Donnell's
case, 237 Massachusetts, 164, where lead poisoning was held to be within
the Act." See Advance Sheets, page 49.)
The statutes require that such eases be reported by the employer to the
department of industrial accidents, and all records in this connection are
required by law to be available for use by the department of labor and in-
dustries. This is the chief source from which information concerning these
diseases is received. It provides the basis for the investigation of occupa-
tional diseases in Massachusetts.
The 554 cases investigated, classified by disease and industries in which
they occurred, are as follows:
Industrial Poisons for Year
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The causation in these diseases was traced to the following:
Manufacturing Establishments: In dipping hands in caustic solution; repair-
ing truck in garage; handling junk; inhaling dust from sandpapering
metal; fumes from salamanders; chromium fumes from plating tank;
chromium acid used in solution to clean plates and various dyes ; work-
ing in tank with acetylene torch.
Textile Mills: Handling dye-saturated materials; weighing dyestuffs;
handling wool sprayed with solution of minerai oil ; washing colors from
tubs; placing yarn in chrome; handling wool soaked in sulphuric acid;
using potash and water to remove the color from hands ; treating brake
linings with asphaltum; handling acids and dyes.
Shoe Factories: Handling cleansing agents for shoes; inhaling leather dust
and naphtha cement fumes; using formula to repair vici kid shoes.
Metal Trades: Dipping metal frames into solution; grinding copper oxide;
cleaning nickel parts.
Rubber Mills: Handling compounds; cementing rubberized cloth fabrics.
Foundries: Inhaling hydrochloric acid fumes; inhaling sUica dust and metal
fumes; gas fumes escaping from vent holes. Lead fumes from molten
mixtures make the principal causation.
Tanneries: Handling skins soaked in chrome solution; making tan from
soda, sulphuric acid and prepared chrome; cuts infected from lime or
caustic soda; daubing aniline black; aniline blue and sulphate of iron;
leather finishing processes; handling hot rubber; spraying leather with
air guns; mixing thinner of toluol, butyl and amyl acetate; operating
spray gun; handling dry and salted hides.
To prevent the recurrence of simUar diseases of occupation, improvement
was made in the exhaust systems in many cases. In some of these, better
ventilation was provided in the workroom, and suitable washing facilities
made available. Other means included adequate hot and cold water with
shower baths, lockers, medical chests, first aid rOoms, respirators, goggles,
masks, wooden shoes, rubber aprons, rubber gloves and oil-skin sleeves,
canvas shoes and aprons, and suitable places for eating foods.
Industrial Dermatitis
There was a total of 345 diseases of this type investigated. The nature of
injury by industry, cause, age, and sex is given herewith in statistical form:
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Nearly all of these injuries were caused by contact with irritant dusts,
acids or materials used in the process of manufacturing. The procedure of
investigation included the inspection of the plant and examination of the
substances used in the course of employment, the location of washing facili-
ties and the questioning of employees regarding methods of handling mate-
rials. Better conteiiners were provided and rubber gloves made available
for the employees in some of the establishments visited. Personal hygiene
is an important factor in the prevention of dermatitis. Employees in these
cases were advised by the physicians of the department to wash hands and
forearms frequently with mild soap and water in employment where irri-
tating substances are used. Workmen were cautioned not to allow irritants
to dry on the skin. In cases where contact with ammonia, naphtha and
gasoline occurred, in employment, operators were advised to wash hands
carefully and apply olive oil or cold cream at the end of the day.
Lead Poisoning
Lead is much used in a great variety of trade processes. Constant super-
vision is necessary in such employment to maintain the removal of dust
and fumes generated in the work place of the operator. Accurate adjust-
ment of mechanical enclosure at the point of origin is requisite to the effi-
cient operation of the exhaust system. Nearly all cases of lead poisoning
have their cause in failure to comply with these principles. There were
70 cases of this disease of occupation investigated during the year; 68 were
men and 2 were women. Fatal termination is alleged in one of these cases.
This was an employee who worked for a concern engaged in the manufac-
ture of gasoline. In the diagnosis of this case, lead poisoning is disputed.
The concern used a small proportion of lead in the ethyl gas which it
produced. In his duties as truck driver, employee filled tanks and con-
veyed the products to the retail stations for distribution and sale. In public
records, cause of death is given as that of acute leukemia—a fatal blood dis-
ease with a great increase in the number of white blood corpuscles. The
insurance company refused to acknowledge liability in this case or pay
compensation to dependents.
Fifteen cases of lead poisoning occurred in storage battery manufacturing
establishments. All were incipient cases with a short period of incapacity
for work in each instance. Frequent inspection was given each place of
employment. Eleven lead poisoning cases developed in one shop where
the plant physician made regular examination of the employees. In this
establishment careful supervision was given the work processes. This
included providing hoods and exhaust blowers for the paste mixer churns,
lead crucibles, plate-casting equipment and pasting tables. Floors were
moistened and swept regularly or kept clean by the vacuum process. Good
ventilation was maintained in the work room. Co-operation by the con-
cern was readily given in compliance with orders issued to control these
dangers. Shower baths were installed. Exposure of employees to lead
fumes from kettles and lead-burning operations was safeguarded, and facili-
ties in connection with personal hygiene made available for use. Lunch
rooms separate from the work place, suitable receptacles for clothing, and
hot and cold water for washing purposes were provided. Nature of the
employment hazard was emphasized to the workmen by physicians of the
department.
In iron and steel manufacturing, 12 employees sustained lead poisoning.
These cases were largely due to the inhalation of fumes in connection with
the use of the spray gun. Employees worked at painting, lead coating,
acetylene welding, arc welding, as furnacemen, ladlemen and laborer.
Five cases were caused by exposure to lead sprayers. All of these employees
worked for the same construction company for two weeks. They were
employed spraying lead on steel girders. These men were employed on two-
hour shifts. They were furnished with helmets to use in the course of their
work and provided with sanitary facilities. The period of incapacity for
work continued for a few weeks.
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Ten cases occurred among employees who came in contact with lead
paint. One of these was an interior decorator. He used paint removers
and mixed lead paints with turpentine and linseed oil. Working on a stag-
ing, he used a brush and was exposed to the splashing of paint. Another
employee worked for a paint manufacturing concern and scooped dry lead
pigments from barrels into mixing tank. These included pure red lead,
ozides of iron and zinc, and were placed in rotary grinders and reduced to
fine powders. It was this employee's duty to fill metal cans with liquid-
He often used wooden paddles to agitate the contents. An employee
engaged in sandpapering white lead on wood and glass and on sheet metal
surfaces was another type of case.
In the printing trade, 7 of these occurred. These included press operator,
linotype operator, stereotype operator and compositor. One of this number
was a woman employee who worked at operating an intertype. In the
place of employment, 20 gas-heated machines were used. There was a good
system of exhaust ventilation provided, with a suction hood over each type-
melting pot to remove gas fumes to the outer air.
The work room was located on the second floor of the buUding, and the
walls and ceilings painted white. It was well-lighted, with windows on
three sides. Running hot and cold water was provided. It was found to
be the practice among some of these employees to eat with unwashed hands.
Other cases included four employees engaged in electrical manufacturing;
3 sandblasters ; 3 men working in a porcelain and enameling establishment;
3 in making chemicals, and others in paper manufacturing, food packing,
piano manufacturing and making radio parts.
In all of these cases the system of employment procedure was examined
and correction made if conditions did not meet with the requirements of the
law. Interviews with employees took place and necessary advice was
given by the physicians of the department concerning personal hygiene in
connection with employment.
Gas and Fume Poisoning
There were 69 of these cases investigated: 68 were men; 1 a woman.
There was 1 fatal case. This concerned an employee who worked in repair-
ing safety valves in a large gasoline storage tank. With ropes fastened on
his arm and his head covered with a gas mask, he went down into the tank
on a ladder provided by the owner and was there less than a minute, when
he was brought to the surface promptly and immediately became uncon-
scious. Efforts at resuscitation were continued for two hours and inocula-
tions administered by a physician without success.
Eight related to employees in garages; in 9 cases employees in the building
trades were concerned; 7 in textile establishments and 6 in gas and electric
light plants.
Table given herewith contains eases by industries, occupation, cause,
age and sex of employees:
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Chrome Poisoning
There were 22 eases of chrome poisoning investigated. All of these were
men. Twelve occurred in plants concerned with leather and its products,
five in electro plating, four in textile, and one in a lithographing establish-
ment. In the leather trades seven of these cases occurred among employees
in tanning houses, handling skins tanned with aniline and working on the
skins after the chrome bath; four occurred among operators in beam houses,
and one to a workman employed at washing hairs from raw hides.
Indicating the causation of injury in some typical eases, this information
is taken from inspectors' reports:
"An employee worked as a kettleman in the dyehouse of a woolen mill.
Placing damp skeins of yarn over his bare arm, the chrome from the
yarn, coming in contact with the skin, produced an eruption. This
employee was the only one in the establishment afflicted in this man-
ner out of a large number working in the same room. When this case
appeared, the management required the employees to use rubber gloves.
In a leather-finishing establishment an employee splashed sulphur and
chrome solution on his face and arms, producing chrome poisoning.
Dipping jewelry into a liquid bath including a chromic acid solution was
the cause in another case of chrome poisoning.
A laborer in a beam house, handling goat skins wet with lime and so-
dium sulphide, came in contact with hydrochloric acid, sodium bichrom-
ate, bisulphide and hyposulphite of soda. This employee did not use
suitable covering for his arms, and failed to wear rubber gloves.
In a cloth-finishing plant an employee took bichromate of soda from a
barrel by means of a handled scoop and put it into a container holding
water and acetic acid. His bare hands came in contact with an acetic
acid and sodium bichromate wash, and he developed chrome poison-
ing. In this establishment rubber gloves are furnished free for the
employees to use. Adequate first aid treatment is available for
employees.
In all of these establishments regular inspection had been made and there
was general compliance with the requirements.
Industrial Anthrax
Twelve cases of this occupational disease were reported to the department
during the year. All of these were men. Nine occurred in tanneries. One
of the employees was a truck driver, another worked in a textile mill, and one
in a laboratory.
Three cases were fatal. Reference is made to these in detail:
1. This was an employee 37 years df age; married, and had five children.
His work was in the beamhouse, and his duties consisted of gathering
and removing masses of goats' hair from the cement fioor in the rear
of de-hairing and fleshing machines. He wore rubber boots, gloves
and apron as he shoveled the hair into hand trucks, and transported
this material out into concrete yards of the premises. The raw stock
used by this establishment consists exclusively of goat hides imported
from India, Russia, Italy and China, and is trucked to the tannery
from the Boston waterfront. At the time of inspection there were
present in the stock room over two hundred bales of Italian hides,
each one weighing between 350 and 450 pounds. There were also
over two hundred bales of India hides, and these bales weighed
from 850 to 1,200 pounds each.
In the beamhouse the hides are dropped down from the stock room
through floor traps. They are first soaked for forty-eight hours in
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vats of water, sodium, sodium sulphide and sodium hydroxide.
Afterward they are placed in lime vats for two days and rendered
plastic and flexible by revolving for several hours in the large milling
drums. The beamhouse has a wet cement floor which slopes toward
the drain, from which the material is carried to a settling tank in
the yard, where the liquid goes out to the sewer, and the screened
solid refuse is treated with live steam. The India hides are sur-
rounded with matting, which is removed and burned in the boilers,
as are also connecting ropes and twines.
The deceased wore rubber gloves and apron in common with the
other operators, and records show that from February 25th to March
4th the operators machined and handled a variety of hides from
India, China, Russia and Italy. The foreman noticed a spot on
the middle section of his neck, and he was immediately sent to the
physician, who washed the painless lesion with Lysol and Mercuro-
chrome and applied boric acid. The medical history indicates that
he continued at work, but returned to the physician three days after-
wards in a critical condition, with marked swelling of the tissues of the
neck and upper chest. An operation was performed, and a pustule
of large size removed. Swelling and hemorrhagic condition of
chest and abdomen increased, and he died the day following the
operation. The building used was of old construction type. It
lacked facilities for good light and ventilation. Sanitation was not
adequate. Proper toilet facilities were not provided. Orders were
issued by the department, requiring compliance with law in these
matters, and were promptly complied with.
2. The employee was a man 49 years of age. His dependents included
a widow and a minor child. He was employed in a leather-finishing
plant, taking skins out of a liquid soak. Some of the water in which
the skins had soaked splashed up into his eye. This caused an infec-
tion, and he was taken to the hospital, where he died nine days
afterward. The primary cause of death given in the certificate filed
by the physician of the local board of health was that of anthrax,
with resulting septicemia, and the eye lesion as a contributing cause.
In the establishment where this man worked, two hundred persons
were employed, and sanitary conditions prevailed. Adequate facili-
ties were furnished for this purpose. Good ventilation was pro-
vided and first aid treatment was available for employees. Aprons,
gloves and rubber boots were provided for employees when these
were necessary.
3. This workman was 61 years of age and was employed as a wool
opener. This is a large textile establishment, employing 780 men
and 857 women. This man went to the first aid room for the pur-
pose of seeking information concerning a pimple on his chin. The
registered nurse in charge advised him to seek the proper treatment
at once, and a physician was called, who operated and took smears
for analysis. Positive diagnosis was made as that of anthrax, and
he died on January 25, 1929, leaving a dependent widow. Woolen
carpets were manufactured, and this employee worked in the wool
house preparing the material for use. Report of the inspector indi-
cated the wool supply sources of this concern were in South America,
China and various parts of Europe. In this establishment compliance
with all of the labor laws is regularly maintained. Sanitary condi-
tions prevail. Good ventilation is provided. Effort is made to
protect the health and safety of employees. First aid facilities are
of high order. Organized effort is made to prevent injury of
employees.
Out of the 9 other cases, 7 occurred among employees working in or about
the beam room. This work includes the cutting open of bales of skins and
placing them on trucks. Usually these are dumped through the open traps
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down into the liquid-soaking vats on the floor below. Rubber gloves,
aprons and rubber boots are usually worn in the course of such work, in-
cluding removing the hides from the sulphide and soda pits and carrying
them on the wheelbarrow to the lime baths. This room is provided with
a concrete floor, and the walls are whitewashed. Disinfectant solution is
used regularly on the floor. Washroom and shower baths are provided
for the employees. Some of these establishments are visited daily by a
plant physician who gives physical examination to the employees at their
request.
This is the largest number of industrial anthrax cases reported since 1920.
In 1917, 52 cases of industrial anthrax occurred in Massachusetts, 9 of
which were fatal ; and the number of such diseases dropped in the following
years until it fell to 2 in 1922 and the same number in 1923.
Pneumoconiosis
There were nine cases of this disease reported. One was fatal. All were
investigated. Eight of these occurred in one plant engaged in the manu-
facture of asbestos brake and clutch linings, and four of the employees were
women. In this plant cotton is mixed with asbestos and used as a raw
material. The greatest dust hazard was found in the spooling department
where the asbestos cotton is wound from the top to the bottom of the spool.
In this operation a large amount of asbestos dust was thrown off. Sugges-
tion was made to the management to provide a general hood in front of the
spindles and connect it with the exhaust blower. In the carding depart-
ment considerable dust circulated in the workroom and an elaborate exhaust
system is attached to the various machines and connected with the 100-inch
exhaust fans. No suction was found at the hoods because the main pipe
was clogged up.
To comply with orders issued by the department of labor and industries,
the firm installed an expensive exhaust system. This was done in all of the
departments where dust hazards prevailed, including carding and finishing,
spooling, molded lining and clutch inspection operations. AH of the cases
of pneumoconiosis were reported at the same time and followed a physical
examination made by the doctor on the premises. The plant insurer refused
to pay compensation in five of these cases. In two, dust was found in the
lungs but it was said that the quantity was not sufficient to cause incapacity
for work. Diagnosis by the plant physician was disputed in three cases,
and the insurer refused to pay compensation. Physical examination was
made by an impartial physician appomted by the industrial accident depart-
ment in these cases. In three the report was negative.
In the fatal case, the employee used pneumatic tools in the cutting of
granite stone. Exhaust equipment at the point of operation was not
practicable. Exposure to the inhalation of granite dust took place. He
was 45 years of age, and his dependents included a widow and two children.
Tuberculosis
Five cases of this disease were investigaged. Two were fatal. These
occurred in the stone-cutting trade. Brief reference is made herewith to
all of these cases:
Employed about three weeks for a concern engaged in the making and
designing of memorials and monuments, a workman suddenly indi-
cated symptoms of tuberculosis. In the course of his work the em-
ployee used hammer and chisel and various pneumatic tools and drills,
exposing himself to granite dust. An X-ray examination in this case
indicated that there was definite evidence of tuberculosis of both apices,
with slight cavity formation. It was indicated that this man's lungs
had become seriously damaged with pneumoconiosis before his death,
and the four years toward the end of his life did not permit this process
to clear up. Liability in this case was redeemed by the dependent
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widow and the insurer on the basis of one-fourth of what the law pro-
vided in fatal cases.
The other employee was 43 years of age and had worked for many years
at granite cutting in another state. Coming to Massachusetts, he
worked in a shed in the open air doing surfacing work on granite memo-
rials, in the course of which he used compressed air drills and chisels.
Pneumatic tools were used to drill deep holes in the granite block prior
to splitting the stone. The accumulated film of stone dust was blown
off by compressed air when the drill was removed. The granite slabs
were placed on light wooden tables or supports, and the face of the
stooping operator was necessarily close to the generating source of the
dust. Report of an examination of this employee by an impartial
physician, under authorization from the department of industrial acci-
dents, contains this record:
"I believe this man has pulmonary tuberculosis involving chiefly
his right lung; also, that he has either a markedly thickened
pleura or a pleural effusion. Clinically his chest does not suggest
pneumoconiosis, although there may be X-ray evidence of this.
It is my opinion that exposure to granite dust would aggravate
pulmonary tuberculosis and might act as a predisposing cause for
it. I find he is incapacitated for work because of his occupation
as a granite-cutter and that he will be incapacitated for several
months longer at least."
Six months later this employee died, leaving as dependents a widow and
five minor children.
A stone cutter 47 years of age, employed by a concern engaged in the
business of erecting headstones and cemetery monuments, was exposed
to the inhalation of stone dust. Symptoms of tuberculosis appeared
and specialists diagnosed his case as that of tuberculosis. He worked
in lettering, designing and scroll operations. Respirators were pro-
vided for employees when dust was being generated. In this small
plant one other workman was employed.
Operating a sandblasting equipment in an establishment engaged in
the manufacture of porcelain and enamel products, a workman devel-
oped tuberculosis. He was employed in this work for a period of five
years. Sandblasting was done in an enclosed steel cabinet. This was
provided with an exhaust system, and the employee used an air-flow
helmet. Diagnosis of physician and X-ray examination indicated
that impairment of the lung tissue was caused through the inhalation
of silica dust. An automatic sandblasting machine is now used in
place of the steel cabinet, and no exposure of the operator occurs. In
this establishment there was good compliance with the statutes pro-
tecting the health of employees. Frequent inspection was made and
the flrm cooperated with the department in providing equipment to
deal with the generation of dust in the course of the manufacturing
process. Suitable exhaust and ventilation were provided and work-
shop maintained in a clean condition.
Employed as cloth folder in a cotton mill, the employee submitted to a
physical examination by the plant physician. Symptoms included
hemorrhage and rapid loss of weight, and case was diagnosed as a
moderate advanced lesion of left apex of the lung. In this case it was
believed that this lung condition was aggravated by cotton dust in the
room.
Cyanide Poisoning
There were 5 of these cases investigated; 3 occurred in the metal trades
and 2 in the manufacture of fertilizers. Brief mention is made herewith
of the disease-producing causes:
The metal trade cases included an employee who worked at hardening
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steel. In his work place a large pot of molten cyanide was placed,
and into this tempering process blades of various kinds of knives were
inserted. Gloves were provided for employees, and shields were
available to prevent injury from splashing liquid. Adequate blower
system was installed to take fumes to the outside air, and sufficient
general ventilation prevailed.
In dipping articles for silver plating into a solution containing bichloride
of mercury, muriatic acid and water, an employee was required to im-
merse some of these in a liquid substance containing cyanide. In the
course of the employment, his fingers were scratched from a brush used
in this process, and contact with cyanide caused poisoning.
Using a cyanide solution in the silver plating process, another employee
contracted an illness which incapacitated him for a short period. This
could have been prevented by wearing a rubber apron, which is pro-
vided by the firm for this purpose. In this establishment, gloves are
available for use, and hooks are provided to handle the stock when it is
convenient to do so. Ventilating fans are installed in the room to
take care of the steam and fumes. Adequate first aid treatment is
provided.
In manufacturing fertilizers, various chemicals are used. Cyanide with
a lime base is commonly employed. It is taken from bags, weighed into
the batch, loaded into trucks, dumped into a mixer and then carried to the
storage place. Men handling this material are affected by this poisoning
on the wrist at the point where the coatsleeve rests and where perspiration
is active.
Two employees were afflicted with cyanide poisoning under these
circumstances and made prompt recovery under treatment. The estab-
lishment is provided with adequate washing facilities and shower baths,
and personal cleanliness is urged upon the employees. Gloves, respi-
rators and goggles are furnished and other means taken to prevent
injuries.
Silicosis
There were 4 of these cases. Brief description in each is given herewith
:
An employee 46 years of age came to America in 1906 and worked for
years in other states in the stone-cutting industry before taking up
employment in Massachusetts. Much of the time he operated a sur-
facing machine, which, until recent years, was not provided with dust-
removal devices. He worked in a large shed where ninety stonecutters
were employed. Six large doors were kept open, and the remainder
of the wall area occupied by double rows of windows. This operator
worked on rough stones with chisels and hammers and handled pneu-
matic drills. Four X-ray pictures were taken and examination by two
specialists took place, and the case was diagnosed as silicosis. Mauso-
leums, statuary and monumental work is done in this establishment.
The ground is thickly coated with an accumulation of granite dust.
The harmful practice of using a small broom to clean the dust from the
granite slab prevailed in this shop. Exhaust equipment is used in this
plant where it is practicable to do so. Masks were furnished the em-
ployees, but were not used.
An employee 60 years of age had worked at the trade of stonecutting
for 38 years. His work was usually to hammer and chisel the surface
of the unmilled granite blocks. He used air drills on the rough edges,
and heavy dust was generated. His family physician diagnosed the
ease as silicosis. X-ray pictures were taken and physical examination
made by two specialists. This confirmed the diagnosis of the family
physician. Surfacing machines used in this shed were equipped with
effective suction systems. Respirators were not worn by the employees
in this establishment.
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In another case an employee 21 years of age was employed for about
two months in a stove-manufacturing establishment, operating the
sandblasting equipment. This was installed in a room by itself, with an
exhaust fan to take the dust away. The operator stood outside and
worked through a hole in the wall. He wore a hood with a glass in front
to enable him to see while he was doing the work. Frequent inspection
was made in this establishment and labor laws generally complied with.
First aid room, with a registered nurse in charge, was available for use
of the employees. Sanitary conditions were maintained as required by
statute. Quick recovery was made by this employee, and he was given
other work in the plant.
The shop foreman in a metallurgical establishment sustained incipient
silicosis through inhaling a substance used for insulation purposes. The
concern was engaged in the making of heat-treating furnaces. Mate-
rial used in packing around the furnace to retain the heat was received
in the plant in 100-pound lots and moistened by wetting down with
several buckets of water. The opening process was attended with the
generation of dust containing high silica content. The inhalation of
these particles affected the health of the employee, and repeated hos-
pital visits were made before diagnosis was possible. The workroom
in this plant was kept in a clean condition and the health of other work-
men closely observed.
Benzol Poisoning
Only two cases of this occupational disease were reported, and these were
investigated.
One occurred in a patent leather finishing establishment. This was
an employee 5 years of age who had worked as a dauber for three years.
Benzol had not been used for a long time previous to the onset of his
disease. At the time this occurred the mixture used by the employee
contained toluol—a substitute for benzol and which is held to be non-
toxic. Ample ventilation was provided in the workroom of this estab-
lishment. Hot water facilities were installed close to the work place
of this employee. The period of incapacity was short in this case.
The other case involved a boy in the eighteenth year, who was em-
ployed on a heel-scouring machine in the sole leather room of a shoe fac-
tory. Benzol was used in this workroom and applied to rubber heels
and leather bases. No hood was provided over the table and drying
racks where the benzol was used, and no system of exhaust ventilation
provided. Windows in the workroom were kept closed in cold weather,
and high temperature was maintained to facilitate drying of the benzol-
coated heels. The atmosphere of the basement room was charged with
the benzol fumes. Another young man worked at the same bench,
applying benzol with a three-inch brush and used a cardboard fan to
hasten the drying process. He exhibited no symptoms of benzol
poisoning. From eight to ten gallons of benzol were used in this place
daily and were stored in open five-gallon cans standing on the floor
between two tables. These containers were not covered and quickly
polluted the atmosphere with poisonous fumes. In this workroom, 18
men and five women were employed. Running hot and cold water
are provided and first aid room with graduate nurse in attendance avail-
able for the employees. The attention of the concern was directed to
this grave health hazard in the plant and advised that the benzol coat-
ing and drying should be done in a closed separate room under proper
hoods and with adequate exhaust ventilation.
In complying with orders issued by the department of labor and indus-
tries, this concern made suitable provision for ventilating the work
room. In this plant, 800 persons are employed and compliance with the
labor laws is maintained.
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Other Dust Diseases
Five of these cases were investigated: three included foundry employees;
and two workers in electric light stations.
History of brief incapacity for employment occurred in each of these.
Causation of illness to foundry workers was as follows:
Inhaling brass dust, inhaling dust while cleaning castings, and inhaling
copper dust.
In an electric light station, an employee suffered from severe irritation
of the throat due to inhaling soot when cleaning out stacks.
Sandpapering copper bars, another emploj^ee inhaled dust generated in
the course of his work, poisoning the nasal passages.
Miscellaneous Cases
Six miscellaneous cases were investigated. These included formaldehyde
poisoning contracted by an employee spraying skins; respiratory trouble
from inhaling dust in a jute-manufacturing establishment; occupational
neuritis by a woman operator employed in doffing; mercurial poisoning in
a chemical laboratory; occupational neuroses by a woman employed as a
feeder of a printing machine; and aniline poisoning by a chauffeur who
contracted this disease in handling drums containing chemicals.
Sanitary Investigation in Tanneries and Leather-Finishing Establishments
Handling hides and skins in the tanning industry exposes the employee
to health dangers. In some of these places of employment, industrial
anthrax occurred during the year. This disease usually affects parts of
the body that are uncovered, such as the neck, face, arms and hands. In
leather-finishing concerns there is danger of contact with industrial poisons
and the inhalation of irritant dust. Special investigation was made of
establishments engaged in these industries. There was a total of 134
plants inspected for this purpose. These employed 10,879 men and 1,521
women. Examination of workrooms, materials used, and conditions of
employment was made under the personal supervision of inspectors with
medical training. Conferences were held with the management, and
methods advised to control exposures in employment.
In tanneries, employees were instructed to use care in the place of their
employment and to avoid unclean practices in the workshop. The use of
rubber gloves and proper clothing, together with prompt physical examina-
tion at the appearance of lesions and other skin disturbances, was recom-
mended. Personal hygiene was emphasized to the employees. The eating
of lunches in the plant in proximity to skins that were being processed was
discouraged. Employees were admonished to wash hands thoroughly,
and when handling foreign skins, to use a wash containing 2 per cent mercuric
chloride solution for this purpose. Proper rinsing of the hands after these
operations was stressed. The use of aprons, boots and long-sleeved gloves
when handling skins previous to the de-hairing process in tanneries was
advised.
Employees were warned to have necks fully protected from coming in
contact with skins. Disinfection of overalls, aprons and other clothing
worn by employees was urged. The nature of exposure to industrial pois-
oning was explained to these workmen. Employed at the de-hairing process,
or in the work of tanning in which operations various acids and dilutions
are used in the soaking and tanning vats, this information was helpful to
the workmen for the prevention of diseases. It made known to them the
dangers in connection with the use of chromium, soda ash and caustic soda,
tannin or tannic acid, disulphide of arsenic, lime, hydrochloric and sulphuric
acids.
Chrome sores of frequent occurrence rise from contact with these materials
or through acid burns. The use of ointment to treat the hands before start-
ing work to counteract the effect of acid getting inside the gloves was sug-
gested. Careful handling of carboys containing acid, so that stoppers would
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remain firmly set and prevent danger of aeid flying out, was recommended.
Thorough inspection was made of floor conditions. The soaking and
tanning of hides is done in vats and tanks with tops level with the floor,
Danger of slipping into these containers is imminent. Railings securely
fastened in place were required in some of these cases. Quantities of oils
and grease used in certain tanning operations cause wet and slippery condi-
tions on the floor. Means to prevent this hazard were suggested. On
wooden floors, powdered rosin was urged, and the use of caustic solution or
air-slaked lime on oily and greasy places was included.
Machinery hazards were given careful attention in this work. Automatic
devices to prevent the hands of the operator from injury at the point of
operation were installed to comply with orders issued by the department
of labor and industries for this purpose. Fixed guards on embossing ma-
chines, reducing the opening to a very low point to prevent hands or fingers
getting into the danger zone were recommended.
In plants engaged in the manufacture of calf skins and patent leather, the
health dangers incidental to these processes were given careful attention.
Coating materials containing toxic substances were closely inspected.
Means to prevent danger in the use of these materials were suggested to
employer and workmen.
Various chemicals and pigments are used in this industry, which are of a
poisonous or caustic nature. These include amyl, butyl, propyl, methyl,
denatured alcohols and fusel oil; sodium disulphite, bichromate, chloride
and acetate; sulphuric, hydrochloric, nitric and chromic acids. Water
pigments are used for coloring purposes, including Chinese blue, lampblack,
also aniline dyes. Other dangers prevail in connection with the use of for-
maldehyde, copper sulphate, acetone, naphtha, carbon tetrachloride, am-
monia, casein, borax, lime, pyroxylin, lacquers, linseed oil and shellac.
Toilet and washing facilities in all of these establishments were thoroughly
examined, and the department issued 59 orders requiring better compliance
with the laws in this connection ; 48 requiring better safeguarding of machin-
ery; 20 requiring the removal of hazardous floor conditions; 17 relating to
cleaning the establishments; 31 to improving conditions in first aid rooms,
providing better treatment and to replenish medical chests; 7 called atten-
tion to need of better ventilation, dust prevention and removal of fumes;
11 ordered the installation of additional locker facilities or receptacles in
which to hang clothing; 17 for better lighting facilities.
Co-operation marked the attitude of these concerns in complying with
the law. Nearly all the large establishments engaged in this line of business
are alert in regard to the possibility of occupational diseases. Special pre-
cautions are taken to deal with industrial anthrax poisoning and other dis-
eases likely to occur in this occupation. Most of these establishments
receive frequent visits from a plant physician. Co-operation was received
from all the concerns and better understanding of the employment dangers
now prevails.
Special Study op Employmeint Conditions in the Clothing Trade
Accidents in the clothing trades of Massachusetts are associated with
simple causes arising out of and in the course of employment. Finger in-
juries from contact with needles, burns sustained while operating pressing
irons, lacerations occurring in connection with the use of cutting machines,
and falls over objects are most prominent in these. Diseases of occupation
are not numerous in this industry. In the small number of such cases,
dermatitis seems to be the most prominent. The other states in which the
garment-manufacturing industry is an important factor have the same
experience. Health conditions in this manufacturing line have often
occupied the attention of those interested in the problems of industrial hy-
giene. Much speculation has existed as to the prevalence of lung diseases
among the employees. No proof, however, can be adduced to indicate that
conditions in the garment trade of Massachusetts are responsible for more
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cases of tuberculosis than are developed in other types of factory employ-
ment.
In 1926, Dr. George M. Price, Director of the Joint Board of Sanitary
Control in New York City, who made physical examination of 50,000 mem-
bers of the International Garment Workers' Union in that city, made this
declaration as the result of his experience:
"The general health of the workers in the garment trade in New York
City does not appear to be worse than that of workers in hundreds
of trades. Our figures show that only about one per cent of the workers
have pulmonary tuberculosis. Moreover, the tuberculosis incidence
has been greatly reduced during the last five or six years. There are
comparatively few special factors acting unfavorably upon the health
and physical condition of the workers. About two per cent of the
workers suffer from pulmonary affections, notably fibroid phthisis,
asthma, emphysema and chronic bronchitis. There were 556 cases of
chronic cardiac diseases among the 36,510 candidates for admission to
the Union. About 15 per cent of the persons examined suffered from
some form of gastro-intestinal disease, chiefly the neurotic. About
25 per cent suffered from neurasthenia."
An encouraging development in recent years in the garment trade is the
trend of the manufacturing premises from the small shop, with inadequate
facilities to promote good health among the employees, to the modern fac-
tory building with its provisions for excellent sanitation. Better employ-
ment conditions, with restricted hours of labor and higher wages for the
employees, have synchronized with this development. These changes have
undoubtedly made a valuable contribution to the physical well-being of the
operators employed in this industry.
Pursuant to direction from the commissioner, an investigation was made
of the injuries sustained by the employees in this trade for the purpose of
determining if additional regulations were necessary to promote accident
prevention or protect the health of the employees. Inspection visits in this
connection included examination of work places in approximately 350 estab-
lishments. This was done because the nature of the injury as reported seemed
to indicate that an examination of the plant should be made. These places
of employment were concerned with the manufacture of ladies' and mens'
garments, corsets, wool and felt hats, shirts, collars and cuffs. Most of
these establishments are located in the Greater Boston district, with others
scattered in other parts of the state, principally in Worcester, Springfield,
Fall River, Gloucester, Amesbury, West Upton, Foxboro and Medway.
The Massachusetts law makes compulsory the reporting of all injuries,
fatal or otherwise, received by employees in the course of their employment.
For the year 1928, 406 injuries were reported from the garment trade to the
Massachusetts industrial accident department. The nature of these in-
juries and classification by industry is as follows:
Nature of Injuries in the Clothing Trade for the Year ending June SO, 1928
Number of Permanent
Classification tabulatable Fatals partial
of industry injuries disabilities
Clothing makers ....
Corset makers ....
Glove makers ....
Hat makers (including wool and felt)
Shirt, collar and cuff makers
271 2 2
5 10
2
107 2
21
These figures constituted approximately .6 of 1 per cent of the total tabu-
latable injuries for the year. This industry lias the lowest number of acci-
dents of any manufacturing line. It occupies the nineteenth place in a
tabulation of 24 divisions of employment issued by the department of Indus-
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trial accidents, indicating the frequency of injuries by industry. The degree
of severity in accidents occurring in the clothing trade is comparatively
low. In 1928 there were three fatal cases in this industry and four per-
manent partial disabilities. Analysis of injuries and their causation follows:
Fatal Injuries: There were three fatal accidents, and the underlying facts
in each case were as follows:
1. A traveling salesman for a manufacturing concern, while operating
his automobile in the course of his employment, was struck by an
express train and killed instantly.
2. An employee of a concern engaged in the manufacture of ladies'
garments was required to wash floors and clean windows. It was
believed that in the course of his employment he fell through a sky-
light on to the floor beneath, where he was found dead shortly after-
wards. There were no witnesses to this accident, but proof existed
to indicate the cause of his death in this manner.
3. Using a small hand implement for cutting buttonholes in the cloth
of a garment, an elderly man about 60 years of age was employed by
an old established concern. In this plant 100 men and 87 women
were employed. His work was done on a bench and no machinery
was used. One of his feUow-workmen accidentally stepped on his
foot, causing the nail on the fourth toe to become enbedded in the
flesh. In March, 1928, he was obliged to cease work because of his
condition and it was necessary to amputate the toe. Later on, am-
putation of his limb was necessary and he died in the hospital more
than a year after the alleged injury occurred. While this is one of
the three fatal injuries credited to the clothing trade in the period
covered by this investigation, the insurer refuses to make payments
under the Workmen's Compensation act on the ground that the
injury did not arise out of and in the course of employment. This
case still remains in controversy between the parties, and final deter-
mination has not been made by the department of industrial accidents.
In none of these cases was the causation of injury identified with any
machinery hazard or due to any mechanical process common to the trade.
Permanent Partial Disability Injuries: There were four of these cases.
The facts were as follows:
1. An employee 22 years of age sustained a laceration of the left index
finger while operating a hat-shaping machine. In this process the
felt material is placed over an aluminum hat form and fastened to
metal pins located on the die for the purpose of holding the stock
in shape. While pulling on this rope, the slight injury occurred.
Investigation showed that the employee secured from the first aid
medical chest a piece of gauze and wrapped it around his finger. He
did not use an antiseptic. Two days afterward an infection ap-
peared and he was then given treatment in the hospital. He lost the
use of the distal phalange on the fourth finger of the left hand. In
this plant compliance with the labor laws prevailed. Lighting facili-
ties were found to be adequate and good sanitation was maintained.
There was adequate ventilation and first aid equipment.
2. A concern manufacturing rubberized clothing employed a minor 17
years of age at a stamping-out machine in the cutting department.
Stepping on the treadle of the machine, he released the head which
dropped upon the top of the steel die held in his right hand, causing
amputation and loss of the distal phalange. In this plant 335 men
and 20 women were employed. These included 86 minors between
the ages of 16 and 21. The foreman in each room was requu-ed by
the firm to have new employees instructed regarding the operating
dangers of machinery. Provisions regarding ventilation, lighting
and sanitation were provided as required by law. The machinery
was adequately safeguarded. No device could be employed to pre-
vent this type of occupational injury.
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3. While cleaning a carding machine in a hat manufacturing plant, an
employee 51 years of age had his left middle finger crushed, result-
ing in the loss of the distal phalange. Another workman assisting
him turned the roll of the machine slightly and caused the injury.
The machine was not in operation at the time the accident happened.
In this plant 300 men and 199 women were employed. There was
general compliance with laws to protect health and safety of em-
ployees.
4. Employed as a wheelwright in the repair department of a cloth hat
manufacturing concern, a workman in picking up a piece of wood,
struck his hand against a circular saw while in motion. The safe-
guard provided for this saw was not in position at the time this
accident happened. There was general compliance with the labor
laws and the rules and regulations for the health and safety of the
employees. In this plant 109 men and 56 women were employed.
In all of the fatal and permanent partial disability cases investigation was
made in plants where the accident occurred. Careful examination of work
places was made. In no case did it appear that failure to comply with
legal requirements was an important factor in the causation of injury.
Temporary Disabilities: There were 399 of these. Of this number, 345
were investigated. Nearly all occurred in plants used for the manufac-
turing of ladies' garments and hats.
Classification by industry and nature of injuries is given here:
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for the three fatal injuries and 1,500 days for the permanent partial disabili-
ties. Actual time lost because of temporary total disability was 8,209
days. This figure included 3,808 days lost on accidents due to operating
machinery in the clothing industry, of which 900 were for permanent partial
disability and 2,908 temporary total disability.
Out of the total of 406 employers in these eases, all but two were insured
under the terms of the Workman's Compensation Act.
In the temporary disability cases, 54 covered a period of from one to
three days; 99, four to seven days; 80, one to two weeks; 55, two to three
weeks; 38, three to four weeks; 50, four to eight weeks; 12, eight to thirteen
weeks; 6, thirteen to twenty-six weeks; 5, twenty-six to fifty-two weeks.
By industries and wage groups, these cases are classified as follows:
Employees earning at the time of injury
—
Under $10 a week 12
Above $10 and under $15 a week
Above $16 and under $21 a week
Between $22 and $30 a week
Between $31 and $34 a week
$35 a week and over
99
98
89
8
100
Infected Injuries: In 126 eases infection developed. Seventy-seven of
these occurred in hat manufacturing establishments. In one of these
plants 82 injuries occurred in the period covered by this inquiry, 38 of them
resulting in infections. In this plant a first aid room in charge of a com-
petent nurse was provided as required by law, with the necessary equip-
ment for this purpose. Investigation of these cases determined the fact
that slight cuts and lacerations were not reported for prompt treatment at
the first aid room. Out of 264 temporary disability cases in the clothing
trade, including the manufacture of men's and women's garments, there
were 49 cases of infection. Most of these occurred in small workshops
employing but few workers. Only one resulted in permanent partial disa-
bility and this in a concern where nearly 400 were employed and in which
suitable equipment was provided for persons injured or taken ill on the
premises.
Inspection Problems in the Clothing Trade of Massachusetts: For the pur-
pose of this study the clothing trade includes the manufacture of women's
and men's garments—corsets, hats, shirts, collars and cuffs. They comprise
approximately 534 industrial establishments and give work to 15,524 em-
ployees, with"an annual output valued at $62,558,077. The making of hats,
corsets, shirts, collars and cuffs is carried on in modern buildings. These
are equipped with adequate provisions for proper sanitation and lighting,
good ventilation, and protection for employees in case of explosion or fire.
In the cloak, suit and skirt industry considerable manufacturing is still
carried on in small rooms located in tenant factory buildings. These are
usually of old construction, occupied by many concerns, each having a small
number of employees.
The constantly changing styles and multiplicity of the producing units
in the industry, together with the increased costs of materials and trim-
ming, have revolutionized changes in the retailing methods. Retailers who
formerly placed a large proportion of their orders in advance now withhold
patronage for an indefinite period to insure the purchase of styles that have
established their popularity in the current season. Intense production
during short periods followed by months of depression has impaired stabil-
ization in the industry and created excessive labor turnover. The industry
has gradually changed from a sweat shop trade with much home work, to
one in which the manufacturing is done mostly in large shops by employers
who manufacture and market the product. An investigation made in 1926
of conditions in the cloak, suit and skirt industry in the State of New York
by an advisory commission of the governor of that state, in its report on
May 20, 1926, revealed similar problems to those found in the industry in
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Massachusetts. Reference is made in this report to conditions which have
important relation to factory inspection and for this reason are mentioned
here
:
"The jobber in the cloak and suit industry differs from the jobber in
other industries. Instead of merely being a wholesale distributor, he is
an indirect manufacturer. He purchases materials and then farms
out the production to an elastic and shifting group of small sub-manu-
facturers who follow his instructions as to style. His emphasis is on
mass production and on selHng finished garments from the racks, while
owning the cloth and directing the flow of orders into the sub-manu-
facturing shops. The jobbers are the real capitalists in this large
branch of the manufacturing process. They do not directly employ
labor and consider themselves free from responsibility for labor stand-
ards. Incidentally they have no incentive for lengthening the season,
for the manufacturing overhead is carried by the multitude of small
manufacturers each with a little loft and few machines.
"The sub-manufacturers usually have no contact with the retail trade.
Their outlet is through theljobbers. Anyone with a few hundred dol-
lars of capital can rent space in a small loft, get together the handful of
workers who have been idle during the dull season, and throw themselves
into the competition for orders from the jobbers. Literally, hundreds
of such small shops are started and hundreds are abandoned every
year.
"The shops being small, there is a close relation between the firm and
the workers. The present method of doing business invites the split-
ting up of production units to a point which defies any real degree of
supervision by the institutions in the industry, which makes impossible
the maintenance of any satisfactory standards of employment."
These conditions prevail wherever this branch of the clothing trade is
carried on.
In the city of Boston, approximately 150 concerns are engaged in the
manufacture of cloaks, suits and skirt garments for women. These give
work to between 1 ,500 and 1 ,800 employees in the busy seasons. At other
times during the year the number employed drops to 900. Many of these
establishments are located in old buildings erected before the days of modern
factory construction. In these small workshops expenditure is maintained
at the lowest minimum. Practically no allowance is made to keep the
workrooms clean. Poorly lighted stairways are worn and railings found
unsafe. Waste pieces of fine cloth and paper litter the floor and add to the
general fire hazard in such establishments. Constant supervision is neces-
sary to maintain the workroom in a clean condition. Materials used in
the manufacturing process often obstruct the passageways, causing employ-
ees to stumble or fall. In some of these there is a careless attitude toward
first aid treatment of slight injuries. Articles taken from the first aid kit for
this purpose are not immediately replaced. In each building a janitor is
usually charged with the responsibility of keeping toilets clean and washing
facilities in suitable order. In buildings of this type, which attract large
numbers of people outside of working hours and who have access to the toilet
facilities, it is difficult for employers to maintain these as required by law.
New shops frequently spring into being in these buildings. At first, a smaU
workroom is required where two men may be employed. With the increase
in the volume of production, a few women may join the working force, and
complications arise immediately, making certain readjustments necessary
with the requirements of the labor laws.
In the cloak industry there are two seasonal periods of employment
—
spring and fall. For a period of twelve weeks between each season there is
practically no work done in the trade. In the dress manufacturing line there
is steadier work and better stabilization of the business. Twice a year the
employees are without full-time work for a period of six weeks—in the spring
and fall. It is a matter of experience that when the maximum production
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is carried on, the tendency of the workers to increase the speed of their
movements is believed to be a leading factor in the cause of many slight
injuries, including punctures, lacerations and bruises.
Machinery Accidents: The total number of machinery accidents in the
clothing industry in Massachusetts in 1929 was 163. Very few occurred in
connection with power transmission equipment. Positive arrangements
were provided for the control of power-driven machinery in emergencies.
Practically no accidents could be traced to unguarded shafting, belts or
pulleys. The most frequent type of these are finger injuries from needle
punctures. Many of them developed into septic poisoning.
Diseases of Occupation: Occupational diseases in the clothing trades are
confined almost wholly to dermatitis among employees in the felt and woolen
hat trade. There was a total of 48 of these. They were traced to contact
with materials handled in the processes of manufacture. Working time lost
because of incapacity in this connection is very small. Very few cases ex-
tended over a period of a week. In the establishments visited there was no
danger from gases or fumes except through slight leakage of illuminating gas
from the pressing irons. No special hazard from carbon monoxide or carbon
dioxide was found in the air of the workrooms. Defective seating arrange-
ments were noted in some cases, but no record of occupational illness was
discovered. Very little dust hazard appeared in the plants investigated.
Typical Small Workshops: In one group of 25 such places, the total num-
ber of employees working in the busy season was 162. Of this number, 90
were men; 72 were women. There are more than 100 such concerns in the
city of Boston with six or seven employees for the average shop's crew.
Nearly all of these are located in a district patrolled by one inspector. His
reports of these workshops indicate conditions found during his inspection
visits. In one establishment where three men were employed, including
the owner, in making women's garments, and one women engaged in hand
sewing, the inspector's report gives this description of conditions in the
plant
:
Stairways—ample and properly provided with hand rail and in good condition.
Ventilation—good and is by natural means; that is, windows at front and
rear of the room; and in a clean condition. Approximately 20 feet x 40
feet X 10 feet.
Walls and ceilings—in good condition.
Wooden Floor—considering the nature of the work, is reasonably clean.
Under the machines a small amount of dust is collected, which shows
a laxity in sweeping.
Light—there is very good natural light and ample artificial light, which is
very little used. With the exception of two lights directly at the
sewing machine, they are well above the direct range of vision. The
two lights over machines, when in use, should be provided with shades.
This was called to the attention of the proprietor.
Machinery—There is no dangerous machinery used in this place, with the
possible exception of the electric motor and belt, which is about two
inches in width, thorouglily boxed in. Only men operate the sewing
machines, and the main shafting about one inch in diameter is located
underneath and at the center of the table, not dangerously exposed to
contact. The belt used to drive the sewing machine is about one
quarter of an inch in diameter, which would not be considered a danger-
ous or hazardous belt. The driving pulley, which is cone-stepped and
grooved, is protected from contact by a special casting covering the
inside near the operator.
Medical chest—A medical chest is provided and contains ample suppHes for
the nature of the work done in this establishment; i. e., iodine, aromatic
spirits of ammonia, bandages, castor oil, boric acid and adhesive tape.
Toilets provided are located on the second floor—one for the use of men and
one for the use of women
—
properly labeled and used by other tenants
—
a dentist, a credit union and a small church society which holds meetings
intermittently throughout the week.
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Establishments operating under these circumstances furnish typical
problems in factory inspection work. Stairways with poor treads and broken
or unsecured railings are occasionally found. Medical or surgical chests are
often without the necessary requirements for the treatment of persons
injured or taken ill upon the premises. This is especially true regarding
supplies esssential for the treatment of lacerations and punctures. In some
places, patterns for garments were found hanging on the walls and so ar-
ranged as to conceal egress to fire escapes. Passageways are narrow, with
machines installed in close proximity. No working space is wasted. Fre-
quent moving of these concerns means the dismantling of machinery and
equipment, leaving the space available for others to enter the business. This
necessitates rehabilitating the workroom, installing new lights and shades,
setting up machinery and providing safeguards and making toilet and
washing facilities available as required in the regulations. It is from envi-
ronment of this kind that many of the larger concerns now engaged in the
trade have come. Among the smaU workshops in the district where these
places are largely located, records in the department indicate that 1,234
inspections were made during the year 1928, 937 of which were garment
manufacturing plants. This number included practically all the garment
working concerns in the city of Boston. It was necessary to issue 145
orders because of these inspections, nearV all of them having to do with
sanitation, ventilation, lighting and machinery safeguards. These were
promptly complied with. Many of the smaller workshops were given
inspections regularly each three months. Very few children between 14
and 16 years of age are employed in these places, the number being practi-
cally negligible. There is no child labor problem connected with this trade.
The advisory commission of the governor of the State of New York pre-
sented for the consideration of the industry six suggestions which concerned
mainly relations between employer and employee under a system of collec-
tive bargaining. These included provisions in regard to unemployment
payments; increased minimum wage rates for the various crafts in the
trade; amending existing contracts providing for prompt investigation in
regard to complaints dealing with non-union shops, and that the Bureau of
Research, financed by contributions from independent manufacturers,
sub-manufacturers and jobbers to deal intelligently with problems of unem-
ployment, productivity and wages, be permanently continued.
In addition, recommendation was made that there be more adequate
provision for inspection. This commission did not find it necessary to sug-
gest new regulations to protect the health and safety of the employees.
Neither is it necessary to do so in Massachusetts. There is sufficient law
now to adequately provide for the health and safety of employees in the gar-
ment trades. Frequent inspection of the small workshop and the enforce-
ment of existing laws is sufficient to maintain safe work places for the
employees. This practice is followed as far as it is consistent with the many
other duties imposed by law on the inspection force.
Employment on Public Works
Operations in the construction of public work were given regular inspection
during the summer and fall seasons. This included the building of roadways
and the construction of walls and bridges, the erection of schoolhouses, county
buildings, and additions to state institutions. During the year 194 con-
tracts were awarded by state departments at bid prices, which totaled
$10,099,025.41. In road excavation and construction, approximately
6,000 laborers, workmen and mechanics were employed. Powerful machin-
ery, including digging and mixing apparatus, was used in the course of these
operations. Systematic inspection was made of this equipment, and dan-
gerous exposures were safeguarded to protect employees in the course of
their ordinary duties. In the construction of public works, contractors
are required under the Massachusetts statutes to give preference to citizens
for employment in the following order: First, to citizens of the common-
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wealth, who are qualified to perform the work to which the employment
relates and who have served in the army or navy of the United States in
tirrie of war and have been honorably discharged therefrom or released from
active duty therein; secondly, to citizens of the commonwealth generally;
and, finally, if these cannot be obtained in sufficient numbers, preference
shall be given to citizens of the United States.
In some of these projects, the national government added to the state's
appropriation, and in such cases the Massachusetts statute is superseded
by the Federal law. Under these circumstances, the contractor is required
to give preference in employment to honorably discharged soldiers, sailors
and marines; but no other preference or discrimination among citizens of
the United States is permitted to be made. (See Section 6, Act of Congress,
approved February 28, 1919, entitled "An Act making appropriations for
the Service of the Post Office Department for the Fiscal Year ending June
30, 1920, and for other purposes." Public No. 299—65th Congress.)
Under these provisions, citizens of Massachusetts, who had served in
the army or navy of the United States and fulfilled the requirements of the
Massachusetts law, are not given first preference in such work, but share this
privilege with veterans who are citizens of the United States generally.
During the year six complaints were made by Massachusetts veterans
that they were not given first preference, because of this misunderstanding
concerning the status of veterans' preference on federal-aided projects in
the construction of public works. Two offenders were prosecuted for viola-
tion of the Massachusetts law. These concerned contractors engaged in
the erection of public buildings, who failed to comply with the requirements
of this statute.
Eight-hour Law
There were 20 complaints for alleged violp^tion of the eight-hour law.
These were concerned chiefly with road work and the sewer and water
departments in cities and towns. In most of these it was found that an
extraordinary emergency prevailed because there was danger to property,
life, public safety and public health, and under these circumstances em-
ployees were lawfully employed in working more than forty-eight hours a
week. Some of these were concerned with bridge construction work in
connection with the widening of main arteries of travel, and others involved
dangers arising from traffic conditions and road bed excavation. In 16
complaints it was contended that mechanics were not paid the customary
and prevailing rate of wages. These were investigated in each instance and
the necessary information secured to determine the customary and prevail-
ing rate paid in the same trade or occupation in the locality where the work
was done. Conferences were held between the interested parties, and this
information was made available for their use. It provided the basis for a
satisfactory settlement in all of these cases.
Weekly Payment of Wages
There was a total of 2,501 complaints alleging violation of the weekly
payment of wages law. The amounts involved were usually small in most
of these cases, and to secure legal assistance would be unprofitable for the
employee. Failure to secure the wages earned frequently imposed on the
employee and his family a hardship that often deprived children of proper
care. Many of these cases came to the attention of the division during the
year and were given prompt attention. To bring relief to those in needy
circumstances, special effort was made to cause the employer to speedily
pay the amount due. Under the system followed by the division, the rights
of the employee are protected without an outlay of expense on his part.
Personal interviews take place with the complainants in nearly every case,
and facts secured indicating where the work was done and the amount of
wages due. Advice to employees in bankruptcy proceedings was given.
This included instructions concerning the filing of the proof of claim within
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the statutory period and other provisions necessary to participate in the
dividends. Employees who complained of irregularities in connection with
the assignment of their wages, or alleged that the sum withheld from their
earnings under the trustee process was larger than the amount provided by
law, came frequently to the office for information. In each of these cases
the statutory requirements were made known to the employee, and if error
in procedure under either process was apparent, the employer was notified
if it appeared that violation of the weekly payment of wages law had taken
place.
Police authorities and court officials continue to advise employees to file
these complaints with the department of labor and industries. Many indi-
viduals are directed each year by labor organizations and other agencies to
follow this procedure. This provides the division with a large amount of
work requiring care and attention in detail. Employers are communicated
with and complaints brought to their attention. This is done through corre-
spondence or personal call by an investigator and in some cases telephone
service is utilized. The sum of $54,629.07 was paid by employers to work-
men after notification was given that complaint was filed with the depart-
ment, alleging failure to comply with the requirements of the weekly pay-
ment of wages law.
In the handling of these cases effort was made to prevent loss of time on
the part of the employees. Through correspondence they were kept advised
of the progress made in their cases. This was necessary when continuances
were granted in court cases to enable the employer to pay the wages earned
by the workman.
Employees of sub-contractors in the building trades continue t-o predom-
inate in complaints made to this office alleging failure of employers to pay
wages weekly. Many cases received from this source are involved in con-
flicting claims arising from disputes over the rate of wages agreed upon.
Under these circumstances parties are brought into conference, and require-
ments of the weekly payment of wages law made known. This procedure
nearly always leads to a satisfactory settlement, and compliance with the
statute law takes place. Employees are advised as to their remedy in the
civil court when it is apparent that the case is not within the jurisdiction
of the department. Branch offices of the division make this service avail-
able for the working people in the large industrial districts of the state. To
these places employees come for information concerning unpaid wages.
Personal attention is given these cases by the office clerk, and court action
is conducted by the inspector if this is necessary.
Among the outstanding causes for non-payment of wages may be men-
tioned these: Insufficient capital on the part of the employer, and under-
taking jobs at such a low figure that he is unable to pay employees weekly
the wages earned; misunderstanding the rates of pay and terms of employ-
ment; making payments by check without sufficient funds on deposit to
provide for pajonent of amounts due; and inability to estimate the cost of
labor and materials properly. The legislature of 1929 added a new provi-
sion to the weekly payment of wages law in arranging for the imposition of
a severe penalty in the case of habitual violations. Chapter 117 of the acts
of 1929, amending section 148 of the General Laws, increased the penalty
for violation of the weekly payment of wages law so tha.t in addition to a
fine, imprisonment may be imposed in extreme cases. In several cases since
the enactment of this provision, the court has imposed jail sentences in the
case of defendants with previous records. California is the only other state
in the Union which imposes a prison sentence on habitual violators of the
weekly payment of wages law.
Laborers' Vacations
It was necessary to investigate four complaints alleging failure to grant
laborers' vacations in cities and towns which accepted the provisions of
chapter 217 of the acts of 1914. This law required that persons classified
as laborers, or doing the work of laborers and regularly employed by the
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city or town, be granted a vacation of not less than two weeks during each
year of their employment without loss of pay. In 1927, the legislature
amended section 111 of chapter 41 of the General Laws, defining a person
to be regularly employed in this connection who has worked thirty-two weeks
in the aggregate during the preceding calendar year. In this amendment it
was provided that the department of labor and industries should enforce
the requirements of the laborers' vacations law and have all necessary power
to this purpose. There is no penalty fixed in the statute for violations of
this law. In the case of laborers who worked thirty-two weeks in the aggre-
gate in the preceding calendar year and were discharged or left their employ-
ment in any month of the ensuing year, it is held that the law does not
provide vacations for such persons.
The Massachusetts Federation of City and Town Employees presented
a bill to the legislature of 1929 to remove these difficulties and provide vaca-
tions for all laborers who were regularly employed for a period of thirty-two
weeks in the aggregate during a preceding calendar year by cities and towns
accepting the provisions of this law. After several public hearings on this
measure and conference by petitioners with the legislative committee having
charge of the bill, it was given leave to withdraw late in the session. Diffi-
culties in the existing law prevent its satisfactory enforcement in certain
cities and towns. In some of these municipalities, greater appropriations
are made in one year than in another. This means that the force of laborers
employed in a preceding calendar year may be larger than the staff required
in the one ensuing. Under these circumstances, laborers who qualify for
the vacation in having worked thirty-two weeks in the aggregate in one year
may be deprived of it in the following one if the appropriation is not ade-
quate to keep them regularly employed for the entire twelve months. Nearly
all of the complaints made to the department alleging violation of the
laborers' vacation law arise under these circumstances. In some of these
cases conferences w^ere held with municipal authorities and satisfactory
settlement was arranged. The laborers' vacation law should be amended
to provide for adequate enforcement.
Home Work
To permit the making, altering or finishing of wearing apparel in a room
or apartment of a tenement or dwelling house, 200 persons were granted
licenses. Concerns engaged in this business were made familiar with the
law prohibiting the employment of children after certain hours fixed by stat-
ute in connection with manufacturing and other industrial establishments,
and their responsibility made plain if illegal employment was permitted.
Co-operation was established with these firms in providing the division
with names and addresses of persons desiring licenses to do home work.
Assurance was given by the concern that applicant would be given such
employment, and wasteful investigation by inspectors was prevented. In
each license issued, sanitary conditions prevailed in the room or apartment
used for making the wearing apparel. These were principally concerned
with work done on neckwear, aprons, hosiery, knit goods, sweaters and simi-
lar articles. In a few instances women were employed in this connection
by tailoring concerns. Firms hiring, employing or contracting with a mem-
ber of a family holding a license to do such work outside of their premises
were required to keep a record of such persons employed and to forward
copy of same to the department once a month.
Work of Branch Offices
Daily reports are received from these offices, indicating nature of service
rendered the public. Located in FaU River, Lawrence, Worcester, Spring-
field and Pittsfield, they are available to employment managers and factory
officials seeking information regarding the labor laws. Time notices for
women and minors and schedules in connection with the one day's rest in
seven law, bulletins containing rules and regulations for safeguarding ma-
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chinery, toilet and washing facilities, foundry requirements, lighting indus
trial establishments and other provisions enforced by the department can
be readily secured.
Complaints alleging violation of the weekly payment of wages law are
received and given prompt attention. Conferences are arranged between
workmen and employers when disputes arise as to the amounts due and are
settled to the satisfaction of the interested parties. Workmen are advised
in these cases aild the correct procedure explained in connection with court
action when this is necessary.
Telephone calls from industrial establishments for information provide
the opportunity for the branch office to give prompt service in important
matters. Workmen come seeking information in regard to injuries sustained
in their employment and these cases are brought to the attention of the de-
partment of industrial accidents. There is good co-operation between the
two departments in this work, and it is appreciated by workmen who are
rendered service by this arrangement. Records on file indicate the nature
of requests received at these offices. They include problems concerning
the employment of women and minors, the issuance of employment and
educational certificates, requirements of the one day's rest in seven law,
citizen's preference in public employment, and the prevailing rate of wages
in the construction of public works, and other provisions of the labor laws.
The branch offices continue to be of practical assistance to workmen and
employer and the general public.
Legal Department
During the year, 1,083 cases were prosecuted by the department. In
978 of these the verdicts were guilty, while 85 cases were dismissed at the
request of the department. Twenty defendants were found not guilty.
These dismissals were mostly cases of non-payment of wages in which the
amount due had been paid. Of the total number of prosecutions, 813 were
for non-payment of wages. The department secured convictions on practi-
cally all of these cases, with the result that $53,028.46 was paid to the com-
plaining employees.
A tabulation of the cases follows:
Total number of prosecutions ....... 1,083
Disposition:
Guilty . 978
Dismissed......... 85
Not guilty......... 20
Total, 1,083
Character of Offence:
Minors:
Employed under 14 years of age ..... 7
Employed without certificates ..... 35
Employed in prohibited trades and on dangerous machinery, 9
Employed before 5 A.M. ...... 1
Employed before 6:30 A. M 11
Employed after 10 P. M 1
Employed after 6 P. M 2
Employed during school hours ..... 2
Health and sanitation ...... 5
Time Notices:
Women and minors working without time notices posted 7
Women and minors working at time other than stated . 118
Overtime employment of women and minors... 43
Overtime employment on public works.... 6
Illegal advertising ....... 2
Unguarded machinery ...... 1
Violations of rules in building operations ... 15
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Violations of citizens' preference act .... 3
Violations of Painting Rules ..... 2
Non-payment of wages . . . . . . 813
Total, 1,083
A Decade op Progress
Pursuant to authority contained in chapter 350 of the General Acts of
1919, the commissioner of labor and industries organized the division of
industrial safety, on December first of that year. Under his direction as the
administrative and executive head of the department, the duties assigned
to the division included the enforcement of the statutes to safeguard the
health and safety of persons in employments, and other provisions enacted
to regulate industrial relations. During these ten years regular inspection
of work places has taken place, and employers required to comply with the
laws authorized by the legislature.
Accident prevention work has been improved and is now organized on a
sound basis. Building operations are better supervised by inspectors trained
through practical experience in this industry. Dangers to employees from
the use of toxic substances in manufacturing processes have been diminished
Diseases of occupation have received thorough inquiry, and means to pro-
tect health of employees emphasized. Compliance with statutes restricting
the hours of labor for women now meets with general cooperation. Sani-
tary conditions in the establishments of industry are much improved.
Provisions to safeguard the employed child are better recognized. Reports
of the division each year indicate that the policy of investigating injuries
to children led the way to improved methods of certification and restricted
their employment in a greater degree to safe work places. Cooperation
with state and local educational authorities has been a conspicuous feature
of this work. Complaints have received careful investigation, and violators
of the law prosecuted when the circumstances justified such action.
The experience of these ten years indicates that the general attitude of
employers is one of compliance with the requirements of the statutes. Con-
stant development of machinery methods and industrial processes con-
tinues to require inspection. New business enterprises and changes in
management make this supervision necessary. The procedure of issuing
orders to the employer after inspection of the establishment has been fol-
lowed. This is the method of law enforcement practiced in all the industrial
states. Through this policy the statutory provisions to safeguard the
employee and protect his rights are made an integral part of the industrial
system in this commonwealth.
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF CONCILIATION
AND ARBITRATION
Edward Fisher, Chairman, Herbert P. Wasgatt, Samuel Ross
On December 1, 1928, there were pending eight joint applications for arbitration;
during the year 40 joint apphcations were filed, making a total of 48. Decisions were
rendered in 39 cases, five were settled or withdrawn and four cases are now pending.
In addition two petitions for normality certificates were filed.
Conciliation
As a whole the industrial disputes between employers and employees have been less
the present year, both in numbers and in intensity, than during any of the past few years,
and such disputes were in a great majority of instances speedily adjusted. The strike
of the shoe operatives in Boston and vicinity, and later spreading to some extent to
other places, while lasting for several weeks did not, except in a comparatively few
instances, seriously interfere with this industry. Jurisdictional and other disputes in
the building trades in Boston and vicinity occupied the time and attention of the Board
on several occasions and settlements by the parties generally followed.
The Board on August 9 held conferences with the committees representing the steam-
ship companies and longshoremen, members of the International Longshoremen's
Association, relative to differences which involved a dispute as to a vehicle bemg used
in unloading freight, resulting in a strike against the American-Hawaiian Steamship
Company and a threatened strike as to other steamship lines. As a result of the con-
ferences, suggestions were made by the Board which resulted in the differences being
adjusted. At this conference reference was also made to a change desired by the steam-
ship companies, to increase the weight of the swing load, so called. Later in the year,
when the terms of the new agreement were under consideration, an agreement was
reached relative to increasing this weight, but a dispute arose as to the "gang"; that
is, the number of men to be employed in the work. It is understood that the parties
finally reached an understanding to submit this issue to an arbitration board for
determination.
Eastern Massachusetts Street Railway Company. Differences having arisen between
the trustees of this company and their employees, members of the Amalgamated Asso-
ciation of Street and Electric Railway Employees of America, as to the provision of the
new agreement relative to discipline cases, so called; that is, to suspension and dis-
charge of employees, and as the time was fast approaching for the termination of the
existing agreement, the Board on April 25 called the trustees and the committee repre-
senting the employees into a conference. At this conference the parties outlined to the
Board their respective contentions, which involved only one provision of the new
agreement, aU the others having been mutually settled. The provision in dispute
related, as already stated, to the matter of discipline cases; the representatives of the
employees insisting upon retaining the provision in the present agreement which they
had enjoyed, in substance, for many years, under the terms of which an employee sus-
pended or discharged had the privilege, through the procedure they had provided for,
of having the question of the justification of suspension or discharge arbitrated by a
board to be established thereunder. The trustees in turn, for the reason then outlined,
contended that the final authority for such suspension or discharge should rest with
them and not be subject to arbitration. As a result of the conference and before its
adjournment, the trustees submitted to the representatives of the employees the two
following propositions as a basis of adjusting their differences:
1. That the trustees are willing to submit to the State Board of Conciliation
and Arbitration the issue now existing between them and the Amalgamated
and abide by its decision.
2. The trustees will continue to arbitrate all suspensions and discharges
provided that the State Board of Conciliation and Arbitration is the arbi-
tration tribunal in each case.
It was agreed that pending such consideration and action the terms of the present
agreement should continue in effect without any cessation of work. At a subsequent
conference held on May 1, the representatives of the employees informed the Board
that the employees had voted in favor of accepting the first proposition, and thus
what might have been a serious controversy was averted. Later on an application
was presented, signed by the representatives of both parties, under the terms of which
the authority of the Board was limited, to determine whether the present system was
to be retained or the trustees were to have the final authority in the suspension or
discharge of employees. The award of the Board appears among the list of its decisions.
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Arbitration
The Board rendered decisions on 39 applications; of these six were pending from
last year, the balance being applications filed in the current 3^ear.
Normality
Two petitions for normality certificates were filed, and after a hearing and an inves-
tigation certificates were issued in both cases.
Summary
Under the Consolidation Act, so called (Chapter 350, Acts of 1919), the Board of
Conciliation and Arbitration became a part of the Department of Labor and Indus-
tries and the associate commissioners of this department assumed the duties and
fimctions and retained the title of the Board of Concihation and Arbitration. This
year completing a decade, it seemed appropriate that a summary of some of the more
important results of such consolidation, so far as relating to the work of this Board,
be outlined. The consolidation, bringing as it has the offices and the activities of the
Board into this department, has resulted in many ways in the material as well as the
economic welfare of the commonwealth. This works also to the advantage and con-
venience of both employer and employee and others who may be seeking advice, infor-
mation or data concerning industrial relations or other matters of an mdustrial nature
over which the department has jurisdiction. Before the consolidation such informa-
tion was obtainable only through separate departments and is now available directly
through its various divisions. Material assistance and economy have resulted in taking
advantage of the opportunity afforded to utilize the services of the employees to take
care of any emergency or unusual activities that the Board or the department may
be called upon to meet, and thereby the Board has been able to conduct its hearings
upon investigations of labor controversies, when called upon to place the blame therefor,
without as heretofore hiring stenographic assistance ; and in addition, the services of the
agent of the Board have not only been available at all times but have been utilized
continuously in other department service, and in turn the Board has had occasion to
use the services now and then of the inspectors of the division of industrial safety in
securing information, etc. Finally, the Board itself, with its added duties as asso-
ciate commissioners, has been brought into close contact with the problems of industry
where the experience, information and knowledge so acquired have materially aided
and assisted the Board in its work and further afforded an opportunity for the Board
itself to make available for the department its knowledge, experience and information
acquired in its line of work, thus co-ordinating the entire work of the department.
During this period the Board has arbitrated and decided an average of 244 cases
annually; the greatest number, 537, being in the year 1922 and the least number being
during the present year. The greater portion of these decisions has been in the shoe
industry. In the matter of conciliation, the greatest number of disputes receiving
the attention of the Board was 70 in the year 1921 and the least number during the
present year. In the matter of normality petitions, the greatest number presented
was in 1924, when 24 applications were received. These applications have gradually
decreased annually and in 1927 and 1928 no applications were presented and during
the present year onlj' two were filed.
In addition, the Board, especially through its agent, has continued its activities in
maintaining contact with employers and employees throughout the commonwealth,
thereby securing information as to the industrial conditions and seeking to ascertain
in advance any and all available information bearing upon the possibility or proba-
bility of industrial disputes arising. These ever increasing activities have amply
justified themselves in the results obtained.
A survey of the entire period leads one to the conclusion, often expressed in the
annual reports of the Board, that, taken as a whole, through the process of experience
and a fuller and more complete appreciation on the part of both employers and em-
ployees of their industrial relations and their respective rights and obligations towards
each other, the public and the industry itself, a more ready willingness to confer in ad-
vance and discuss differences has resulted, thereby preventing the occurrence of many
serious labor controversies; also, where disputes have resulted in a cessation of work,
an attitude of willingness to enter into a conference with the Board and use all reason-
able efforts to reach a satisfactory adjustment. That such is the fact a survey of the
industrial relations between employer and employee for the period of this decade gives
ample evidence.
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List of Industries Affected and Principal Differences in Conciliation and
Arbitration Cases
Conciliation
Industries Affected: Building, bill-posting, hosiery, paper, lumlDer, meat, shoe, steam-
ship companies (freight handling), textile, transportation.
Principal Differences. Wages, working conditions, discharge.
Arbitration
Industries Affected Issues Arbitrated
Coal Wages
Shoe Wages
Transportation Working conditions
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REPORT OF THE MINIMUM WAGE COMMISSION
Edward Fisher, Chairman, H:brbert P. Wasgatt, Samuel Ross,
Ethel M. Johnson, Acting Director
Outline op Functions
The duties of the minimum wage commission under the law comprise
the following functions: investigating the wages of women employees in
occupations where there is reason to believe that the wages of a substantial
number are below the requirements of healthful living; establishing wage
boards to recommend minimum rates of wages for women and minors;
entering wage decrees based on the recommendations of the boards ; inspect-
ing to determine compliance with the decrees; and publishing the results
of the findings.
An account of the work conducted during the year along these lines is
given in the sections following.
]
Work in 1929
-.. For several years the field work conducted in connection with the mini-
mum wage law has been confined mainly to inspection to determine com-
pliance with the wage decrees. There are now twenty-one decrees in effect
covering as many different occupations. In addition to inspections, rein-
spections are required in all cases where non-compliances are found at the
time of the original inspection. Then there are complaints regarding non-
compliance which should be investigated promptly.
During the year, authorization was given for an additional investigator,
bringing the number to four.
Publications
The publications issued during the year are the statement and decree
for the boot and shoe cut stock and findings occupation and the reprint from
the annual report of the department giving the outline of the work of the
minimum wage commission.
Wage Boards
The boot and shoe cut stock and findings wage board, which was organ-
ized in 1928, completed its work in the early part of 1929. Ten meetings
were held in all, five of these coming in the present year. On January 9,
1929, the board submitted a unanimous report of its determinations to the
minimum wage commission.
The board estimated the cost of living for a self-supporting woman in
the occupation as 114.65 a week. It recommended that this be established
as the minimum rate for a woman seventeen years of age or over with three
months' experience in the occupation; and that special rates of SIO and $12
be fixed for experienced employees under seventeen years, and for learners
and apprentices.
In submitting its report, the wage board presented the claim of some of
the employer members that certain of the lines covered, as pasted inner-
soles, would not be able to pay a minimum rate based on the cost of living
budget adopted by the board.
Boot and Shoe Cut Stock and Findings Decree
After approving provisionally the report of the wage board for the boot
and shoe cut stock and findings occupation, the commission held a public
hearing on the question, February 7, 1929. Five employers appeared in
opposition to the determinations.
After considering the matter, the commission entered a decree based on
the determination of the wage board effective June 1, 1929.
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Inspection Work
Inspections were conducted during the year under twenty decrees; that
is, under all of the decrees now in effect with the exception of that for the
millinery occupation. In the case of eight decrees—those for canning,
preserving, and minor lines of confectionery, electrical equipment and sup-
plies, men's clothing, men's furnishings, muslin underwear, women's cloth-
ing, office cleaning, and retail stores—only partial inspections were made.
Initial inspection was started under the boot and shoe cut stock and find-
ings occupation decree which became effective June 1, 1929. Although this
was a dull season in the industry, visits were made following that date in
order to see that the provisions of the decree were understood and that the
notice of the decree was posted. It was necessary to continue the inspection
in the latter part of the year. That work is in progress at the close of the
period covered by this report. The same is true of the inspection under the
jewelry decree.
Complete inspections were made under the following decrees—bread
and bakery products, brush, corset, druggists' preparations, knit goods,
paper box, stationery goods and envelopes, and toys and games. The
inspection under the candy and laundry decrees was initiated the previous
year and completed during the present year.
In connection with the inspection work, wage records for tabulation were
secured for 25,590 women and girls in 922 establishments. Reinspection
visits M^ere made in a number of instances to help in the adjustment of cases
of non-compliance. These visits are in addition to the reinspections made
in the 305 firms with cases outstanding from previous years.
The inspection tables include only a part of the establishment visits made
by the commission's agents during the year. It is sometimes necessary to
make several reinspections in a single establishment to effect an adjustment.
In many instances a second visit is required before inspection can be made.
The official in charge of the payroll may be away at the time of the first
visit, or some of the information essential to determine compliance may be
lacking. In addition there are the various cases where the firms listed from
a previous inspection or investigation had moved, gone out of business, or
changed the nature of the work so they no longer come under the decree.
In all, 2,308 establishment visits were made by the commission's agents
during 1929. A large part of this work represents reinspections to assist in
securing compliance with the decrees.
Laundry Decree
The present decree for laundries—the second entered for the occupation
—
became effective July 1st, 1922. The fourth inspection under this decree
was started in April, 1928, and completed in April of the present year. In
connection with this inspection, wage records for the tabulation of earnings
were secured for 5,482 women and girls in 313 laundries.
These rates are shown by occupations in Table I and by type of laundry in
Table II. Comparison of the rates paid with those paid at previous inspec-
tions, including the inspection preceding the entrance of the present decree,
is given in Table III.
Each inspection shows a steady improvement in the wage situation.
Laundry wages have advanced markedly since 1919, the time of the inspec-
tion prior to the entrance of the present decree. At that time only 14 per
cent of the women working in laundries were paid as much as $14 a week.
In 1929, 70 per cent (69.8) had rates of $14 a week and over.
Although the most striking contrast is that in the wage rates before and
directly after the decree went into effect, the progress shown at the subse-
quent inspections is of interest. The proportion of women with rates under
$13 a week at each of the five inspections noted is as follows: In 1919, there
were 68.2 per cent of the women with rates below $13; in 1923, 33.4 per
cent; in 1924, 21.2 per cent; in 1926, 18.7 per cent; and in 1929, 14.6 per
cent. For those with rates under $1 1 a week^—the lowest special rate under
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the present decree—there has been a decrease from 30.7 per cent with rates
below this amount in 1919, to 2.3 per cent in 1929.
As 1919 was in general a period of high wages, and as 1923 followed a
serious business depression with wage reductions, it seems fair to attribute
part at least of the marked advance in the wages of women laundry workers
during this period to the effect of the decree. The steady advance in wage
levels since the decree became effective, and the increasing proportion of
women receiving more than the minimum rate, disprove the theory which
is sometimes advanced that the minimum tends to become the maximum.
In considering the inspection figures, it should be kept in mind that they
represent rates for all women employed in laundries without regard to length
of experience. The rates under the decree, however, range from $11 for
beginners and $12.50 for those with three months' experience, to the mini-
mum rate of $13.50 for a woman who has been employed five months in a
laundry.
The tables do not show compliance or non-compliance with the decree,
but indicate the wage level for a given period. Moreover, thej give the
situation at the time of the inspection and not after all of the possible adjust-
ments have been made. As $11 is the lowest special rate, all of the rates
under this amount represent non-compliances. It will be noted that the
proportion of non-compliances at this lowest level has been reduced from
year to year.
The classification by occupations. Table I, shows the flat work ironers
with the largest number and proportion in the lower wage group. More
than two-thirds of these women (67.9 per cent) have rates below $15 a week;
and one-fourth (24.9 per cent) have rates below $13 a week. Hand washers
come next with one-half (50.0 per cent) with rates below $15 a week. On
the other side, from three-fourths to two-thirds of the hand ironers, collar
ironers, starchers and menders have rates of $15 a week and over.
Even more striking is the contrast in wages in different types of laundries
as shown in Table II. Hand and wet wash laundries have the highest rates.
More than one-fifth (21.8 per cent) of the women employed in hand laundries
had rates of $20 a week and over; while one-sixth (16.1 per cent) in the wet
wash establishments came in the same classification. Nearly three-fourths
of the women (70.7 per cent) in the case of hand laundries, and (74.1 per cent)
in the case of wet wash laundries—had rates of $15 a week and over.
At the other end of the scale are the wholesale laundries and coat and
apron supply houses. Wholesale laundries include those catering to hotel
and steamship trade, hospitals, and other institutions. Coat and apron
supply houses supply barbers, butchers, bakers, hotel and restaurant
employees.
Nine-tenths (91.4 per cent) of the women working in the wholesale laun-
dries, and eight-tenths (79.6 per cent) in the coat and apron supply estab-
lishments were paid at rates below $15 a week. Nearly two-thirds (61.5 per
cent) of the women in the wholesale laundries, and more than one-third
(35.3 per cent) of those in the coat and apron supply houses had rates for
full-time employment below $13 a week.
Between these two classes of laundries—the hand and wet wash on one
side and the wholesale and coat and apron supply houses on the other
—
comes the general laundry which handles much of the family washing.
More than one-half (57.2 per cent) of the women in these laundries have
rates of $15 a week and over, and less than one-tenth (9.0 per cent) have
rates below $13 a week.
Non-compliances under the laundry decree have been published three
times. In each instance the firms advertised represented approximately
eight per cent of the establishments inspected. In 1923 the commission
published twenty-two firms; in 1925, twenty-one firms; and in 1927,
twenty-six firms. It should be noted that the inspection for 1927 included
nineteen more laundries than that for 1923; also that a much larger number
of wage records were secured in 1927 than either in 1923 or 1925.
Of the twenty-two firms published in 1923, eleven were published in 1925
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and again in 1927. Three have gone out of business. Three complied with
the decree after the first publication; two after the second; and three after
the third. The twenty-one laundries published in 1925 included eighteen
of those published in 1923, and three new establishments. Four of the
laundries are now complying with the decree. In seventeen there has been
no change in this respect.
Of the twenty-six laundries advertised in 1927, one is now out of business,
nine are complying, and in sixteen there is no change. There are nineteen
establishments—three new firms in addition to the sixteen above mentioned
—
with cases outstanding and no adjustment promised at the close of the
present year.
Effect of Decrees
Some indication of the influence the decrees may have upon women's
wages is suggested by a comparison of the wage situation in four occupations
before the entrance of the present decrees and at subsequent inspections.
Table III summarizes the inspection returns for the druggists' preparations,
laundry, office cleaning and retail store decrees.
The decree for druggists' preparations and chemical compounds went into
effect January 2, 1924. It establishes a minimum rate of $13.20 and special
rates for learners and apprentices of S9.60 and -110.60 a week. At the
investigation in 1923, 85.9 per cent of the women employed in the occupation
were paid at rates below S13 a week; and 24.9 per cent at rates below $12
a week. Only 7.1 per cent had rates as high as $15 a week. At the inspec-
tion the following year after the entrance of the decree, 35.8 per cent had
rates below $13 and 19.5 per cent had rates below $12; while 39.5 per cent
had rates of $15 a week and over.
At the inspection in 1926, the proportion with rates below $13 and $12 a
week had been reduced to 21.4 per cent and 15.4 per cent respectively. The
proportion with rates of $15 and over had been raised to 48.9 per cent. At
the most recent inspection—that in 1929—there were 19.1 per cent with
rates below $13 a week; 9.9 per cent with rates below $12; and 57.4 per cent
with rates of $15 a week and over.
There have been three publications of non-compliances under this decree.
One firm was advertised in 1924. This establishment and one other was
advertised in 1925 and again in 1927. Both are small establishments with
only a few employees. They represent with respect to establishments .5
per cent of the entire number; and with respect to cases .1 per cent of those
for whom records were secured.
As the changes under the laundry decree have been discussed in the pre-
ceding section on inspection work in connection with that decree, they are
not repeated here.
The decree for office and other building cleaners became effective February
1, 1921. It provides a minimum rate of 37c an hour, or $15.40 a week for
employment of forty-two hours or more. At the inspection in 1920, 84.1
per cent of the women engaged in this occupation had rates below 36c an
hour. Only 12.6 per cent had rates of 38c and over. At the inspection in
1922 fqllowing the present wage decree, only 16.4 per cent had rates under
36c an hour and 33 per cent had rates of 38e and over. The inspection in
1928 shows only 6.8 per cent of the women with rates below 36c an hour
and 52.3 per cent with rates of 38c and over.
There have been three publications under this decree—1921, 1925, and
1929. One firm representing a large establishment with several office build-
ings was advertised in 1921 and again in 1925. This firm is now paying the
minimum rate. Two establishments that had previously been published
under the retail store and paper box decrees were published in 1929 under
the office and other building cleaners decree. There were three cases of non-
compliances in these two establishments, representing .1 per cent of the
entire number of cases.
The present decree for retail stores became effective June 1, 1922. It
provides a minimum rate of $14 a week with special rates of $10 and $12 for
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beginners and minors. At the inspection in 1919, 78.2 per cent of the women
and girls in retail stores had rates below |14 a week; 54.3 per cent had rates
below S12 a week; and 23.2 per cent rates below $10 a week. Only 8.1 per
cent had rates of $17 a week and over.
In the inspection following the decree, 1922-1923, 31.6 per cent of the
women had rates below $14 a week; 13.2 per cent below $12 a week, and
3.0 per cent below $10 a week. There were 26.3 per cent v^th rates of $17 a
week and over. The present inspection, 1926-1928, shows 19.5 per cent of
the women with rates below $14 a week; 7.2 per cent with rates below $12
a week; and only 1.7 per cent with rates below $10 a week. On the other
hand, there are 38.3 per cent with rates of $17 a week and over.
Non-compliances have been published twice under the retail store decree,
in 1923 and 1925. Of the 53 firms advertised in 1923, 14 were complying
in 1925; 8 had gone out of business; and in 31 there was no change in this
respect. There were 13 new firms advertised in 1925.
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Publication of Non-Compliances
The law requires that the commission shall inspect to determine compli-
ance with the wage decrees and that it shall publish the names of firms that
fail or refuse to comply. Every effort is made to secure adjustment—and
adjustment by wage increases—for the employees receiving below the mini-
mum rates. Publication is a last resort after every other means has failed.
The procedure in the case of non-compliances found through the inspection
work is as follows : The matter in the first instance is taken up by the agent
with the employer or his representative. When adjustment cannot be
effected in this way, a letter is sent inviting the officials of the firm to come
to the commission's office for a conference. When it is felt that reasonable
extension of time will assist in bringing about the adjustment, that is author-
ized. Sometimes transfer to other work or to another method of payment
is suggested to see if that will make it possible for the employees to earn
the minimum rate. When no other form of adjustment can be secured,
reduction of hours, so that the women are paid for the time worked on the
basis of the minimum rate, may be suggested.
Effort is made to prevent the displacement of employees in connection
with the application of the wage decrees. The great majority of employers
in all of the occupations covered meet the provisions of the decrees and do
this by wage adjustment instead of displacing the employees. Displacement
occurs sometimes, but in a comparatively small number of cases.
The number of firms that it is necessary to publish represents a very small
proportion of those in the various occupations covered. In the case of some
of the decrees, as bread and bakery products, brush, corset, knit goods,
men's clothing, millinery, and toys, games and sporting goods, it has not
been necessary to publish a single firm. In others, as candy, canning and
preserving and minor lines of confectionery, druggists' preparations, office
and other building cleaners, stationery goods and envelopes, and women's
clothing, only two or three firms have been published. The largest number
and proportion of cases of non-compliances are under the retail store, laun-
dry, men's furnishings and paper box decrees.
It has been the practice of the commission to complete the inspection and
reinspection under a decree before publishing so that all non-compliances
would be advertised at the same time. As a result there have been two or
more inspection visits, as well as correspondence, conferences, or opportun-
ity for conference offered. In addition to this, before publication takes
place, a warning letter is sent to the firms with cases outstanding, notify-
ing them of the legal requirements and giving reasonable time within which
to take the matter up with the commission. After the expiration of that
time, the final letter is sent notifying the firms to which it is addressed that
publication will appear on a specified date unless adjustment is made and
notice of such adjustment received at the commission's office on or before
the given day.
During the present year the commission has published four firms under
the electrical equipment and supplies decree. These included 291 cases of
non-compliance, the majority of them in one firm. They represent five per
cent of the number of records secured in the inspection and involve approxi-
mately five per cent of the number of firms in the occupation.
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Disposition of Inspection Cases
Non-com-pliances Pending from Previous Years.
There were pending from previous years at the beginning of the present
fiscal year, December 1, 1928,* 3,793 cases in 305 firms. The majority of
these cases—2,516 in 231 firms—were under the retail store decree. A
number of these cases were in firms published after the previous inspection.
The remaining cases included 336 in 22 laundries ; 351 in 9 electrical equip-
ment and supplies establishments; 168 in 12 men's furnishing factories;
104 in 1 paper box factory; 56 in eight muslin underwear factories, and 146
cases in one knit goods establishment. There were, in addition, a few scat-
tered cases in one or more firms under each of the following decrees: candy,
canning, preserving and minor lines of confectionery, corset, druggists'
preparations, millinery, office cleaners, stationery goods and envelopes, and
women's clothing.
Adjustment was made by raising wages, transfer to piece work or other
work, or by reducing the hours in 394 cases. In 32 additional cases, adjust-
ment was promised. Six cases were covered by the "piece rate ruling," or
were eligible for a special license. Two cases had been incorrectly recorded
as non-compliances.
Twenty firms in which there had been 170 cases pending went out of
business or failed during the period covered. In 20 cases in three firms
women who were receiving below the minimum rate were discharged.
There were 2,131 cases in 216 establishments where employees who were
receiving below the minimum at the inspection had left at the time of the
reinspection. Most of these cases come under the retail store, laundry and
men's furnishings decrees. A number of these were in firms that had not
previously complied and were not complying at the time of the reinspection.
There were 291 cases in the four firms under the electrical equipment and
supplies decree advertised during the year. There are still pending at the
close of the year 747 cases in 159 firms, many of these under the retail store
and laundry decrees. An outline showing the disposition of the various cases
is given in Table IV.
Disposition of New Cases
At the reinspections made in the effort to adjust the cases outstanding
from previous years, there were found 1,756 new cases of non-compliance
in 160 firms. With the exception of 15 cases in three women's clothing shops,
and 15 cases in two muslin underwear factories, all of these cases were found
in retail stores, laundries, and men's furnishings establishments.
As many of these establishments were ones that had never complied, few
adjustments were possible. In 15 cases in 5 firms, wages were raised to meet
the provisions of the decrees. In 110 additional cases in 8 establishments,
adjustment was promised. Twelve employees in 4 establishments left
during the year. There are pending at the end of the year 1,619 cases in
146 firms under five decrees. Publication under these decrees will take place
early in the ensuing year. An outline of the disposition of the cases cited
is presented in Table V.
* The Annual Report for 1928 lists 3,748 cases pending from the end of the year. The difference is due
to the omission from the 1928 tabulation of one firm with 45 cases of non-compliance, which should have
been included that year.
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TABLE V.
Disposition of Neiv Cases of Non-Compliance in Firms where Cases were
Pending from Previous Years
(C —-Cases; E — Establishments)
Situation and Disposition of
Cases
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Minimum Wage Decrees Entered or Made Effective During the Year 1929
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Status of Minimum Wa(;e Decrees
Minimum Wage Decrees Established in Massachusetts Since Enactment of the
Minimum Wage Law {Effective July 1, 1913) to December 1, 1929
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REPORT OF THE DIVISION OF STANDARDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDING NOVEMBER 30, 1929
Francis Meredith, Director of Standards
Legislation Enacted in 1929
Chapter 349, acts of 1929, made material changes in the law relating to
the licensing of hawkers and pedlers. These amendments resulted from the
report of the special commission authorized to recommend such changes
as might appear desirable or expedient and became effective on September
first.
The new legislation amends chapter 101, General Laws, as follows:
—
Section 15 is amended by striking out the words "having a permanent
place of business in the commonwealth and", which were considered as an
unreasonable discrimination and probably unconstitutional.
Section 16 is amended by striking out "playing cards" from the list of
articles which hawkers and pedlers are prohibited from selling.
Section 17 is amended by striking out "books", "fuel except coal or coke",
"live poultry", and "agricultural implements" from list of articles which
hawkers and pedlers may sell without a license, the commission finding that
supervision of the sale of these articles is necessary. This section is also
amended by adding meats, butter and cheese to the list of a^rticles for which
cities and towns may grant a local license.
Section 19 is amended by striking out the words "enumerated in" and sub-
stituting therefor the words "which may be sold without a license under",
thus clarifying an ambiguous phraseology in this section.
Section 22 is amended by adding meats, butter and cheese to the list of
articles specifically mentioned as salable under special city, town or state
licenses issued by the director, so as to make this section consistent with
section 19.
Section 23 is amended so as to authorize the director to issue special
county licenses to bona fide employes of the manufacturer of the articles to
be peddled under such license, as well as to the manufacturer himself. The
fees for county licenses are also materially increased.
Section 25 is amended so as to permit the transfer of a county license,
provided that the transferee may sell under such license only such articles
as are described therein, within the county therein set forth.
Section 27 is amended so as to include deputy sealers of weights and
measures in the enumeration of officials to whom a hawker or pedler is re-
quired to exhibit his license and to require each pedler to wear his badge in
a conspicuous place whether peddling on foot or otherwise. The require-
ment that the name of the licensee be plainly inscribed or painted on the
vehicle is also eliminated, the license plates on the vehicle being considered
a sufficient means of identification.
Section 30 is amended so as to permit the director to revoke a license
issued by him to a hawker or pedler, for any sufficient cause, thus making
it easier to deal with licensees whose actions furnish ground for reasonable
complaints.
Since the latter amendment became effective the director has been enabled
to take prompt and decisive action upon complaints which in the past would
have required a conviction of the licensee in court before a license might be
revoked.
Many of these complaints came from autoists. Reconstruction of main
highways often necessitates the moving of traffic only in one direction at a
time, while automobiles going in the opposite direction must await their turn.
Occupants of the waiting cars were approached by a man who asked them
to "help the disabled veterans," at the same time offering a miniature flag,
a poppy, or similar article of little value, with such words as "give whatever
you please." The director has been pleased to cooperate with the American
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Legion in endeavoring to stamp out this practice, and since September first
has revoked four hawkers' and pedlers' licenses, three of which were licenses
granted to disabled veterans, without fee, under section 24, chapter 101.
Division Publications
Publications issued during the year included:
—
1. Report of the Director of Standards for the year ending November 30
1928.
2. Third edition of the Sealers' Manual containing the latest informa-
tion relative to inspection, testing and sealing of weighing and measuring
devices and instructions for efficient performance of other duties devolving
upon weights and measures officials.
3. Supplementary list of weighing and measuring devices approved or
disapproved by the director of standards under authority of chapter 72,
acts of 1925.
4. Pamphlet copies of the hawkers' and pedlers' license law as amended
by chapter 349, acts of 1929. Copies of this pamphlet were mailed to each
chief of police, city or town clerk and sealer of weights and measures.
Clinical Thermometers
Owing to the prevalence of respiratory diseases and the increased use of
clinical thermometers in the home, considerable attention was given to the
inspection and testing of these instruments.
With two exceptions, the product of all manufacturers was very satis-
factory. In these two cases, however, conditions were found that necessi-
tated the shipment of all of their product through this office until such time
as tests showed they were again consistently manufacturing instruments in
compliance with specifications and tolerances.
Two manufacturers' standards were compared and checked with the
state clinical standard and approved.
Records of shipments of manufacturers' sealed thermometers filed with
the director indicate sales of 266,043 thermometers during the year, of which
131,570 were sold in this state and 134,473 in other states. It is gratifying
to know that the reputation for accuracy enjoyed by the MASS SEAL
thermometer has been recognized to such an extent by hospitals, jobbers,
etc., in states other than our own. This condition, coupled with the in-
creased attention paid editorially to the subject by leading drug trade
journals, is evidence of the fact that the country at large is now awake to
the necessity for accuracy in this important instrument.
In connection with the enforcement of the law, inspections were made in
three factories outside the state; in one instance, as a result of a pending
application for authority to use the manufacturer's seal, and in two others,
where the testing of their product indicated a need for such inspection.
The laboratories of the state department of health at New Haven, Con-
necticut and the New York city board of health were also visited, where
ideas and information were exchanged.
By request, Inspector Dawson appeared at the convention of the Southern
New England Rexall club and addressed about 150 members on "The Need-
less Return of Clinical Thermometers to Jobbers and Manufacturers."
Laboratory Work
Calibration of State Standards for Cities and Towns
Cnr,-
Article
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Clinical Thermometers
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Number of Inspections—Stores, 735; gasoline pumps, 248; pedlers, 477;
transient vendors, 262; net weight markings, 41; miscellaneous, 107; total,
1,870.
Weighing and Measuring Devices—Sealed, 7,018; unsealed, 1,154; total
number inspected, 8,172. Accurate, 1,224; inaccurate, 499; total number
tested, 1,723.
Clinical Thermometers—Sealed, 9,342; unsealed, 222; total number in-
spected, 9,564.
Reweighings and Remeasurements
Commodity
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The following is a summary of the complaints and disposition of the
various cases:
—
Nature of Offense
Peddling without lice;ise:
—
Auto polish
Bakery products
Blankets
Fountain pens .
Fruit and vegetables
Football souveaiirs
Ice Cream
Linoleum
Meat ....
Peddling under another's license
Employing minor to peddle without license
Furnishing minor with articles to peddle
without license ....
Conducting transient business without
license ......
Selling unsealed and uncertified clinical
thermometers .....
Giving insuSicient weight of ice
Giving insufficient weight of meat .
Giving insufficient weight of coal .
Giving insufficient weight of oleomargarine
Giving insufficient weight of sand and
gravel ......
Giving insufficient weight of crushed stone
Giving insufficient measure of kindhng
wood ......
Giving insufficient measure of cement sand
Giving insufficient measure of gasohne
Possession of false scale
Using unsealed scale
Using unsealed gasoline pump
Neglect to post price-list of ice on vehicle
Totals
3"o -2 " ^ 0-2°-^ c.-rt£ g2;o QSQoQ ESm <I
1 l------$5--
51 38 - 13 - - - 12 615 - 822 ----- 20--
1 1------50--
2 11-----10--64--2---100--
1 1------5--11----1---
1 1------10--22-----115--
12 11 - - - 1 - 2 53 - -
1 1------10--44------60--22------20--
1 1------40--
1 1------25--
1 1 - - - 1 - - - 1 -11------10--
1 1------10--66------60 1-33--- - -3---22-----115--22------ 30 1-
1 i_____i___
109 90 2 13 2 2 2 22 $1,163 3 8
Office Work
Under the provisions of chapter 72, acts of 1925, six gasoline pumps,
eight gasoline meters, twenty-one gasoline metering systems, one gear-
grease measuring device and two liquid measures were approved by the
director as to type and construction.
Under section 283, chapter 94, General Laws, two coin-operated personal-
weighing scales, one beverage-vending device and one gum-vending device
were approved.
Under section 13, chapter 98, General Laws, six manufacturers were au-
thorized to seal thirty-seven additional types of clinical thermometers of
their manufacture.
Under section 18, chapter 98, General Laws, three manufacturers were
authorized to seal certain wholesale milk cans of their manufacture.
Under section 20, chapter 98, Gsneral Laws, four manufacturers were
authorized to seal certain ice cream cans of their manufacture.
Under section 22, chapter 98, General Laws, paper or fibre cartons sub-
mitted by five manufacturers were approved for use as measures in the sale
from bulk of certain specified commodities.
Under section 47, chapter 98, General Laws, one manufacturer of gradu-
ated glass measures was authorized to seal certain graduates to be used in
compounding prescriptions.
As shown in detail in the financial statement concluding this report, a
total of $139,376.84 was received from various sources including fees for
hawkers' and pedlers' and transient vendors' licenses, and for testing clinical
thermometers. Cash to the amount of $4,500 and surety bonds amounting
to $270,000 were filed with the director by applicants for transient vendors'
licenses, to be subject to legal claims arising in connection with the transient
business conducted under such license.
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Licenses
Transient Vendors
The number of transient vendors' licenses issued was 549 and the fees
amounted to $13,725. There were 12 persons prosecuted for conducting
transient business without license.
Hawkers and Pedlers
There was an increase of 764 in the number of hawkers' and pedlers'
licenses for which fees were received during the year. The counties bene-
fited most by this increase, as there were 602 more county licenses issued than
in the preceding year, while there was a decrease of 44 in the number of
special town licenses issued. The increase in county licenses all occurred
during the last three months and resulted directly from the amendment to
the law, effective September first, under which the employee, as well as the
manufacturer, may peddlle manufactured articles under a county license, and
which also now permits the transfer of such licenses. It is probable that
there will be a greater increase in the number of county licenses issued
during the coming year with a corresponding decrease in state, city and town
licenses, as many present holders of the latter forms of licenses are eligible
for a county license under the amended law. There were 326 disabled
veterans' licenses issued without payment of fees, an increase of five over
the preceding year.
Educational and Co-operative Activities
Information relative to legislation and other matters of interest was dis-
seminated by means of pamphlets and circular letters, while sealers and
manufacturers of weighing and measuring devices were furnished with
copies of the revised Sealer's Manual containing the most recent specifica-
tions, tolerances and regulations governing the design and construction of
such devices. It is interesting to note that the Republic of China, through
the Ministry of Industry, Commerce and Labor, recently requested and was
supplied with copies of the specifications and tolerances for weighing and
measuring devices, in general, and those applying to leather-measuring ma-
chines and clinical theremometers, in particular.
The director and all inspectors were present at the annual convention of
the Massachusetts Association of Sealers of Weights and Measures, at
Worcester, October 22 and 23, which was largely attended by sealers from
all sections of the state and representatives of weights and measures depart-
ments of other states. As in previous years, the "Question Box" contained
many questions from sealers pertaining to problems arising in connection
with their work which were answered by the director. The annual prize
essays upon the subject of "The Value of a Sealer of Weights and Measures
to a Community," submitted by pupils of the local high schools were of
exceptional interest.
On April 16, at Everett, Inspector J. J. Dawson addressed the weekly
meeting of the local Kiwanis club on various angles of the enforcement of
laws relating to weights and measures, hawkers and pedlers, and transient
vendors.
On June 4 to 7, inclusive, the director was in attendance at the 22d Na-
tional Conference on Weights and Measures, held at the United States
Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C, which afforded opportunity of
meeting and discussing questions of mutual interest with officials from all
sections of the country engaged in similar work.
On July 9 to 11, inclusive. Inspector John J. Cummings attended the
annual convention of the New York State Association of Sealers of Weights
and Measures as a delegate from the Massachusetts Association.
On August 20, Inspector A. L. Jones addressed the Rotary club of Woburn
on the various inspectional activities necessary in the enforcement of the
laws relating to weights and measures, and the licensing and sale of various
commodities.
On September 24, Inspector J. J. Dawson addressed the Convention of
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the Southern New England Rexall club at Boston on the subject of "Clinical
Thermometers."
On October 10, Inspector Walter W. Gleason gave a general talk on
weights and measures to the agricultural class of the North high school, at
Worcester, followed by a question period of forty minutes. The pupils
appeared much interested and some stayed after the question period was
ended in order to secure additional information.
On October 14, at the monthly meeting of the Marshfield board of trade,
Inspector L. D. F. Marston addressed the members on the general subject
of weights and measures.
Local Sealers of Weights and Measures
Following is a summary of work performed by local sealers as indicated
by the annual reports which they are required by section 37, chapter 98,
General Laws, to file with the director between the first and tenth days of
December in each year. A year ago, it was possible for the first time in
history to record the fact that every local sealer had filed his annual report
in accordance with the statutory requirement. This year, the sealers of
Cheshire and Egremont have failed to file their reports, and thus made it
impossible to maintain that perfect record. The work, if any, performed
by the sealers of these municipalities is necessarily omitted from the com-
pilation which follows:
Summary of Local
Article
Scales
Platform (5,000 lbs. or over)
Platform (100 to 5,000 lbs.)
Counter (100 lbs. or over)
Counter (under 100 lbs.) .
Beam (100 lbs. or over)
Beam (under 100 lbs.)
Spring (100 bis. or over) .
Spring (under ipO lbs.)
Computing (100 lbs. or over)
Computing (under 100 lbs.)
Personal weighing (slot) .
Prescription
Jewelers'
Totals
W^eights
Avoirdupois
Apothecary
. . .
Metric
Troy .
. . .
•
Totals
Capacity Measures
Vehicle tanks (compartments)
Liquid measures
Ice cream cans
Glass graduates
Oil jars .
Milk jars
Dry measures
Fuel baskets
Sealers'
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milk jars, 5,751 wholesale milk cans, and 4,394 miscellaneous items. They
also tested 4,138 berry baskets, 441 climax baskets, 2,682 cartons, 5,558
manufacturer's sealed milk jars, 1,790 standard boxes for farm produce,
331 United States standard barrels, 5,146 gasoline mesuring devices (re-
tests after sealing), and made 1,896 other miscellaneous tests
Prosecutions by Sealers
Nature of Offence
Giving insufficient weight of bananas
Giving insufficient weight of bread
Giving insufficient weight of coal i
Giving insufficient weight of fowl
Giving insufficient weight of ice 2
Giving insufficient weight of meat
Giving insufficient weight (miscellaneous)
Giving insufficient measure of berries
Giving insufficient measure of strawberries
Giving insufficient measure of wood .
Giving false weight....
Using false scale ....
Using false measure
Possession of unsealed scale
Delivering coal without weigher's certificate
False advertising ....
Peddling bakery products without license
Peddling books without license
Peddling fruit and vegetables without license
Peddling furs in violation of law
Peddling ice cream without license
Peddling rugs without license .
Peddling without license (miscellaneous) ^
Refused to exhibit license on demand of sealer
Furnishing goods to minor to peddle without li-
cense*. . . . .
Not displaying license plates on vehicle
Neglect to furnish price-list of ice to sealer
Interfering with sealer in performance of duty
Conducting transient business without license
Totals
<« a
0-3
6 o
1
2
9
3
3
8
7
1
1
1
1
3
1
2
1
1
12
2
7
1
1
1
35
1
1
2
1
1
4
114
1
30
1
s
$25
50
161
30
45
95
60
5
15
20
50
25
30
10
50
220
4
55
25
391
5
15
25
15
70
16 3 $1,496
1 One appealed from jail sentence of one month and in superior court was probated.
2 One appealed and was found not guilty in superior court.
3 Bail of $10 forfeited.
4 Filed on payment of $25 costs.
Financial Statement of the Division of Standards
Receipts
1,509 State (hawkers' and pedlers') license fees .
1,099 County (hawkers' and pedlers') license fees
1,061 City (hawkers' and pedlers') license fees
1,052 Town (hawkers' and pedlers') license fees
549 Transient vendors' license fees
761 Transfer fees
Total receipts from license fees
Fees received for licenses not issued
Fees for testing clinical thermometers
Accumulation of badge account
Interest on deposits
Total receipts .
$75,450.00
8,111.00
27,563.00
12,544.00
13,725.00
761.00
$138,154.00
192.50
473.96
225.00
331.38
$139,376.84
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Payments
To State Treasurer:
1,509 State license fees . . . . $75,450.00
1,099 County license fees . . . 1,099.00
1,061 City license fees .... 1,061.00
1,052 Town license fees . . . 1,052.00
549 Transient vendors' license fees . 13,725.00
761 Transfers 761 . 00
Fees Received for licenses not issued . 192.50
Fees for testing clinical thermometers . 473 . 96
Accumulation of badge account . . 225 . 00
Interest on deposits .... 331.38
Total payments to state treasurer
To County treasurers
To City treasurers ....
To Town treasurers
$7,012.00
26,502.00
11,492.00
t,370.84
Total paid to county, city and town treasurers . . $45,006.00
Total payments .
. $139,376.84
Summary
Appropriation, personal services . . $31,200.00
Expended 31,127.53 $72.47
Appropriation, general expense
. . $10,800.00
Expended 9,577.16
1,222.84
Unexpended balance....... $1,295.31
Total income to the commonwealth from licenses, interest,
fees for testing clinical thermometers, etc. .
. $94,370. 84
Total expenditures . . . . . . , . 40,704 . 69
Excess of income over expenditures .... $53,666.15
Retrospect
The activities of the division of standards, as such, date from December 1,
1919, and the following comparative figures will serve to show in some meas-
ure the progress made during the ten-year period:
—
Number of inspectors employed
Number of clerical and laboratory
employes .....
Motor vehicles owned
Paid for inspectors' salaries
Paid for clerical and laboratory em-
ployes .....
Number of hawkers' and pedlers' li-
censes issued ....
Number of transient vendors' li-
censes issued ....
Total expenditures . . . $25,778.54 $40,704.69 $14,926.15
Received from fees, etc., and paid to
state treasurer. . . . $30,590.00 94,370.84 63,780.84
Received from pedlers' license fees
and paid to treasurers of counties,
cities and towns . . . . 10,578.00 45,006.00 34,428.00
Excess of income over expenditures
. 4,812.36 53,666.15 48,853.79
1919
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REPORT OF THE DIVISION OF STATISTICS
RoswELL F. Phelps, Director
In Retrospect
This is the tenth annual report of the division of statistics, and, in recog-
nition of that fact, it appears to be appropriate to review briefly at this time
the development of its work during the past ten years.
On November 30, 1919, the former bureau of statistics passed out of
existence, and those of its functions which related to the collection and
publication of statistics of labor and manufactures, and the administration
of the state public employment offices were transferred to the department of
labor and industries, then organized as one of the twenty administrative
departments of the commonwealth. The act which provided for the con-
solidation of the numerous state departments, bureaus, and commissions
(General Laws, 1919, chapter 350) authorized the commissioner of the new
department of labor and industries to establish such divisions in the depart-
ment as he might from time to time determine, and as one of the divisions
he established the division of statistics, with the present director in charge.
Prior to the World War, interest in industrial questions was directed
more toward historical and annual research than to the determination of
current industrial trends, but during the war, when it became vitally neces-
sary to appraise the nation's resources, efforts were directed principally to
ascertaining those facts of immediate moment which had a bearing on the
conduct of the war. Since the war, the collection and publication of current
statistical data at frequent intervals has, in considerable measure, occupied
the attention of research organizations in the industrial field, almost to the
exclusion of the historical research which was characteristic of earlier years.
Recognizing the ever-increasing demand for up-to-date information,
promptly available, with reference to the trend of business in its various
branches, and, more particularly, the facts with reference to the employ-
ment of wage-earners and their compensation, the department of labor and
industries, through the division of statistics, has steadily extended its statis-
tical work by increasing both the number and scope of its regular monthly
surveys, which are later discussed in detail in this report. While under-
taking this new work, the regular annual census of manufactures and certain
other annual inquiries have not been discontinued.
Although not a statistical function, the immediate direction of the state
public employment oJffices, of which there are now four, was assigned to the
director of this division. When the administration of these offices was
transferred to the department ten years ago, three of these offices were being
maintained by the commonwealth. In January, 1922, a fourth office was
established as an experiment in the placement of mercantile and office em-
ployees, such as clerks, stenographers, bookkeepers, sales people, and office
managers. The establishment of this separate "mercantile office," cen-
trally located in the business section of the city of Boston, has made possible
the extension of the public employment service to a field which had not been
adequately covered. While there has been no marked increase from year to
year in the number of persons for whom positions have been secured through
these offices, yet the efforts to improve the service rendered, both to em-
ployers and applicants for positions, have resulted in a gratifying increase
in the proportion of permanent placements made, and in the securing for
applicants in general a rather higher grade of positions, of which many
are in fields of employment not heretofore included within the scope of the
work of these offices.
The statistical data herein presented relate, for the most part, to the
calendar year, 1929, but summary data for prior years are presented for
purposes of comparison. In appropriate sections of this report, the changes
in industrial conditions in the commonwealth during recent years are dis-
cussed, and two charts are presented, one illustrating the trend of employ-
ment and earnings of wage-earners in the manufacturing industries since
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1913, and the other showing graphically the monthly fluctuation in the
number of persons called for by employers and the number of positions
reported filled bv the public employment offices during the ten-year period,
1920 to 1929, inclusive.
Plan of Organization
The principal branches of the work of the division are the following:
1. The collection and publication of statistics of labor.
2. The collection and publication of statistics of manufactures.
3. The answering of special inquiries having reference to conditions in
the industries of the commonwealth.
4. The administration of the four public employment offices maintained
by the commonwealth.
These several branches of the work are discussed in this report in the order
mentioned above. In separate printed reports and in mimeographed press
notices, to which reference is made in the following sections, the results of
the statistical inquiries conducted annually or monthly by the division are
presented in fuller detail.
1. Statistics of Labor
The statistics of labor collected by the division are published as "Labor
Bulletins," each constituting a "Part" of the"Annual Report on the Statistics
of Labor." Numerous press notices, in mimeographed form, containing
the results of regular monthly surveys and special inquiries, are issued in
order that information of current interest may become immediately available.
Annual Report on the Statistics of Labor (Public Document No. 15).
The report for the year 1929, when completed, will consist of three "Parts,"
as follows:
Part I. Twenty-eighth Annual Directory of Labor Organizations in
Massachusetts, 1929 (Labor Bulletin No. 157). This directory contains,
as in previous editions, the name, location, time, and place of meetings, and
the name and address of the secretary and business agent of each labor
organization having its headquarters in Massachusetts, together with a list
of all the national and international labor organizations having one or more
affiliated local unions in the United States, and the names and addresses of
their respective secretaries, in so far as these data could be ascertained.
The number of organizations listed in this directory was 1,604, of which
number 135 were national and international organizations, 70 were state
and district councils, 101 were central labor unions and councils, and 1,298
were local unions.
Part II. Time Rates of Wages and Hours of Labor in Massachusetts,
1929 (Labor Bulletin No. 158). This is the twentieth of a series of annual
reports of a similar nature, the first of which was issued by the former
bureau of statistics in 1910. Nearly all of the information published in
the earlier reports of this series was obtained from officials of labor organ-
izations, and the reports for each of the years, 1913 to 1923, inclusive, were
published under the title, "Union Scale of Wages and Hours of Labor in
Massachusetts." From year to year additional information obtained from
employers has been included and. beginning with the report for 1924, the re-
ports have been issued under the more appropriate title "Time Rates of
Wages and Hours of Labor in Massachusetts."
The information obtained from officials of local trade unions relates to
basic rates and hours of labor, the terms of which in most instances are defin-
itely expressed in joint agreements between employers and employees.
These data are presented by industries, trades, and occupations and by
municipalities represented. As in former years, data with reference to union
rates of wages and hours of labor in Boston, Fall River, Springfield, and
Worcester were furnished to the United States bureau of labor statistics
for publication in its annual report covering a large number of cities in the
United States.
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Additional information, obtained from official records of employers, has
reference to rates of wages and hours of labor affecting employees in Massa-
chusetts who are engaged in public service (federal, municipal, and metro-
politan district), transportation service (steam railroads, street and electric
railways, railway express, and passenger bus), and telephone and telegraph
service.
Part III. Trend of Employment and Earnings in Manufacturing and
Building Construction (Labor Bulletin No. 159). In this report there will
be presented, for purposes of permanent record, abstracts of monthly data
which were obtained in connection with the regular monthly surveys made
by the division. While the results of these surveys have been made public
in mimeographed form, it has seemed desirable to have them assembled in
somewhat condensed form in order that there may be available in a single
printed report, a continuous record for a series of years. Monthly index
numbers representing the trend of employment and earnings in the principal
industries have been computed and will be presented in this report.
Monthly Surveys and Press Notices
Employment and Earnings in Manufacturing Establishments. This
monthly survey, which was first undertaken in September, 1922, provides
for the collection of pay-roll data each month from representative manufac-
turing establishments, following the "Standard Plan" adopted by a large
number of research agencies. In this work the division cooperates with
the United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, thereby avoiding duplication
in the work of collecting similar data by two separate agencies.
Approximately 1,100 manufacturing establishments, having a normal
force of about 250,000 persons, are now canvassed each month. The returns
cover about 1 1 per cent of the total number of manufacturing establishments
and nearly 45 per cent of the total number of wage-earners employed in all
manufacturing establishments in the state. Efforts are made to maintain a
truly representative group of reporting establishments by industries, by
municipalities, by industries within the principal municipalities, and by size
of establishments. It is possible by means of this monthly survey to deter-
mine the trend of employment and earnings in the principal manufacturing
industries and municipalities much in advance of the completion of the ex-
haustive annual census of manufactures.
The questionnaire used in the monthly survey is quite simple in form in
order that all inquiries may be answered readily by employers on reference
to their current pay-roll records. Thus it is possible to secure the desired
data promptly, and with the minimum of clerical labor. One of the inquiries
recently added to the questionnaire calls for data with respect to employ-
ment and earnings classified by sex of employees, and the response to this
additional inquiry has been very gratifying. It is believed, however, that
any endeavor to secure returns in greater detail than at present requested
would result not only in a delay in the receipt of the returns, but would also
greatly increase the clerical work on the part of the reporting agencies.
The results of the survey are published in mimeographed form and the
data are presented for the state as a whole, for each of the 38 leading indus-
tries, and for each of the 25 leading industrial cities, and include the follow-
ing particulars: Number of establishments reporting; number of wage-
earners normally employed; number actually employed and their earnings,
as shown by the pay-roll for the middle week in the current month and the
next preceding month; and the average weekly earnings for each of the two
periods specified. The returns also show, with reference to operating time,
the number of days per week and the number of hours per week considered
as the normal operating schedule, and the corresponding days and hours the
plant was actually in operation during the reporting periods.
The policy of sending to each reporting agency, with the questionnaire
for the current month, a mimeographed summary setting forth the result
of the previous month's canvass, has proved most sound and it is believed
that this policy contributes to the success of the survey. Were the depart-
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merit dilatory in its tabulations and announcements of the results, it would
doubtless be difficult to convince reporting agencies of the need of the prompt
return of the questionnaires. The press, and those on a large mailing list,
are also furnished the mimeographed summary as issued.
It is not feasible in the present report to present fully the results of the
monthly survey, but the series of index numbers in Table 1 is illustrative
of the results obtained, and show by months the trend of employment in all
manufacturing industries and the three leading industries during the years
1927, 1928, and 1929. These three industries together represent about 35
per cent of the total number of wage-earners employed in all manufacturing
establishments in the commonwealth. The index numbers for the year 1927
were derived from the annual census data for that year (the latest year for
which such data are available), while the index numbers for 1928 and 1929
were derived from data obtained through the monthly survey. When the
census data for the year 1928 shall have become available, the index numbers
for that year, based on the census data, will be substituted for those here
presented, and the index numbers for the months in 1929 will be adjusted
accordingly.
Table 1.—Index Number of Employment of Wage-earners in Representative
Manufacturing Establishments in Massachusetts, All Industries, and Three
Leading Industries: By Months, 1927, 1928, and 1929
(Base:—Annual Census of Manufactures—Average for 1925-1927 equals 100.0)
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highest was S25.56, a difference of $1.26, the average for the year being
$25.12, or 46 cents more than in 1928. Nearly all of the major industries
showed correspondingly little fluctuation in the average weekly earnings,
and the changes from month to month were usually due to the seasonal
character of the particular industry, and to changes in operating time.
Employmejit and Earnings of Building Tradesmen. The collection of pay-
roll data each month from building contractors was first undertaken in April,
1927. The questionnaire used calls for information which is usually a matter
of routine record, namely: the total number of building tradesmen, including
laborers, on the pay-roll for the week in each month including or ending
nearest the 15th; the total amount paid in wages for that week; the total
number of man-hours worked, and a statement with reference to any general
wage adjustments which have been made during the month. In December,
1929, reports were received from 349 contractors and the list of those report-
ing each month is believed to be a representative sample of the total number
of building contractors in Massachusetts, but it is desirable that the list of
those reporting be materially increased.
The results of the canvass are made public each month in the form of
mimeographed press notices. A brief summary of the results of the survey
during the period April, 1927, through December, 1929, expressed in the form
of index numbers, is presented in Table 2. These index numbers have been
computed by the "chain relative" method because of some variation from
month to month in the list of contractors reporting. The data for a complete
year prior to 1928 are not on record, and, for this reason, the average for the
year 1928 has been taken as a base (100.0) in computing the index number for
each month during the entire period covered by this survey.
Table 2—Index Numbers of Employment arid Earnings of Building Tradesmen
in Massachusetts as Reported by Building Contractors*
(Average for Year 1928 = 100.0)
Number
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A comparison of the index numbers for the year 1929 with the correspond-
ing index numbers for the year 1928 shows that in 1929 there was a slight
improvement in the average for each of the first three items, namely: the
number of buUding tradesmen employed, the number of man-hours worked,
and the amount paid in wages to those employed, although in each instance
the index numbers for each of the first five months in 1929 were lower than
the index numbers for the corresponding months in 1928. These three series
of index numbers show that there is each year a marked curtailment in
building activity during the winter months, a gradual resumption of work
in April or May, followed by a season of full activity until December, when
much of the work is discontinued for the winter. There is little new work
above the foundations undertaken during the winter months. Much, of
course, can be done on new buildings, the superstructure of which has already
been erected, and alteration and repair work can ordinarily be done, thus
providing employment for a limited number of men. It is the policy of
building contractors to employ the necessary number of men on full time
rather than to employ a larger force on a part-time basis.
As indicated by the index numbers, the average weekly hours worked
per man in 1929 were lower than in 1928, but the average weekly earnings
per man, and the average hourly earnings were slightly higher in 1929 than
in 1928.
Uneinj)loyvient of Organized Building Tradesmen. The collection of sta-
tistics on unemployment of organized building tradesmen in Massachusetts
was resumed in April, 1927, and the data have been collected as of the first
full working day in each month. The results of the canvass have been pub-
lished in mimeographed press notices, which have been sent to all of the
reporting organizations and to individuals requesting them. The principal
data obtained in connection with the survey of unemployment of organized
building tradesmen for each of the months in 1929 are presented in Table 3.
The smal-est number of unions represented in any one month was 305, and
the largest 323. The smallest number of members covered was 47,830, and
the largest number was 50,154, which latter number included nearly all of
the organized building tradesmen in Massachusetts.
Feb.
312
50,164
17,184
15,569
30
1,412
173
Mar.
316
49,619
16,334
14,821
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Table 3—Number and Membership of Unions Reporting , and Number and
centage of Membership Reported as Unemployed on the First Full Working
in Each Month in 1929: By Causes of Unemployment
Classification Jan. Apr
Number of unions reporting . . . . 310
Membership of unions reporting . . . 50,010
Number of members reported unemployed:
All causes. ...... 13,734
Lack of work or materials .... 12,342
Strike or lockout ...... 82
Sickness, accident, or old age . . . . 1,275
Unfavorable weather
. . . . .35
Other reasons....... -
Percentages unemployed:
All causes. . . . . . . 27.5
Lack of work or materials . . . . 24 .
7
Strike or lockout . . . . . . 0.2
Sickness, accident, or old age . . . . 2.5
Unfavorable weather .
. . . . 0.1
Other reasons....... -
Classification July
Number of unions reporting . . . . 316
Membership of unions reporting . .
. 49,346
Number of members reported unemployed:
All causes. ...... 6,353
Lack of work or materials .... 5,111
Strike or lockout ...... 63
Sickness,' accident, or old age .... l,li^
Unfavorable weather ..... 23
Other reasons....... -
Percentages unemployed:
All causes. . . . . . . 12 .9
Lack of work or materials . , . . 10.4
Strike or lockout . . .
. . 0.1
Sickness, accident, or old age .... 2.4
Unfavorable weather ..... *
Othef reasons....... —
* Less than one-tenth of one per cent.
2.8
0.2
Aug.
319
49,567
6,125
5,012
1,112
1
13,325
11,542
422
1,300
61
27.9
24 2
0^9
2.7
0.1
Oct.Sept.
312 323
49,622 49,744
2.3
5,955
4,760
4
1,144
47
12.0
9.6
2.3
0.1
7,422
6,010
216
1,183
13
14-9
12.1
0.4
2.4
10,64s
9,149
3
1,344
147
21.5
18.5
2.7
0.3
Nov.
SIS
49,078
8,755
7,498
1,183
74
17 .8
15.2
Per-
Day
June
310
48,714
7,570
6,208
146
1,179
37
15 .5
12.7
0.3
2.4
0.1
Dec.
305
48,012
12,573
10,912
57
1,419
1S5
20.2
22.7
0.1
3.0
0.4
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On reference to Table 3 one will observe that there is much more unem-
ployment of building tradesmen during the colder months of the year because
of the difficulties then experienced in carrying on construction work. The
highest percentages reported unemployed for all causes in 1929 were 34.3 on
February 1, and 32.9 on March 1. The lowest percentages were 12.9 on
July 1. 12.4 on August 1, and 12.0 on September 3. The average for the
year was 21.3 per cent. Throughout the year the principal cause for unem-
ployment was lack of work or materials, and the average of the percentages
unemployed for this cause during the year was 18.4. It is quite probable
that the reporting officials included as unemployed on account of lack of
work many who were actually idle because of unfavorable weather condi-
tions, as the amount of unemployment for this cause was almost negligible.
Sickiiess, accident, or old age was the next important contributing cause, and
the average for the year was 2.6 per cent. There was relatively little unem-
ployment on account of strikes and lockouts, and the highest percentage re-
corded in any month was nine-tenths of one per cent.
In Table 4 there is presented a summary of the returns by occupations
for each of the reporting dates in 1929.
Table 4—Percentage of Organized Building Tradesmen Unem.ployed, All
Causes, oji the First Full Working Day in Each Month in 1929: By Principal
Occupations
Occupations
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Table 5—Percentage of
on the First Full Wor
Cities Jan.
The State . . 27.5
Boston . . . 27.0
Brockton . . . 23.2
Fall River . . . 31.2
Holyoke . . . 54.4
Lawrence . . . 37 .
1
Lowell . . . 38.5
Lynn . . . 19.1
New Bedford . . 28.2
Newton . . . 20.6
Quincy . . . 29.1
Salem .... 34.9
Springfield . . . 17.0
Worcester . . 44 .
8
Other cities and towns 24 .
6
Orga
king
Feb.
34.
3
30.4
38.8
43.9
51.2
41.1
36.0
32.4
34.2
22.1
40.7
39.6
51.0
51.1
32.9
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nited Biiilding Tradesmen Unemployed, All Caiises,
Day in Each Month in 1929: By Specified Cities
Mar.
32.9
30.3
33.5
44.5
53.1
31.1
34.6
29.6
29.9
27.0
35.6
37.6
42.2
39.8
33.4
Apr.
27 .9
27.3
27.5
19.5
39.8
26.
27.
29.
24.
20.
27.
37.
31.
36.
26.
May
21 .5
24.0
12.0
15.9
24.7
27.0
25.4
17.1
25.7
5.3
17.7
26.7
25.1
25.4
15.2
June
15 .5
17.3
15.8
17.6
32.9
17.8
21,6
15.1
18.4
6.4
12.9
21.3
12.1
15.7
9.6
July
12.9
13.4
14.7
20.5
21.5
6.0
15.8
18.0
25.6
10.0
12.2
12.9
10.2
12,7
9.8
Aug.
12.4
13,0
10.5
24,5
23,9
3,0
7,9
13.1
21,9
5.1
14,3
18.3
9.5
10,0
10,6
Sept.
12.0
11.1
9.5
16.5
21,5
7.0
15.8
20.7
21.7
6.1
10.0
25.7
15.3
10,8
10.5
Oct.
14.9
16,1
7.8
14.0
18.6
6.4
14.0
21.6
17.6
9.9
7.1
30.4
Nov.
17.8
17,4
12,0
14,4
28,3
13,7
23,9
24,6
21,9
11,7
19,0
24,2
17,0
22,3
16,9
Dec.
21.
14.
18.
49.
31.
57.
38.
30.0
18.1
25.2
31.1
42.5
28.2
28,2
Throughout the year 1929 there were marked variations in the percentages
reported as unemployed in the 13 cities for which data were separately tabu-
lated. In Boston, Brockton, Lawrence, Newton, and Quincy the averages
of the percentages reported as unemploj^ed on the 12 reporting dates were
lower than the average (21.3 per cent) for the state as a whole. The averages
of the monthly percentages for the several cities were: Newton, 13^5
Brockton, 18.3*; Boston, 20.7; Lawi'ence, 20.7; Quincy, 20.9; Lynn, 23.2
Fair River, 23.4; Springfield, 23.6; New Bedford, 25.0; Worcester, 25.8
Lowell, 26.5; Salem, 28.3; and Holyoke, 34.9.
The maximum percentage reported as unemployed was in February in
the state as a whole, in eight of the thirteen cities specified (Boston, Brock-
ton, Lawrence, New Bedford, Quincy, Salem, Springfield, and Worcester)
and in the group of other cities and towns ; in December in Lowell and Lynn
;
in March in Fall River and Newton; and in January in Holyoke. The
minimum percentage reported as unemployed was in September in the state
as a whole, and in Boston; in August in six cities (Lawrence, Lowell. Lynn,
Newton, Springfield, and Worcester); in October in four cities (Brockton,
Fall River, New Bedford, and Quincy); and in July in Salem.
Building Statistics. Statistics of building permits were first collected from
36 cities, beginning in 1919, on a quarterly basis. The inquiry called merely
for a segregation of new buildings from additions, alterations, and repairs.
In 1923 the present detailed schedule was adopted and monthly reports were
received from each of 37 cities in Massachusetts, for that year, and begin-
ning in January, 1924, for each of the 39 cities. During the past three years
the building department officials of 16 of the larger towns have also furnished
similar information with reference to building permits applied for in their
respective municipalities.
The questionnaire used calls for the number of applications filed for per-
mits to build ; the values represented thereby, classified by type of structure
and their intended use; and the number of family accommodations to be
provided, classified by classes of residential building proposed. Mimeo-
graphed summaries of the completed returns have been issued each month
immediately following that for which statistics are furnished.
The principal data for the years 1928 and 1929 for the 39 cities, for 16
towns, and for the 55 municipalities, combined by groups, are presented in
Table 6 \ Data in detail for the individual cities and towns are to be pub-
lished in a special report, and are therefore not presented in this report.
1 A list of the 55 cities and towns covered by this m
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Table 6—Summary of Prospective Building in 55 Municipalities i in Massa-
chusetts, for the Years 1929 and 1928: By City and Town Groups, and by
Classes of Projects
Number and Ccst,
and Years
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Table 7—Summary of Prospective Building in 55 Municipalities i in Alassa-
chusetts During the Year 1929: By Classes of Structures
1—New Residential Buildings
Number
Classes of Structures
Housekeeping dwellings:
One-family dwellings .......
Two-family dwellings .......
One-family and two-family dwellings with stores or shops
therewith ........
Multi-family dwellings (three or more families)
Multi-family dwellings with stores or shops therewith .
Non-housekeeping dwellings:
Bachelor apartments, dormitories, club and association build-
ings with bedrooms .......
Hotels ..........
Lodging houses and other non-housekeeping dwellings
Total—New residential buildings ....
2—New Non-Residential Buildings- and Additions,
Classes of Structures
New non-residential buildings:
Amusement and recreation places (including club buildings
without bedrooms)
Churches, chapels, and parish houses
Factories, bakeries, ice-plants, greenhouses, laundries, and
other workshops
Garages, public
Garages, private
Gasoline and service stations
Institutional buildings
Office buildings, including banks
Public buildings, including libraries and museums
Public works and utilities ....
Schools, grade and high (pubhc and private)
Sheds, poultry houses, and other minor outbuildings
Storage warehouses, coal pockets, lumber sheds, etc.
Stores, restaurants, and other mercantile buildings
All other non-residential buildings
Total—New 7ion-residential buildings
Additions, alterations, and repairs ....
of
Buildings
5, .317
1,076
2,3
332
2
Number
Estimated of Family
Cost Accommoda-
tions
$35,657,837
9,104,080
211, .300
17,937,800
35,000
6,970,000
20,000
5,317
2,1.52
28
4,687
6
6,759
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9,210 private garages led all other groups, and constituted 76.5 per cent of
the total number of all non-residential buildings planned.
The estimated cost of additions, alterations, and repairs in 1929, repre-
sented by 17,607 permits granted, amounted to $29,774,203, showing a
decided increase when compared with the corresponding data for each of
the five prior years.
Employment and Earnings in Public Utility Companies. In accordance
with its policy of extending the scope of its monthly surveys so to include
as many as possible of the important fields of employment, the division
began the collection of pay-roll data from three classes of public utilities in
Massachusetts in January, 1929. In this survey, as in other monthly
surveys, the division is co-operating with the United States Bureau of Labor
Statistics. The three classes of utilities are: street and electric railway com-
panies, steam railroad companies, and gas and electric companies engaged
in the production and distribution of gas and electricity. All employees,
both manual and clerical (except salaried executives) on the pay-rolls of
these companies in Massachusetts are included in the reports. Beginning
with the April returns, each of the three trunk line railroads graciously agreed
to make a special tabulation each month of pay-roll data relating solely
to their employees in Massachusetts. In April a number of gas and electric
companies were also added, and the reports thereafter numbered between
79 and 83, as compared with 34 in January. The greatest number of em-
ployees covered by the returns from 83 companies in October was 61,111.
It is estimated that the companies reporting each month employ approxi-
mately 95 per cent of the total number of persons actually on the pay-rolls
of all utility companies in Massachusetts coming within the three classifi-
cations. Not only are reports received from the larger companies, such as
the railroad companies, but reports are also received from three "executive
management" companies, together representing 35 individual gas and
electric companies. An attempt was made to add to the canvass certain
other classes of public utility companies, but their organization was such
that reports could not be made relating solely to Massachusetts, and the
data would therefore not be strictly comparable with the other data received.
As the returns for the 12 months in 1929 are not directly comparable, a
complete series of index numbers for the year cannot be computed, but the
summary of the returns received in November and December, 1929, pre-
sented in Table 8 is illustrative of the nature of inform.ation obtained each
month.
Table 8—Employment and Earnings of Wage-earners in 83 Public Utility
Companies in Massachusetts, for One Week in November and December, 1929
Pat-boll Data by
Class of Public Utility
December as Com-
pared WITH November
November, December,
1929 1929 Amount of
Change
Per cent
Change
Number of wage-earners employed:
Street and electric railways
Steam railroads
Gas and electric companies
All classes
Aggregate weekly pay-rolls:
Street and electric railways
Steam railroads
Gas and electric companies
All classes
Average weekly earnings:
Street and electric railways
Steani railroads
Gas and electric companies
All classes
13,270
32,706
13.941
59.917
$486,440
1,037,631
447,829
$1,971,900
$32.91
12,751
31,351
13,880
-519
-1,355
-61
67,982 -1,935
-$5,406
-27,377
+0,694
$1,945,811 -$26,089
.1481,034
1,010,2.54
454,523
$37 . 73
32.22
32.75
+$1.07
+ .49
+ .03
-3.9
-4.1
-0.4
-3.2
-1.1
-2.6
+ 1.5
-1.3
+2.9
+ 1.5
+2.0
$33.56 +$0.65 +2.0
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The number of wage-earners employed by the 83 companies during- the
reporting week in December was 57,982, a loss of 1,935 persons, or 3.2 per
cent, when compared with the 59,917 persons employed by the same com-
panies during the corresponding week in November. Marked seasonal
decreases occur each year in the number employed by steam railroads and
street railways, due to the lay-off of out-door forces. A comparison of the
returns for the several months in 1929 shows that between 3,000 and 3,500
additional men were employed for outside work, beginning in April and
ending in November or December. For a portion of the year the street and
electric railway companies add to their forces for street construction, main-
tenance, and improvement; the steam railroad companies employ many
additional men especially for road ballasting, track maintenance, construc-
tion work, etc.; and gas and electric companies do considerable sewer and
conduit work. Prior to the undertaking of this survery there were no defin-
ite records of the amount of such work undertaken, but the discontinuance
of such work at the close of each year was known to be an important cause
of unemployment during the winter months.
The aggregate weekly pay-roll for all classes of public utilities reporting
was SI,945,811 in December, as compared with $1,971,900 in November, a
loss of 126,089, or 1.3 per cent. The average weekly earnings per person
employed were $33.56 in December, as compared with $32.91 in November,
a gain of 65 cents, or 2.0 per cent.
Of the 57,982 wage-earners reported for in December, 12,751 were employed
by the 15 street and electric railways, 31,351 by the six steam railroads, and
13,880 by the 62 gas and electric companies. The corresponding numbers
for November were, respectively, 13,270, 32,706, and 13,941.
The aggregate weekly pay-roll for the 12,751 street and electric railway
employees in December was $481,034, or $37.73 per wage-earner, showing,
as compared with November, a decrease of 1.1 per cent in the amount of
the aggregate pay-roll, but a gain of $1.07, or 2.9 per cent in the average
weekly earnings per person. The pay-roll for the 31,351 steam railroad
employees amounted to $1,010,254 in December, and the average weekly
earnings were $32.22, showing a loss of 2.6 per cent in the pay-roll and a gain
of 49 cents, or 1.5 per cent, in the average weekly earnings. The pay-roll
of the 13,880 employees of the gas and electric companies amounted to
$454,523, or an average of $32.75, showing a gain of 1.5 per cent in the
aggregate pay-roll and a gain of 63 cents, or 2.0 per cent, in the per capita
earnings.
Eviploijment and Earnings in Wholesale and Retail Trade Establishments.
In November, 1929, the division added another important field of employ-
ment to the scope of its nionthly surveys by undertaking the collection of
pay-roll and employment data from wholesale and retail trade establish-
ments. The United States Bureau of Labor Statistics had extended the
scope of its surveys about a year before, in a limited way, to such establish-
ments, and at the request of the Bureau, this work was taken over by the
division in accordance with the usual form of cooperative agreement.
The schedule adopted in this state is similar to that used in the surveys
of manufacturing establishments and public utilities, and calls for the number
employed (including part as well as full-time people, extra help for special
days or special sales, etc.), and their pay-roll earnings during the week in-
cluding or ending nearest the 15th of the month. Wherever it can readily
be furnished without undue clerical labor, a further sub-division of the pay-
roll data is requested on the basis of selling and of non-selling forces. The
reporting concerns are requested to omit from the returns all salaried execu-
tives and all salesmen employed on straight commission, unless it is the
practice to apportion that commission weekly. In a number of instances,
more particularly the larger department and wearing apparel stores, the
"store total" is reported. By means of these returns, which constitute a
large and representative sample, it is possible to definitely trace from month
to month the trend and volume of employment and aggregate earnings in
wholesale and retail trade.
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Approximately 750 trade establishments were canvassed in November,
1929, and a large number of these establishments returned reports, the com-
pleteness of which warranted their inclusion in the list to be regularly can-
vassed each month.
Many of the concerns proved too small for consideration, and several
hundred others did not respond. All of the concerns from which tabulatable
returns were received in November, and all from which no report was
returned for November, were sent a form in December. A large number
of those which reported in November failed to report in December, but this
loss in number of reports was somewhat offset by another group which com-
pleted a December report and, in some instances, a November report as well.
Comparable returns were received from 242 identical companies in Novem-
ber and December, representing 1,906 stores or branches in Massachusetts,
and covering 28,674 employees in November and 31,858 in December, with
corresponding pay-rolls of $711,692 and $754,941, respectively. Because
of the employment of many salespeople on a short-time basis, a computation
of per capita earnings of the employees would be misleading. No attempt
has been made to tabulate separately the data for wholesale and retail estab-
lishments, because many of the companies sell both at wholesale and retail.
An endeavor is being made to increase the number of reporting concerns
so as to cover at least 50,000 employees, which number, it is estimated, would
constitute approximately 40 per cent of the total number of wage-earners
employed in wholesale and retail trade establishments in Massachusetts.
The results of the survey in November and December, 1929, are summar-
ized in Table 9.
Table 9—Employment and Earnings of Wage-earners in Representative Whole-
sale and Retail Trade Establishments, for One Week in November and December,
1929
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Information Service
The answering of inquiries relative to labor and industrial matters is an
increasingly important function of this division. In most instances the in-
formation desired is available in the printed reports and mimeographed press
notices issued by the department, but in some cases special tabulations and
surveys are made in order to answer inquiries calling for information in
greater detaU. In those cases where the amount of work involved is large,
the salaries of special clerks employed on such work is paid by the organiza-
tion desiring the information.
The subjects in which inquirers manifested special interest during the
past year were: Industrial trends in the principal industries and munici-
palities; employment and unemployment; labor turnover; discrimination
in employment on account of age; conditions in the textile industry and the
boot and shoe industry; labor organization in the South; occupational dis-
eases ; married women in industry ; and state publicity.
A reference library, maintained primarily for the use of the officials of the
department, is open to the public and is used extensively by persons desiring
to secure information. Two employees of the division devote full time to
this branch of the work of the division. Reports are regularly exchanged with
labor departments in other states, with the various departments of the
United States government, with certain foreign countries, and with a num-
ber of industrial research organizations; and the more important industrial
and trade journals and labor union publications are obtained for reference
purposes. The department receives currently 14 daily newspapers, 39
weekly, 16 bi-weekly, 175 montlily, and 20 quarterly publications, which
are exaniined, and all articles relating either to the work of the department
or to subjects that are of value are clipped and referred to the officials of the
department and are later filed for future reference.
2. Statistics of Manufactures
Industrial Trends in Massachusetts during the Past Decade
The annual census of manufactures in Massachusetts for the year 1928
was taken by the division of statistics during the past year. The first
annual census of this character in Massachusetts was that taken in 1886 by
the former bureau of statistics of labor. When the department of labor
and industries was organized in December, 1919, this function was trans-
ferred to the department under the provisions of General Laws, chapter
149, sections 169-172, inclusive, and was assigned by the commissioner to
the division of statistics. The census for the year 1928 was the forty-th'rd
annual census of manufactures in Massachusetts and the tenth taken by
this division. It is therefore fitting at this time that the results of the
censuses for the ten years, 1919 to 1928, be briefly summarized in this report.
In 1919 the manufacturing establishments in Massachusetts and through-
out the United States were being operated at the limit of a capacity which
had been increased far beyond normal requirements, and although some
months had passed since the armistice, they were still actively engaged in
restoring the stock of goods and equipment which had been depleted during
the world war. It was confidently believed that the great demand for prod-
ucts manufactured in the United States would continue for a long period
of time, but it was soon found that, because of a lack of purchasing power,
the orders from European countries were greatly reduced, and the domestic
demand was far from adequate to absorb the increased output. Within a
period of only a few months there resulted a great accumulation of manufac-
tured products for which there was no market, prices fell rapidly, and the
period of unusual expansion (1916-1919) was suddenly followed by a period
of curtailment and industrial depression which began in the fall of 1920 and
continued throughout the year 1921.
These facts should be borne in mind when one is considering industrial
conditions in Massachusetts during the past decade. While the value of
goods produced decreased from $4,011,181,532 in 1919 to $3,224,227,651 in
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1928, or 19.6 per cent, much of that apparent decrease was due to changes
in prices. The index numbers representing wholesale prices, based on the
average for 1913, fell from 2! 2 in 1919 to 169 in 1928, or 20.3 per cent.
Although there has been an almost continuous decline during recent years
in several important industries, the decrease in the total value of all products
manufactured in Massachusetts in 1928 was due, in large measure, to the
prolonged strike in the cotton mills in New Bedford, which brought the
cotton manufacturing industry in Massachusetts to the lowest point reached
during the decade.
The most pronounced curtailment in the manufacturing industries in
the commonwealth at the present time is in three of the major industries,
cotton goods, woolen and worsted goods, and boots and shoes, due to radical
changes in fashion and demand, and to competition with foreign manufac-
turers who are supplying products not only for domestic consumption in
their own countries, but have entered the markets in other foreign countries,
and are shipping large quantities of products, such as boots and shoes and
certain grades of textile goods, even to the United States. On the other hand,
there is a source of encouragement in other directions. For example, during
the past decade one important industry, the manufacture of electrical
machinery, apparatus and supplies, has shown a remarkable advance, and,
notwithstanding a decrease in prices since 1920, the value of the products
in this industry has increased from $91,938,738 in 1919 to $156„081,762 in
1928, and, to this total, radio apparatus and supplies contributed nearly 29
millions in value in 1928, or nearly one-fifth of the total for the electrical
industry. Substantial gains were also shown in the printing and publishing
industry, i i the manufacture of paper and wood pulp, dyeing and finishing
textiles, bread and other bakery products, rubber boots and shoes, furniture,
cutlery and tools, and motor vehicles, bodies, and parts. While losses in
the three major industries have been of large magnitude, other important
industries distributing large wage funds have offset to some extent the losses
to which reference has already been made.
The chart, here presented, shows the trend of employment, of earnings,
and of real wages in all manufacturing industries, combined, in Massachu-
setts during the years 1913 to 1929, inclusive, and also the trend in the cost
of living during the same period. Although the average number employed
in the manufacturing industries in Massachusetts during each of the past
six years was actually less than the average number employed in 1913 (the
year just prior to the war) the total wage fund distributed to the employees,
the average annual earnings of those employed, and the real wages, or pur-
chasing power of the money received by them, have in each case greatly
exceeded the corresponding amounts in 1913. For the year 1929 (based
on reports received from over 1,100 representative manufacturing establish-
ments), the estimated total wage fund distributed to wage-earners in the
manufacturing industries exceeded by 93.7 per cent the corresponding amount
distributed in 1913; the average annual earnings of the wage-earners ex-
ceeded by 121.6 per cent the corresponding amount in 1913; and the real
wages of those employed during the year, 1929, exceeded by 38.0 per cent
the corresponding real wages of employees in the manufacturing industries
in 1913.
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Summary of Principal Data
The census of manufactures in Massachusetts for the year 1928 was taken
during the past year independently of the United States Bureau of the
Census, which takes a biennial census of manufactures for the entire country
covering the odd years, and in the taking of which the department has co-
operated. In order to make public as soon as possible the results of this
census, the principal tabulations have already been issued in the form of
press notices s the first of which was issued in September, 1929.
1 Tliis series of press notices, issued under the title "Manufactures Press Notices, 1928," included the
following:
Nos. 1-39. Individual Cities. A separate press notice for each of the 39 cities containing data, by prin-
cipal industries, for 1928 wth comparable data for specified industries for certain prior years.
No. 40. Summary by Cities. Totals only for each city, 1928.
No. 41. General Summary for the State. Principal data by years, 1913-1928.
No. 42. Summary by Towns. Totals only for each town, 1928.
No. 43. Metropolitan Boston. Principal data by municipalities, 1928.
No. 44. Summary by Industries. Principal data for leading industries, 1928, with comparable data for
the years 1919-1928.
The total number of manufacturing establishments in Massachusetts in
operation in 1928 was 9,971. The total value of products manufactured
in these establishments during the year amounted to $3,224,227,651, the
value of stock and materials used in manufacture was $1,663,155,564, and
the difference between these amounts ($1,561,072,087) represents the value
added by the various manufacturing processes. The average number of
wage-earners employed in the 9,971 establishments during the year was
540,927, and the total amount paid in wages was $670,063,291.
Totals for all manufacturing industries combined for the year 1928, to-
gether with comparable totals for the years 1913-1928, are presented in
Table 10. In making comparisons for the several years of the money values,
due allowance should be made for price fluctuations and the changes in the
purchasing power of the dollar from year to year. The values of products
manufactured do not necessarily represent the relative volume of goods pro-
duced during the several years.
Table 10—Principal Data Relative to MoMuJacturing in Massachusetts, All
Industries Combined, 1913—1928, inclusive
Number o
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For the purpose of showing the trends of the leading industries in Massa-
chusetts during the decade, 1919 to 1928, inclusive, the principal data are
presented by years, in Table 12.
Table 12—Comparisons of Principal Data, for the Leading Manufacturing
Industries, 1919-1928^
Number
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Table 12—Comparisons of Principal Data, for the Leading Manufacturing
Industries, 1919-1928— {Continued)
Number
116
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Table 12.—Comparisons of Principal Data, for the Leading Manufacturing
Industries, 1919-1928— (Concluded)
Number
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Cities. Principal data having reference to manufacturing in each of the
39 cities of the commonwealth, with totals for the state and for the 316
towns grouped together, are presented in Table 13.
The total number of manufacturing establishments in the 39 cities in
Massachusetts, considered as a group, was 8,029, the total value of products
manufactured in the 39 cities in 1928 amounted to $2,488,532,585; the value
of stock and materials used in manufacture was $1,288,406,046, and the
difference between these amounts ($1,200,126,539) represents the value
added by the various manufacturing processes. The average number of
wage-earners employed in the 8,029 establishments in the 39 cities during the
year was 406,144, and the total amount paid in wages was $507,697,789.
The total value of products manufactured in the 39 cities in 1928 ($2,488,-
532,585) constituted 77.2 per cent of the aggregate value ($3,224,227,651)
of all products manufactured in the commonwealth in that year, and the
average number of wage-earners (406,144) employed in the manufacturing
industries in the 39 cities constituted 75.1 per cent of the average number of
wage-earners (540,927) employed in all manufacturing establishments in
the state. The total population of the 39 cities (as of March 31, 1925) was
2,909,767, constituting 70.2 per cent of the aggregate population (4,144,205)
of the state in that year.
As a manufacturing center Boston ranked first among the cities of the
commonwealth and the value of the products manufactured in the city in
1928 was $586,050,246, constituting 18.2 per cent of the aggregate value of
all products manufactured in the entire state during the year. In order of
importance, based on the value of products manufactured in 1928, the twenty
leading cities were: Boston, Worcester, Cambridge, Lawrence, Springfield,
Lynn, Fall River, Somerville, New Bedford, Chicopee, Holyoke, Lowell,
Everett, Brockton, Pittsfield, Haverhill, Fitchburg, Peabody, Chelsea, and
Attleboro.
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Table I4.—Principal Data Relative to Manufactures in the 316 Towns—1928
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Table 14-—Principal Data Relative to Manufactures in the 316 Towns—1928
—Concluded
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Metropolitan Boston. As defined for purposes of the annual census of
manufactures in Massachusetts, MetropoHtan Boston comprises 14 cities
and 26 towns included within a radius of about 15 miles from the State House
in Boston. Within this area were located 4,713 manufacturing establish-
ments in which products valued at $1,278,895,983 were manufactured in
1928. The average number of wage-earners employed in these establish-
ments during the year was 174,522, and the total amount paid in wages was
$235,017,427. The number of manufacturing establishments in Metropoli-
tan Boston in 1928 constituted 47.3 per cent of the total number (9,971) in
the entire state; the value of products manufactured constituted 39.7 per
cent of the total value of all products manufactured in the state; and the
number of wage-earners in the district was 32.3 per cent of the total number
employed in all manufacturing establishments in the state.
Principal data relative to manufacturing in each of the cities and towns
in Metropolitan Boston are presented in Table 15.
Table 15.—Principal Data Relative to Manufactures in Metropolitan Boston,
1928: By Cities and Toums
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presented in Table 16, and the totals for all industries in Metropolitan Boston
for each of the eight years, 1921 to 1928, inclusive, are presented in Table 17.
Table 16—Principal Data Relative to Manufactures in Metropolitan Boston,
Mass., 1928: By Industries'-
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1928 were: Worcester, Essex, Hampden, Bristol, Norfolk, Plymouth,
Berkshire, Hampshire, Franklin, Barnstable, Nantucket, and Dukes.
On the basis of average number of wage-earners employed, a somewhat
different order appears, Middlesex county again leading, but follov/ed by
Essex, Worcester, Suffolk, Bristol, Hampden, Plymouth, Norfolk, Berkshire,
Hampshire, Franklin, Barnstable, Nantucket, and Dukes.
Table 18.—Principal Data for the Manufacturing Industries in Massachusetts
—By Counties
Counties
Number Value of Amount of Average
of Estab- Stock and Wages Paid Number of Value of
lishments
' Materials during the Wage-earners Products
Used Year Employed
The State 9,971
Barnstable 23
Berkshire 201
Bristol 832
Dukes 3
Essex 1,451
Frankhn 121
Hampden 665
Hampshire 127
Middlesex 1,721
Nantucket 4
Norfolk 458
Plymouth 417
Suffolk 2,771
Worcester 1,177
663,155,564
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The chart here presented shows for the four state public employment offices,
combined, and for each of the four offices, separately, the fluctuations in
the number of positions reported filled by months during each of the five
years, 1925 to 1929, inclusive. On reference to this chart one will note that
there is a marked decrease in the number of positions reported filled during
the months of November, December, January, and February, and an in-
crease in the number of positions reported filled during the months of March,
April, May, and June. During the summer months there is usually a
period of several weeks during which there is a decrease in the number of
positions reported filled by these offices.
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Positions Reported Filled. The total number of positions reported filled
during the year 1929, by the four offices combined, was 30,157, which ex-
ceeded by 1,833, or 6.5 per cent, the number (28,324) reported filled during
the year 1928. At the main office in Boston there was an increase of 3.9
per cent; at the Springfield office, an increase of 10.8 per cent; and at the
Worcester office, an increase of 15.8 per cent, but the mercantile office in
Boston reported a decrease of 25.2 per cent in the number of positions filled
in 1929 as compared with the corresponding number filled in 1928. The large
decrease noted in the case of the mercantile office was the result of a decrease
principally in the demand for salespeople. From each of the offices regis-
trars have been sent out regularly to call upon employers for the purpose
of acquainting them with the work of the offices, and through advertising
and circular letters an endeavor has been made to secure an increase in the
number of orders from employers.
Persons Called for by Employers. During the year 1929 the total number
of persons called for by employers at the four offices combined was 36,695,
which exceeded by 3,168, or 9.4 per cent, the number (33,527) called for
during the year 1928. Of the total number of persons called for by employers
in 1929, 82.2 per cent were supplied, as compared with 84.5 per cent supplied
in 1928.
Persons Referred to Positions. The total number of persons referred to
positions by the four offices combined during the year 1929 was 43,898. A
large number of those referred to positions either failed to secure or declined
to accept appointment. The total number of positions reported filled in
1929 was 30,157, and in order to fill these positions, 43,898 persons were
referred, or an average of 1.5 persons for each position filled.
Records by Sex. In Table 20, principal data for the year 1929 are pre-
sented by sex for each of the four offices, separately, and for the four offices
combined.
Table 20.—Summary of Business of the Four State Public Employment Offices
during the Years 1929 and 1928: By Offi.ces and Sex
1929
Classification
Persons Persons
Regis- Called for Referred Positions
tra- by to Reported
tions Employers Positions Filled
1928
Persons Persons
Regis- Called for Referred Positions
tra- by to Reported
tions Employers Positions Filled
Boston—Main Office:
Males . . . 6,820 11,942
Females . . 2,051 4,838
Totals
Boston—Mercantile
Office:
Males
Females
Totals
Spkingfield:
Males
Females
Totals
Worcester:
Males
Females
Totals .
Four Offices Combined
Males
Females
Totals
8,871 16,780
15,756
6,563
9,609
3,949
22,319 18,558
2,043
3,001
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Of the 30,157 positions reported filled during the year 1929 by the four
offices combined, 20,171, or 66.9 per cent, were filled by males. At the
main office in Boston, which is engaged principally in the placement of man-
ual workers (skilled and unskilled), 70.9 per cent of the positions were filled
by males. The mercantile office in Boston, which was established primarily
for the purpose of securing positions for stenographers, bookkeepers, clerks,
salespeople, and other employees in stores and offices, operates in a field of
employment in which females predominate, and the number of positions
filled by males constituted only 16.2 per cent of the total number of posi-
tions filled by that office. At the Springfield office the number of positions
filled by males constituted 70.3 per cent of the total number of positions
filled by that office. At the Worcester office, 63.3 per cent of the total
number of positions were filled by males. At the Springfield and Worcester
offices there was a relatively greater demand for domestic workers than at
the main offi^ce in Boston.
Records by Months. The principal data relative to the activities of the
four offices during the vears 1929 and 1928, are summarized, by months, in
Table 21.
Table 21.—Summary of Business of the Four State Public Employment Offices
during the Years 1929 and 1928: By Months
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The total number of veterans registered at the four offices during the year
1929 was 1,436, showing a decrease of 189, or 11.6 per cent, when com-
pared with the number (1,625) registered in 1928. The total number of
positions reported filled by veterans in 1929 was 2,530, which was less by
653, or 20.5 per cent, than the number (3,183) of positions reported filled
by veterans in 1928. In explanation of the fact that the number of positions
reported filled by veterans, and the number of veterans referred to positions
exceeded the number of veterans registered, it should be stated that many
of those registered were referred to more than one position or placed in more
than one position during the year specified. Of the 20,171 positions reported
filled by males during the year 1929, by the four offices combined, 2,530, or
12.6 per cent, were filled by veterans.
Classification by Industries and Occupations. In Table 23 data are pre-
sented showing the number of persons called for by employers and the
number of positions reported filled in 1929, classified by industries or occu-
pations represented, and by offices.
Casual workers, common laborers, and persons in domestic and personal
service, together numbering 21,345, constituted 58.2 per cent of the total
number (36,695) of persons called for by employers at the four offices in 1929,
and, of the 30,157 positions reported filled, 18,699, or 62.0 per cent, were
filled by applicants classified within these groups. The building and con-
struction industries, metal and machine trades, and clerical occupations
were also well represented. Special efforts have been made to increase the
service rendered to persons seeking employment in stores and offices, and
through the mercantile office in Boston, which was established in January,
1922, primarily for the placement of applicants for such employment, 1,238
positions were reported filled during the past year.
Table 23.—Number of Persons Called for by Employers and Number of Posi-
tions Reported Filled in 1929: By Industries and Offices
Industries and Occu-
pations
Number of Persons
Called for by Employers
Boston,
Boston, Mer- Spring- Worces-
Main cantile field ter
Office Office Office Office
Number of Positions
Reported Filled
Boston,
Boston, Mer- Spring- Worces-
Main cantile field ter
Office Office Office Office
Agriculture ....
Building and construction
Casual workers
Chemicals, oils, paints, etc. .
Clay, glass and stone products
Clerical, professional, and tech
nical
Clothing and textiles
Common labor (not casual
workers) . . • •
Domestic and personal service
Food, beverages, and tobacco
Leather, rubber, and allied pro-
ducts
Lumber
Metals and machinery
Musical instruments
Paper and printing .
Shipbuilding
Theatres and amusements
Transportation and public util-
ities ....
Wholesale and retail trade
Woodworking and furniture
Miscellaneous .
Totals
64
2,175
3,550
38
27
496
2,146
2,363
237
365
1,605
4
921
123
56
256
136
74
2,144
1,262
169
543 210
471 437
4,823 3,737
1
7
78
77
1,263
1,505
93
11
44
923
48
6
IS
16,780 1,431 10,464
175
101
570
1,388
24
31
41
706
36
109 162
113 183
28 16
311 188
8,0S0
45
1,709
3,373
25
11
311
1,934
1,719
203
292
947
3
723
91
47
167
93
44
1,821
1,118
120
424 128
402 337
4,757 3,720
1
4
40
45
1,213
846
69
26
6
18
94
91
22
252
73
43
495
642
19
10 19
40 33
716 388
14
140
105
118
13,5.58 l,i. 9,071 6,290
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Cost of Operation. The summary Table 24 shows for the fiscal year end-
ing November 30, 1929, the expenditures on account of each of the four
offices, the number of placements (positions reported filled), and the per
capita cost of placements, with corresponding data for the fiscal year ending
November 30, 1928, for purposes of comparison.
The per capita cost of placements is derived by dividing the total expen-
ditures on account of the operation of the offices by the number of place-
ments made during the year. For the four offices, combined, the per
capita cost of placements was $2.26 for the fiscal year 1929, as compared
with $2.32 for the fiscal year 1928. The decrease of six cents per placement
resulted from an increase in the total number of placements i}otwitbst3nd-
iiig an increase of $3,372.74 in the total expenditures during the fiscal year
1929. For the several offices the per capita costs of placements during the
last fiscal year were: Boston (main office), $2.44; Boston (mercantile office),
$4.93; Springfield, $1.84, and Worcester, $1.95. An increase (from $3.81 in
1928 to $4.93 in 1929) in the per capita cost of placements made by the
mercantile office in Boston was due to a decrease (22.6 per cent) in the
number of placements made by that office, accompanied by an increase in
the cost of operation.
Table 24-—Expenditures, Number of Placements, and Per Capita Cost of Place-
ments, Fiscal Years,* 1929 and 1928: By Offices
Offices
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The Somerville Chamber of Commerce entered into cooperative relations
with the federal service during the past year and the Boston Clearing House
for Men and the New Bedford Young Women's Christian Association
withdrew.
The cooperating offices are required to furnish monthly reports and to
conform to certain regulations with reference to their operation. The fed-
eral service supplies certain standard forms for their use, grants the use of
the franking privilege in connection with their placement work, and, in some
instances, has loaned them furniture and office equipment.





